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1982
Organisation

Country Turkey

City İstanbul (Anadolu)

Street Icadiye Mah. Palalı Ahmet sok. no.3 Huzur
apt.D.17, Uskudar

Web http://medeniyet.edu.tr/en

Person

Name Burcu Taşkın

Assistant Professor

Organisation

Istanbul Medeniyet University is a public university located at central Istanbul.
I work as an Assist. Prof. at the Department of Political Science and Public Administration.

Areas of Activity

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans
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Abdullah Gul University
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Kayseri

Street Barbaros Mah. Erkilet Blvd. Sumer Campus

Web http://www.agu.edu.tr/

Person

Name Harika Suklun

Assistant Professor

Organisation

As a Higher Education Institute, AGU offers education to young learners through partnerships and
learner-centered approaches and leads learners to find solutions to global challenges. AGU's goal is to
develop citizens who can contribute to societies and shape the future by converting knowledge into
personal and social values.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance
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Academy of Finland
Organisation

Country Finland

City Helsinki

Street

Web https://www.aka.fi/en/

Person

Name Helena Vänskä

Science Adviser, SC6 NCP

Organisation

I participate as the Finnish National Contact Point for SC6, mainly interested in general presentations
and criteria of the upcoming calls. I work for the Academy of Finland, which promotes excellent,
responsible and high-impact research with a view to ensuring that society can make the best possible
use of the results of that research. We produce high-quality data and analyses and support the use of
scientific knowledge in policy-making. We work in close consultation with other stakeholders in the
Finnish research, education and innovation system.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance
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ActionAid
Organisation

Country Italy

City Milano

Street

Web http://www.actionaid.it

Person

Name Claudia Simoni

Project Designer

Organisation

We defend and promote human rights, fighting social exclusion, especially of young people, women
and migrants. 1 and a half billion people live in poverty, forced to give up food, health, education. The
world has sufficient resources to guarantee everyone a dignified life: the problem is their distribution
and access. We are the voice of people living in poverty, in Italy and in the world. Our goal? More
equitable and fairer societies. For everyone.
We promote citizenship education to increase the active participation of citizens and their involvement
in decisions concerning them. Because we want to make people and communities able to face
emergencies and future challenges.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making
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ActionAid Italia
Organisation

Country Italy

City Milan-Rome

Street

Web https://www.actionaid.it/

Person

Name Patrizia Caruso

Federal Developement Officer

Organisation

ActionAid is an international organisation, working with over 15 million people in 45 countries for a
world free from poverty and injustice. Our head office is in Johannesburg and we were the first
international development organisation with our head office based in Africa. We also have offices right
across Asia, the Americas and Europe. We believe the people whose lives our work affects should
decide how we’re run. We help people use their own power to fight poverty and injustice. Because
that’s how real change happens – for families, for communities, for whole societies.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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Agence Nationale de la Recherche
Organisation

Country France

City PARIS

Street 50, avenue Daumesnil

Web http://www.agence-nationale-recherche.fr/en/

Person

Name Bernard LUDWIG

Scientific Manager / French NCP
SC 6

Organisation

ANR provides funding for project-based research in all fields of science - for both basic and applied
research - to public research organisations and universities, as well as to private companies (including
SMEs). Employing a method based on competitive peer reviews compliant with international
standards, ANR provides the scientific community with instruments and programmes promoting
creativity and openness, and stimulate new ideas and partnerships, particularly between academia
and industry. Its activity also contributes to enhancing the competitiveness and the influence of French
research in Europe and across the world.
Since 2015, The French National Research Agency (ANR) proposes the MRSEI call "Setting up European
or International Scientific Networks" which helps, with a 30k€ funding, researchers, based in a French
institution, finalize their network and proposal in order to submit it at collaborative H2020 or large-
scale international calls, under French coordination.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
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• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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AGH University of Science and
Technology
Organisation

Country Poland

City Kraków

Street Mickiewicza Av.

Web https://www.agh.edu.pl/

Person

Name Anna Ostręga

associate professor

Organisation

Teaching and research among other in geology, mining, reclamation and revitalisation, sociology
fields.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism
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AGH University of Science and
Technology. Faculty of Mining and
Geoengineering
Organisation

Country Poland

City Cracow

Street

Web https://www.agh.edu.pl

Person

Name Natalia Kowalska

PhD Candidate

Organisation

AGH University of Science and Technology since many years is been ranked in the top of technical
universities.
The Faculty of Mining and Geoengineering based on reclamation, economics tasks, management in
mining, innovative technologies etc. The faculty actively collaborates with Polish and international
universities, industry, local authorities, centres of environmental protection and the economic
departments of companies.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism
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Akhmet Yassawi International Kazakh-
Turkish University
Organisation

Country Kazakstan

City Turkestan

Street Sattarkhanov avenue, 29

Web http://ayu.edu.kz/en/about

Person

Name Nurbek Saparkhojayev

Head of "Computer Engineering"
Department

Organisation

Akhmet Yassawi International Kazakh-Turkish University was established on June 6, 1991. The President
of the Republic of Kazakhstan, N.A. Nazarbayev, opened this university for the development and
prosperity of our spiritual capital, the city of Turkestan. Originally, the university was formed as the
Turkestan State University named after Khoja Akhmet Yassawi.
On May 1, 1992, as a result of an agreement between the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan, N.A.
Nazarbayev and the Prime Minister of the Republic of Turkey, Suleyman Demirel, the university was
awarded the status of an “International University”. On October 31, 1992, the Governments of the
Republic of Kazakhstan and the Republic of Turkey signed the Agreement on the reorganization of the
university into Khoja Akhmet Yassawi International Kazakh-Turkish University. Thus, an international
higher education institution was first opened in Kazakhstan. The university is the only university among
the Turkic-speaking countries, having international status.
At the moment, about 8,000 students study in the Kazakh, Turkish, Russian and English languages,
among them more than 1,300 representatives of about 30 nationalities from 16 countries and 15
autonomous republics of Eurasia. Young people, living in peace and harmony under one roof, receive
higher education in 54 specialties of bachelor’s degree, 30 specialties of magistracy and 11 specialties
of doctoral studies.
The University provides distance learning technology for 22 educational programs. In the educational
center for distance learning with a center in Ankara, Turkey, about 4,000 students receive education in
11 specialties within the framework of the TurTEP program. The structure of the International Kazakh-
Turkish University named after Khoja Akhmet Yassawi has 4 research centers, the Eurasian Scientific
Research Institute, 7 research laboratories and 70 research groups.

Areas of Activity
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• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites
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Aleksandras Stulginskis university
Organisation

Country Lithuania

City Kaunas

Street Studentu g. 11

Web http://asu.lt

Person

Name Rasa Pranskuniene

Lecturer, PhD; Head of university
museum

Organisation

Aleksandras Stulginskis University is a state institution of higher education and research, which is
constantly improving its activity and meeting the highest expectations of society needs. At present it
has over 5000 students in a wide range of study programmes of biomedicine, technologies and social
sciences.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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AliénorEU
Organisation

Country Belgium

City Brussels

Street 11 rue de l’industrie

Web http://www.alienoreu.com/

Person

Name Marta Bombelli

EU Affairs Consultant

Organisation

AliénorEU is a consultancy and communication agency specialised in European policies and based in
Brussels. We have been involved in different EU projects as dissemination WP leader. Our expertise in
communication and European policies allows us to ensure an adequate dissemination of the results of
innovative projects, therefore bringing the results of the project closer to the citizens, policymakers and
the industry.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Your partner for Communication, Dissemination and Exploitation Activities
for EU project
As communication and dissemination partner, AlienorEU can:
- plan and implement an effective communication campaign
- Create high-impact dissemination material in several languages
- Provide strategic advice on EU policy and bring added value to the project by involving policymakers
- Engage with end-users to ensure an effective exploitation and commercialisation of the project's
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results
- Organise successful events - including in the European Parliament - attended by key stakeholders
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Anadolu University
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Eskisehir

Street YUNUS EMRE CAMPUS

Web https://anadolu.edu.tr/

Person

Name Harun Serpil

Lecturer

Organisation

Eskişehir Academy of Economic and Commercial Sciences, founded in 1958, formed the basis of
Anadolu University. The Academy was replaced by Anadolu University in 1982, which has gained a
well-deserved place as a modern, dynamic and innovative institution among the largest universities
not only in Turkey, but also in the world. Situated in the center of Eskişehir, which is well-known as a
city of science, culture and youth, its campus houses 12 faculties (undergraduate level) - three of which
offer distance education, 3 applied schools – one of which is of music and drama, 2 vocational schools
(associate level), 6 graduate schools – four of which are graduate and postgraduate level, and 30
research centers.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making
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• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism
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Ankara Hacı Bayram Veli Üniversitesi
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Ankara

Street

Web http://ahbv.edu.tr/

Person

Name tülin kartal güngör

Lecturer Ph.D.

Organisation

Ankara Hacı Bayram Veli University left Gazi University in May 2018 and became a new university. Our
university aims to educate indiviuals who are able to research knowledge, interrogate, think analytical
and be respectful to human values. It also aims contribute to the lifelong education and development
process of the society by producing knowledge, sharing and transforming it to real life.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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on children and youth
• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The

societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion
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Ankara Yildirim Beyazit University
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Ankara

Street

Web http://aybu.edu.tr/

Person

Name Bekir Gur

Associate Professor

Organisation

Established in 2010, Ankara Yildirim Beyazit University (AYBU) is a public university in Ankara, Turkey.
AYBU is top public university in Turkey in terms of its international students. 10% of students of AYBU
are international students.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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innovation policy making
• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in

governance
• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,

present and future of differentiation in
European governance
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ARTIFACTORY
Organisation

Country Greece

City PREVEZA

Street PO Box 13b, Kastrosykia, 48100 Preveza, Greece

Web https://www.artifactory.eu/

Person

Name Dorothea Papathanasiou-Zuhrt

Senior Researcher

Organisation

IDENTITY: ARTIFACTORY is a multivalent, flexible nexus that envisions a culture-driven society. It’s legal
seat is located in Kastrosykia, Region of Epirus, Greece, operating also in Italy, Estonia, Spain and
Holland. ARTIFACTORY is working to demonstrate that cultural heritage is an
inherent quality of sustainable tourism and is dedicated to attract projects, skills and networks
forcommunity growth and development. The main aims and fields of expertise comprise: TOURISM
DEVELOPMENT: ARTIFACTORY delivers projects that demonstrate the educational value of culture and
the arts through first-hand experiences with audiences at heritage places.
ARTIFACTORY works to improve the planning capacities of tourism professionals and raise
awareness of communities, professionals and policy makers on the socio-economic potential of
cultural heritage.
CULTURE & CCI: linking the onsite experience to digital heritage by exploiting the powers of the
Cultural and Creative Industries (CCI) is a particularity of ARTIFACTORY, which researches the audio-
visual languages guiding professionals to develop quality contents for tourism purposes.
YOUTH EDUCATION & TRAINING: ARTIFACTORYdevelops training for heritage and tourism
professionals to help them adapt to the constantly changing knowledge ecosystem, and evolve the
individual skills to improve their professional statuses, and is very actively involved in the tourism guide
education. ARTIFACTORY considers culture and the arts as the main lever for personal, collective and
social development and a driver for citizen education and conflict resolution. Therefore it works to
stimulate projects, initiatives and investments by involving and engaging the youth at grass roots level.
It involves the youth into informal learning and international mobility opportunities, empowering the
latter to act responsibly
and creatively for their community heritage.
FEATURED PROJECTS The founding members of ARTIFACTORY are involved in more than 35 years in
the design and implementation of EU and international funded projects in the domain of culture,
digital heritage and the arts, tourism, VET training, mobility and academic research with more than
250 applications. By designing a series of EU funded projects, they have accumulated expertise in the
cultural, tourism and AV sector and VET training. Featured projects include:
ENI CBC BLACK SEA JOP 2014-2020 1/1.1/351/HERIPRENEURSHIP - Establishing long lasting
partnerships to upgrade heritage based offers and create new investment opportunities in tourism and
the cultural and creative industries at UNESCO designated areas in the Black Sea Basin
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INTERREG BALKAN MEDITERANNEAN 2014-2020 BMM/1.2/2619/2017:INNOVIMENTOR-Generating
SME product and process innovation with a new tourism mobility model, stakeholder alliances and
skills alliances to facilitate the market uptake of local enterprises in remote and sparsely populated
areas
COSME PROGRAMME 2014-2020: COS/TOUR/699493/DIVERTIMENTO -Diversifying tourism offers in
peripheral destinations with heritage-based products and services, stakeholder-skills alliances to
internationalize locally operating micro-enterprises in peripheral and sparsely populated areas”
ENPI CBC BLACK SEA JOINT OPERATIONAL PROGRAMME MIS ETC 282/ALECTOR -Collaborative
Networks of Multilevel Actors to advance quality standards for heritage tourism at CB Level
SOUTH EAST EUROPE TRANSNATIONAL COOPERATION PROGRAMME 2007-2013
SEE/B/0015/4.3/X/SUSTCULT-Achieving sustainability through an integrated approach to the
management of cultural heritage
SEE/B/0016/4.3/X SAGITTARIUS: Launching (g)local level heritage entrepreneurship: strategies and
tools to unite forces, safeguard the place, mobilize cultural values, deliver the experience.
ARTIFACTORY is connected to EDUTOPIA, the George Lucas Educational Foundation. ARTIFACTORY is
a member with the OPEN EDUCATION EUROPA, Europe’s Community for innovative Education and
has been awarded for the Project NTVIS -New Transgenerational Visual Literacy. ARTIFACTORY is a
member of the EUROTHENTICA Association of Tourism Enterprises with seat in Rome, Italy, and has
joined the Appstore as an autonomous iBook publisher since January 2018.
NETWORKS: ARTIFACTORY participates with 5 voting members the EUROPEANA Collections
and its research branch EUROPEANA Pro. ARTIFACTORY has been awarded for the “Joe
Petrosino Museum” in Padula, Italy, which has been selected by EUROPEANA as one of the only 10
Museums in Europe for cultural communication.
ARTIFACTORY is founding member of INTERPRET EUROPE, The European Association for the
Interpretation of heritage and participates the BOSCH ALUMNI FOUNDATION and EATSA (EUROASIA
TOURISM STUDIES ASSOCIATION) committed Tourism and Hospitality research, to ensure the higher
standards of international cooperation and avoid misconduct.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion
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ARTIFACTORY
Organisation

Country Greece

City Preveza

Street PO Box 13b, Kastrosykia, 48100 Preveza, Greece

Web https://www.artifactory.eu/

Person

Name Dorothea Papathanasiou-Zuhrt

Senior Researcher

Organisation

IDENTITY: ARTIFACTORY is a multivalent, flexible nexus that envisions a culture-driven society. It’s legal
seat is located in Kastrosykia, Region of Epirus, Greece, operating also in Italy, Estonia, Spain and
Holland. ARTIFACTORY is working to demonstrate that cultural heritage is an inherent quality of
sustainable tourism and is dedicated to attract projects, skills and networks for community growth and
development. The main aims and fields of expertise comprise:
TOURISM DEVELOPMENT: ARTIFACTORY delivers projects that demonstrate the educational value of
culture and the arts through first-hand experiences with audiences at heritage places. ARTIFACTORY
works to improve the planning capacities of tourism professionals and raise awareness of communities,
professionals and policy makers on the socio-economic potential of cultural heritage.
CULTURE & CCI: linking the onsite experience to digital heritage by exploiting the powers of the
Cultural and Creative Industries (CCI) is a particularity of ARTIFACTORY. Since 35 years senior
members are researching the audio-visual languages guiding professionals and heritage operators to
develop quality contents for tourism purposes.
YOUTH EDUCATION & TRAINING: ARTIFACTORY develops training for heritage and tourism
professionals to help them adapt to the constantly changing knowledge ecosystem, and evolve the
individual skills to improve their professional statuses, and is very actively involved in the tourism guide
education. ARTIFACTORY involves the youth into informal learning and international mobility
opportunities, empowering the latter to act responsibly and creatively for their community heritage.
FEATURED PROJECTS
The founding members of ARTIFACTORY are involved in more than 35 years in the design of heritage
projects with more than 250 applications. By designing a series of EU funded projects, they have
accumulated expertise in the cultural, tourism and AV sector and VET training. Featured projects
include:
ENI CBC BLACK SEA JOP 2014-2020
1/1.1/351/HERIPRENEURSHIP - Establishing long lasting partnerships to upgrade heritage based
offers and create new investment opportunities in tourism and the cultural and creative industries at
UNESCO designated areas in the Black Sea Basin, approved 02/2018
INTERREG BALKAN MEDITERANNEAN 2014-2020 BMM/1.2/2619/2017:INNOVIMENTOR-Generating
SME product and process innovation with a new tourism mobility model, stakeholder alliances and
skills alliances to facilitate the market uptake of local enterprises in remote and sparsely populated
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areas
COSME PROGRAMME 2014-2020 COS/TOUR/699493/DIVERTIMENTO -Diversifying tourism offers in
peripheral destinations with heritage-based products and services, stakeholder-skills alliances to
internationalize locally operating micro-enterprises in peripheral and sparsely populated areas”
ENPI CBC BLACK SEA JOINT OPERATIONAL PROGRAMME MIS ETC 282/ALECTOR -Collaborative
Networks of Multilevel Actors to advance quality standards for heritage tourism at CB Level
SOUTH EAST EUROPE TRANSNATIONAL COOPERATION PROGRAMME 2007-2013
SEE/B/0015/4.3/X/SUSTCULT-Achieving sustainability through an integrated approach to the
management of cultural heritage
SEE/B/0016/4.3/X SAGITTARIUS: Launching (g)local level heritage entrepreneurship: strategies and
tools to unite forces, safeguard the place, mobilize cultural values, deliver the experience.
ARTIFACTORY is connected to EDUTOPIA, the George Lucas Educational Foundation.
ARTIFACTORY is a member of OPEN EDUCATION EUROPA, Europe’s Community for innovative
Education and has been awarded for the Project NTVIS -New Transgenerational Visual Literacy.
ARTIFACTORY is a member of the EUROTHENTICA Association of Tourism Enterprises with seat in
Rome, Italy, and has joined the Appstore as an autonomous iBook publisher since January 2018.
NETWORKS: ARTIFACTORY participates with 5 voting members the EUROPEANA Collections
and its research branch EUROPEANA Pro. ARTIFACTORY has been awarded for the “Joe Petrosino
Museum” in Padula, Italy, which has been selected by EUROPEANA as one of the only 10 Museums in
Europe for cultural communication.
ARTIFACTORY is founding member of INTERPRET EUROPE, The European Association for the
Interpretation of heritage and participates the BOSCH ALUMNI FOUNDATION and EATSA (EUROASIA
TOURISM STUDIES ASSOCIATION) committed Tourism and Hospitality research, to ensure the higher
standards of international cooperation and avoid misconduct.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion
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ASM - Market Research and Analysis
Centre / ASM - Centrum Badań i
Analiz Rynku
Organisation

Country Poland

City Kutno

Street

Web http://www.asm-poland.com.pl

Person

Name Aleksandra Oleksik

International Relations Manager

Organisation

ASM is a private, non-profit SME with R&D status founded in 1996 and specialised in socio-economic
and market analysis, communication and marketing. Our target market is construction and energy
sector.
From 2002 ASM participated in over 40 EU funded projects being responsible for: market analysis
(potential and forecasts, clients and competition in depth analysis, market entry barriers, cost of the
market implementation for R&D results, value chain analysis), business models identification and
validation, business plans, foresight, socio-economic analysis, analysis on customers’ & end users
motivations, behavioural patterns, attitudes, awareness, education, e-learning, evaluation of policies
and programmes at national and European level, dissemination and exploitation strategies (including
analysis of the factors that influence exploitation of project results e.g. standardisation, safety, ethical
issues, gender issues, regulatory aspects, risk assessment), communication activities planning and
coordination (www, media relations, workshops, conferences, newsletter, brochures, etc.).

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
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• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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ASM - Market Research and Analysis
Centre / ASM - Centrum Badań i
Analiz Rynku
Organisation

Country Poland

City Kutno

Street

Web http://www.asm-poland.com.pl

Person

Name Agnieszka Kowalska

Senior Project Manager/Head of
International Cooperation
Department

Organisation

ASM is a private, non-profit SME with R&D status founded in 1996 and specialised in socio-economic
and market analysis, communication and marketing. Our target market is construction and energy
sector.
From 2002 ASM participated in over 40 EU funded projects being responsible for: market analysis
(potential and forecasts, clients and competition in depth analysis, market entry barriers, cost of the
market implementation for R&D results, value chain analysis), business models identification and
validation, business plans, foresight, socio-economic analysis, analysis on customers’ & end users
motivations, behavioural patterns, attitudes, awareness, education, e-learning, evaluation of policies
and programmes at national and European level, dissemination and exploitation strategies (including
analysis of the factors that influence exploitation of project results e.g. standardisation, safety, ethical
issues, gender issues, regulatory aspects, risk assessment), communication activities planning and
coordination (www, media relations, workshops, conferences, newsletter, brochures, etc.).

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• DT-

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
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TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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ASM Market Research and Analysis
Centre Ltd.
Organisation

Country Poland

City Kutno

Street

Person

Name Maria Goreczna

International Relations

Organisation

ASM Market Research and Analysis Centre Ltd. is private, non-profit SME with R&D status founded in
1996, specialised in:
Social surveys and market analysis, management consultancy
(among TOP 10 research agencies in Poland)
Multi-site European research projects funded by the European Commission
(participation in more than 45 European R&D projects)
Areas for collaboration:
Market analysis (national and European level state of the art & field research on market condition,
demand, potential, trends)
Socio-economic analysis of new technologies
Policy analysis including national and European legislation
Linking R&D with industries & society, exploitation plans
Decision making process analysis in private and public institutions
Business environment analysis (i.e. SWOT, PESTEL)
Analysis on customers’ & end users motivations, attitudes, awareness, behavioural patterns including
neuro analysis
User satisfaction from new or existing technologies /services
Creation and implementation of raising awareness strategy & campaigns
Creation of innovative business models for new technologies
Promotion, dissemination and exploitation of market results including Implementation strategies and
dissemination plans, Website management, workshops and conferences organisation and
management with the aim to transfer knowledge and technology
Project management (PMI methodology)
Research methods applied by ASM:
desk research, qualitative & quantitative analysis (e.g Expert panels, Focus Group Interviews FGI, In-
Depth Interviews IDI, Individual Telephone Interviews ITI, Mystery Shopping, Delphi panels, Face-to-
Face Interviews, Computer Assisted Telephone Interview CATI, Computer Assisted Web Interviewing
CAWI, Case studies, Semi-structured Interviews SSI, SWOT analysis,)
Resources:
own reliable polling network with professional co-ordinators covering the whole country
own telephone polling centre (CATI) that eliminates data collection errors
modern equipment at the data analysis centre (computers, specialised software SPSS, complementary
tools, CADAS )
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neuroLab - neuro behavioural analysis (Eye Tracking, EEG/GSR/EMG; FT Face Tracking)
http://asm-poland.com.pl/asm-neuro-lab/
focus-group interview room

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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Athens Lifelong Learning Institute
Organisation

Country Greece

City Athens

Street 62 Kifisias avenue

Web www.athenslifelonglearning.gr

Person

Name Ourania Xylouri

Director of the Athens Lifelong
Learning Institute

Organisation

The Athens Lifelong Learning Institute is a research and education institute, based in Athens, Greece
with the mission to foster and enhance innovation processes mainly in the areas of education and
lifelong learning, knowledge society, social inclusion,human capital development and labour markets in
Greece and in Europe.
The Athens Lifelong Learning Institute represents a rather unique integration of multisidciplinary
expertise and innovative thinking drawing on a comprehensive and diverse knowledge base combining
research methods and their application, network development and implementation, policy analysis
and valorisation of innovative practices.
The Athens Lifelong Learning Institute team is comprised of professionals in the fields of adult
education, lifelong learning and human capital development and have worked together for more than
15 years, jointly developing projects and initiatives with the ultimate goal of human capital
development and social inclusion in a local, national and European level. People working or
cooperating with the Athens Lifelong Learning Institute have provided the Institute with the energy
and vision to continue promoting high quality services and new ideas in the fields of vocational
training, adult education and social inclusion. Moreover, the Athens Lifelong Learning Institute has a
large pool of associate partners [more than 1.000 adult trainers, educators and researchers] from
which it regularly draws professionals to staff the lifelong learning activities and its research project.
The Athens Lifelong Learning Institute team has a long experience in the development of educational
curricula and programmes that keep abreast to the new developments, social demands and European
priorities. It also exhibits an active interest in a number of social issues such as social inclusion of
disadvantaged groups, discrimination and suppression of human rights and has attempted through the
implementation of innovative learning methodologies to moderate their impact.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance
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and integration policies
• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing

the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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Athens Lifelong Learning Institute
Organisation

Country Greece

City Athens

Street 62 Kifisias avenue

Web http://www.athenslifelonglearning.gr

Person

Name Margarita Defingou

Researcher / Project Manager

Organisation

The Athens Lifelong Learning Institute is a research and education institute, based in Athens, Greece
with the mission to foster and enhance innovation processes mainly in the areas of education and
lifelong learning, knowledge society, social inclusion,human capital development and labour markets in
Greece and in Europe.
The Athens Lifelong Learning Institute represents a rather unique integration of multisidciplinary
expertise and innovative thinking drawing on a comprehensive and diverse knowledge base combining
research methods and their application, network development and implementation, policy analysis
and valorisation of innovative practices.
The Athens Lifelong Learning Institute team is comprised of professionals in the fields of adult
education, lifelong learning and human capital development and have worked together for more than
15 years, jointly developing projects and initiatives with the ultimate goal of human capital
development and social inclusion in a local, national and European level. People working or
cooperating with the Athens Lifelong Learning Institute have provided the Institute with the energy
and vision to continue promoting high quality services and new ideas in the fields of vocational
training, adult education and social inclusion. Moreover, the Athens Lifelong Learning Institute has a
large pool of associate partners [more than 1.000 adult trainers, educators and researchers] from
which it regularly draws professionals to staff the lifelong learning activities and its research project.
The Athens Lifelong Learning Institute team has a long experience in the development of educational
curricula and programmes that keep abreast to the new developments, social demands and European
priorities. It also exhibits an active interest in a number of social issues such as social inclusion of
disadvantaged groups, discrimination and suppression of human rights and has attempted through the
implementation of innovative learning methodologies to moderate their impact.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding • GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
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migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

governance
• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,

present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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Automation Innology
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street

Web https://www.automationinnology.com

Person

Name Waldemar Nowak

CEO & Founder

Organisation

„To boldly go where no man has gone before”
Automation Innology - concept which is a combination of Education, Business and Open Source
Knowledge in the area of Intelligent Process Automation, Innovative Practical Approach to
Transformation and Technology and own developed Technology’s solutions with its future adoption
into global Business Service Sectors.
We look for People, Associations and Organizations which are/have:
Visionaries wanting to Change the World
Investors - Partners
Strong business experience or market position
Academic and scientific Partners to deliver Future Professions
Market Influencers
Familiar with modern technological solutions and practices
Those who like to verify market methodologies and introduce own concepts and technical solutions

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Azerbaijan Entrepreneurs
Confederation (ASK)
Organisation

Country Azerbaijan

City Baku

Street Akad.Hasan Aliyev str. 57

Web http://ask.org.az/en/

Person

Name Arif Najimov

Head of International Relations
and Business Development
Department

Organisation

Azerbaijan Entrepreneurs Confederation (ASK) was established on March 5, 1999, and has been
registered on April 9, 1999. ASK as a public association of employers in the Republic of Azerbaijan,
regardless of ownership and organizational-legal form (excluding state-financed organizations)
coordinates the activities of legal entities and individuals engaged in entrepreneurial field on a
voluntary basis, protects their legal and economic interests, carries out socially-useful purposes, and
serves as a non-commercial and non-profit organization which does not aim to earn income as the
main purpose of its activity.
The Confederation comprises more than 6,000 entrepreneurial entities, including about 70 economic
and social associations and unions.
ASK adequately performs its duties as a social partner and representative of employers in the General
Collective Agreement signed on 26 May 2008 on a tripartite basis between the Cabinet of Ministers,
Trade Unions and ASK for determining socio-economic policy and regulating labor relations in
Azerbaijan.
ASK is a member of the International Organization of Employers, the World Association of NGOs, the
International Congress of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs, UN Global Compact as well as working with
the International Labour Organization (ILO), Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development, Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH, the World Bank
Group, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), United Nations Development
Programme, United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), UNICEF etc. ASK also
closely cooperates with the embassies in Azerbaijan. The Confederation has four regional offices in
Azerbaijan and thirteen foreign representative offices.
ASK has qualified specialists and experts for preparing a different kind of international programs and
projects as well as implementation them successfully. We invite all relevant and interested partners for
cooperation and working together within different programs and projects.
For future communication don't hesitate to contact Mr. Arif Najimov = eMail: anajimov@ask.org.az or
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ari_coordinator@yahoo.com, Mob./WhatsApp: +994 50 622 37 10
Mr. Arif Najimov is also National Contact Point (NCP) in Strengthening participation of Innovative
SMEs within HORIZON 2020 program in the Republic of Azerbaijan.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Baltic Institute of Advanced
Technology
Organisation

Country Lithuania

City VILNIUS

Street Saulėtekio av. 15

Person

Name Adelė Vaiginytė

Deputy Director

Organisation

Baltic Institute of Advance Technology (BPTI) is a private research institute from Lithuania specialising
in solving complex multidisciplinary problems. For more than 10 years BPTI focuses on creating and
developing new technologies and providing R&D services to other companies. Among other fields of
competence BPTI has a strong background of working within the field of data science and has
extensive experience in application of statistics, data mining and machine learning, artificial
intelligence, modelling and analysis of complex systems, analysis of social networks and computational
analysis and modeling of social phenomena.
BPTI has experience in participating and coordinating projects funded by Horizon2020, European
Space Agency (ESA), European Defense Agency and different local public funds. Some of the most
recent projects include National electoral study of Lithuania and modelling of civil resistance in
Lithuania.
We assume social responsibility and invite any enterprise, university, institute or other partner in
Lithuania or abroad to co-operate in realising interesting ideas. Public awareness oriented BPTI
experience include coordination of European Researchers’ Night in Lithuania, science promotion TV
show and Café Scientifique discussions for general public, creating public recognition and a
communicational network of educational institutions of different levels. More on our experience:
bpti.eu
For this call, cooperation with Lithuanian Social Innovations Institute (SII) is also foreseen. SII is an
independent non-profit organisation that performs fundamental and applied social research, runs
projects related to social, educational and science policy and science communication, provides
services and solutions for public policy makers, non-governmental organisations and business
companies. They have accumulated most experience in such areas as Education and science policy,
Popular science, Innovation development, Emigration and diaspora policy, Societal security, Reduction
of social exclusion, Youth policy and Social ecology.

Areas of Activity
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• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth
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Bavarian Research Alliance GmbH
Organisation

Country Germany

City Munich

Street Prinzregentenstr. 52

Web https://www.bayfor.org/index_de.php

Person

Name Anna Abelmann

Scientific Officer

Organisation

The Bavarian Research Alliance GmbH (BayFOR) is a publicly funded private company for the support
of Bavaria as a centre for science and innovation within the European Research Area. BayFOR
supports and advises scientists at Bavarian universities and universities of applied sciences in the
competition for regional, national and European research funding – with a focus on Horizon 2020.
Our advisory portfolio, which is completely free of charge for researchers in Bavaria and their
respective project partners, includes: partner search, advice concerning European politics in the
proposal design and active participation in the proposal writing process. Furthermore, BayFOR's goal is
to increase the participation of Bavarian enterprises – particularly SMEs – in funding programmes and
to facilitate closer cooperation between science and business at both a national and international
level.
Furthermore, in May 2018 the BayFOR established an office in Munich to coordinate scientific
cooperation between Bavaria and Israel. It aims to strengthen scientific ties between Bavaria and
Israel and to promote bi- and multilateral cooperation projects.The main focus is directed at the
current EU framework Program for Research and Innovation Horizon 2020, but includes also bilateral
funding instruments as the German-Israeli Foundation for Scientific Research and Development (GIF),
the German-Israeli Project Cooperation (DIP), and others.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations
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perspective
• DT-

TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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Bavarian Research Alliance GmbH
Organisation

Country Germany

City Munich

Street

Web https://www.bayfor.org/index_en.php

Person

Name Philip Pfaller

Scientific Officer

Organisation

The Bavarian Research Alliance GmbH (BayFOR) is a publicly funded private company for the support
of Bavaria as a centre for science and innovation within the European Research Area. BayFOR
supports and advises scientists at Bavarian universities and universities of applied sciences in the
competition for regional, national and European research funding – with a focus on Horizon 2020.
Our advisory portfolio, which is completely free of charge for researchers in Bavaria and their
respective project partners, includes: partner search, advice concerning European politics in the
proposal design and active participation in the proposal writing process.
Furthermore, BayFOR's goal is to increase the participation of Bavarian enterprises – particularly SMEs
– in funding programmes and to facilitate closer cooperation between science and business at both a
national and international level.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
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Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Be Solution Consultancy Ltd
Organisation

Country United Kingdom

City London

Street

Web http://www.besolution.co.uk

Person

Name Erdem Caglar

Founder/Business Analyst

Organisation

Consultancy company specialising in Business Analysis in technology projects.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth
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Belarusian State University
Organisation

Country Belarus

City

Street

Person

Name Larissa Titarenko

Organisation
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Bialystok University of Technology
Organisation

Country Poland

City Bialystok

Street Wiejska str. 45 A

Web https://pb.edu.pl/

Person

Name Elżbieta Szymańska

Assoc. prof.

Organisation

Bialystok University of Technology (BUT) was established in 1949 and has a long tradition of educating
engineers and young scientists. Now we have nearly 8,500 students and 660 teachers – experts in their
fields. Bialystok University of Technology has 7 Faculties (Departments): Faculty of Architecture, Faculty
of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Computer Science,
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering Management, and Faculty of Forestry in
Hajnowka (due to its specialization located in the town of Hajnowka, at the heart of Bialowieza
Primaeval Forest).

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making
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Bilkent University
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Ankara

Street Bilkent University Department of Political Science
and Public Adminsitration

Web hhhps://www.bilkent.edu.tr

Person

Name H. Tolga Bolukbasi

Assistant Professor

Organisation

Established in 1984 is a leading centre of higher education and research in Turkey. The University has
over 12,000 students in nine faculties, two professional schools and three vocational schools together
with six institutes of graduate studies, and it grants full scholarships to over 2,500 students of high
academic achievements. The medium of instruction in the University is English with foreign students
and academic staff coming from over 40 different countries. Most of the faculty members have
professional experience in prominent universities in North America and Europe. According to ISI
Citation Indexes, Bilkent continues to be first in Turkey in terms of number of published papers per
faculty member and ranks high internationally. Bilkent University is ranked 31st among young
universities worldwide by the Times Higher Education World University Rankings of the world's
topuniversities for 2014. Members of Bilkent University have managed and/or coordinated 89 EU
Projects, including 29 IRG/CIG Projects. Currently they arecarrying out 122 projects, 76 of which are
international, including 3 ERC Grants.

Areas of Activity

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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Brandenburg University of Technology
Cottbus Senftenberg
Organisation

Country Germany

City Cottbus

Street

Web https://www.b-tu.de/en/research/research-profile

Person

Name Björn Buß

Research Support Officer

Organisation

We are a technical university with aspiring researchers working in the fields of Smart Regions and
Heritage, Energy Efficiency and Sustainability, Biotechnology, Environment and Health, Cognitive and
Dependable Cyber Physical Systems.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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tourism
• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The

impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

SSH researchers looking for partners
https://www.b-tu.de/en/research/research-profile
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Bruegel
Organisation

Country Belgium

City Brussels

Street Rue de la Charité 33

Web http://bruegel.org

Person

Name Pauline Chetail

Public Funding Manager

Organisation

Bruegel is a European think tank that specialises in economics. Established in 2005, it is independent
and non-doctrinal. Bruegel’s mission is to improve the quality of economic policy with open and fact-
based research, analysis and debate. We are committed to impartiality, openness and excellence.
Bruegel’s membership includes EU Member State governments, international corporations and
institutions.
Beyond our scholars’ research, our main activities revolve around the organisation of events
(workshops, conferences, policy dialogues, etc.) and the dissemination of research results targeted to
policy-makers and other target audiences (policy-briefs, policy contributions, podcasts, etc.).
We are very eager (and used to) offering the following ‘infrastructure’ to our partners on EU-funded
projects:
- In-house communications team
- Conference suite (up to 150 attendees)
- Established and engaged network of high-level stakeholders (policy and decision-makers, Member
States governments representatives) and the reputation and expertise to attract more in a wide range
of topics.
Although our core expertise is in European economic governance and policy, we are increasingly
working on a variety of areas; and are eager to join consortia in those. As needed, we can support your
consortium with communication and dissemination and be more or less involved in the research.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities
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innovation policy making
• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in

governance
• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,

present and future of differentiation in
European governance

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Expertise offered on socio-economic effects of migration
Bruegel (Brussels-based economic think tank) is looking for a consortium/coordinator for the upcoming
MIGRATION-03-2019 call.
Bruegel fellows have recently worked (and plan to continue focusing) on the economic impact of
migration in the EU. We have in particular started to investigate the level of financial inclusion of
immigrants and its policy implications. With this as well as many other economic studies in the area,
we believe our expertise fits quite well within the scope of the call, and as a Brussels-based think tank,
we can also offer to be a "Brussels" antenna for the consortium, as well as a provide and nurture policy
engagement/dissemination for the project.
More info on our work in migration is available here: http://bruegel.org/tag/migration/
In particular we can flag these past works that are particularly relevant for the call:
1) Blueprint/ book- “People on the move: migration and mobility in the European Union”
(http://bruegel.org/2018/01/people-on-the-move-migration-and-mobility-in-the-european-union/)
• This study has been presented already in 6 different European capitals (Brussels, Rome, Berlin, Paris,
Luxembourg and Budapest)
• The blueprint was downloaded more than 4000 times from our website
2) Policy contribution- “Europe’s role in North Africa: development, investment and migration”
(http://bruegel.org/2017/04/europes-role-in-north-africa-development-investment-and-migration/)
• Presented at the informal ECOFIN meeting of EU finance ministers in Malta on 8 April 2017
3) Policy Contribution- “The case for a common European refugee policy” (http://bruegel.org/2017/03/
the-case-for-a-common-european-refugee-policy/)
• Result of the work done by Bruegel fellows in the framework of the Vision Europe Consortium, a multi-
disciplinary group of leading scholars. (http://bruegel.org/2017/02/improving-the-responses-to-the-
migration-and-refugee-crisis-in-europe/)
Please feel free to get in touch with me if you are looking for a partner with our profile!

PROJECT COOPERATION

Expertise offered in governance studies, economic analysis and policy
impact
Bruegel is deeply immersed in the study of European governance and in the debates on the future of
Europe.
The European crisis remains on top of our research agenda. The central priorities concern the best way
to address remaining market tensions, the broader macroeconomic policy response in the EU, central
banking, policies to foster macroeconomic adjustment, and the question of how to reform European
governance to ensure effectiveness and legitimacy. More on the topic: http://bruegel.org/tag/
european-governance/
Most notably, we have recently collaborated with academics on a tool and methodology to analyse
the diverging narratives (in the media in particular) on the euro/the crisis, which could be further built
on for a project under this call: http://bruegel.org/2018/02/tales-from-a-crisis-diverging-narratives-of-
the-euro-area/
We would be happy to support a consortium with our fellows' expertise, our events' suite and staff, as
well as Brussels-location and close link to policy-makers.
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PROJECT COOPERATION

Expertise offered in governance studies, economic analysis and policy
impact
Bruegel is deeply immersed in the study of European governance and in the debates on the future of
Europe. We are notably involved in a winning-consortium for the 2018 Research & Innovation Action
under this call (expected to start in February 2019).
Our work and events on the topic:
• http://bruegel.org/tag/brexit/
• http://bruegel.org/tag/european-integration/
• http://bruegel.org/tag/european-governance/
We would be happy to support a consortium with our fellows' expertise, our events' suite and staff, as
well as Brussels-location and close link to policy-makers.

PROJECT COOPERATION

Expertise offered in economic analysis and policy impact
Bruegel is deeply immersed in the study of European macroeconomics and governance.
The European crisis remains on top of the research agenda at Bruegel. The central priorities concern
the best way to address remaining market tensions, the broader macroeconomic policy response in the
EU, central banking, policies to foster macroeconomic adjustment, and the question of how to reform
European governance to ensure effectiveness and legitimacy.
A growing share of Bruegel’s research has been devoted to the study of the structural underpinnings of
economic performance, competitiveness and growth. Topics covered include: the role of information
technology for growth, competition policy and state aid, entrepreneurship, globalisation and future of
manufacturing, firm internationalisation and competitiveness.
Our work and events on the topic: http://bruegel.org/tag/inequality/
We would be happy to support a consortium with our fellows' expertise, our events' suite and staff, as
well as Brussels-location and close link to policy-makers.

PROJECT COOPERATION

Expertise offered in mapping and developing R&I indicators
Bruegel has been deeply immersed in the topic and active in leading and contributing to EU-funded
projects in the area. A growing share of our research has been devoted to the study of the structural
underpinnings of economic performance, competitiveness and growth. Topics covered include: the role
of information technology for growth, competition policy and state aid, entrepreneurship, globalisation
and future of manufacturing, firm internationalisation and competitiveness.
Our previous work and collaborative projects most notably include:
• The SIMPATIC project (FP7 project we coordinated), which provided policy makers with a
comprehensive and operational tool box allowing for a better assessment of the impact of research
and innovation policies in Europe (https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/102503_en.html)
• An upcoming Horizon 2020 winning-consortium in which we are involved, analysing the micro and
macro underpinnings of the productivity paradox, funded under the TRANSFORMATIONS-14 call (we
could therefore support the development of tangible synergies in between projects).
• The EFIGE database (FP7 project we coordinated), which combined measures of firms’ international
activities (e.g. exports, outsourcing, FDI, import) with quantitative and qualitative information on
around 150 items including R&D and innovation, labour organisation, financing and organisational
activities and pricing behaviour.
We would be happy to support a consortium with our fellows' expertise, our events' suite and staff, as
well as Brussels-location and close link to policy-makers.
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Brussels Agency for Business Support -
hub.brussels
Organisation

Country Belgium

City Brussels

Street Chaussée de Charleroi 110

Web http://hub.brussels/en/

Person

Name Claudia Oliveira

Horizon 2020 National Contact
Point & Enterprise Europe
Network Adviser

Organisation

Brussels Business Support Agency (hub.brussels) is the public agency set up by the regional authorities
of the Brussels Capital Region to provide consulting services to Brussels-based companies and to
entrepreneurs wishing to set up a business in Brussels. Its services operate according to 3 activities
lines:
1)Universal information service via direct information and signposting towards appropriate partners in
order to guarantee to all those doing business in the Brussels Capital region a specific, rapid,
professional and multilingual reply to all their questions regarding the creation or development of an
economic activity.
2)Specialist support: hub.brussels provides selective and individual support on finance, public aid, Town
planning and environmental permits for entrepreneurial projects with high potential or critical for the
region. In particular, hub.brussels in-house experts provide tailor-made support on access to finance
for SMEs and entrepreneurs with a high potential.
3)Encouraging growth and innovation in priority areas (Green Technologies, Sustainable Construction,
Lifetech, ICT, and Creative Industries): hub.brussels encourages entrepreneurial innovation and
internationalization in the Brussels Region’s priority areas of activity, in order to promote regional and
international growth, competitiveness, sustainability and employment. It does so by providing tailor-
made support according to the degree of maturity and need of the project (business plans, sales and
marketing, Intellectual Property,Technology Transfer etc).
hub.brussels has been officially nominated by the Brussels Capital Regional to host the team of
National Contact Point (NCP) on FP7/CIP and now on Horizon2020 on Societal Challenges and
Leadership in Enabling and Industrial Technologies. As such, it raises awareness and provides quality
guidance and support to Brussels based stakeholders on access to EU funding for research and
innovation, notably on the Energy and Environment field.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship
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mid and long-term migration scenarios
• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and

economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Cà Foscari University of Venice
Organisation

Country Italy

City Venice

Street Dorsoduro 3246

Web http://www.unive.it/pag/17841/

Person

Name PIER PAOLO PENTUCCI

Research Facilitator and Advisor

Organisation

Ca’ Foscari is highly committed in achieving excellence in research, developing international
partnerships and funding promising researchers. Our Teams will enforce this engagement by
promoting an interdisciplinary approach to research.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship
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Ca’ Foscari University of Venice
Organisation

Country Italy

City Venice

Street

Web www.unive.it

Person

Name Elena Grandi

Research Facilitator

Organisation

Ca’ Foscari University of Venice (1868) is a leading Italian public university in Humanities, Languages
and Literature, Science, Economics and Management. With more than 20,000 students and nearly
1,400 staff, UNIVE is organised into 8 Department, 5 Interdepartmental Schools and 3 Schools,
committed to developing the next generations of researchers, scientists and academics through
collaboration across disciplines, advanced research projects and innovative study programs. The
University has both an outstanding national and international reputation for academic excellence in
the fields of teaching and research; in 2018, it has been rated among the 150 top universities for
Modern Languages, and among the 250 top universities for Economics, Econometrics, Linguistics,
History, Arts and Humanities in the QS World University Ranking by Subject. Since 2007, it has been
awarded with 198 grants in the frame of individual and collaborative European and International
projects.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019
The The Center for the Humanities and Social Change at Ca’ Foscari is an interdisciplinary platform
created by Ca' Foscari University of Venice and the Humanities and Social Change International
Foundation in 2017. The Center is working on the topic DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019, looking for
partners.
The Center main focus is on cultural pluralism that is addressed in both public events and private
seminars. The Center’s Fellows carry out reasearch on topics ranging from religious prejudice in India
today and in Byzantium, from fake news and polarization to the teaching of religious studies in Europe,
from the representation of migration in contemporary Italian literature and Asians in cinema, to the
conditions and ethnic division of labour in the gig economy.
The Center promises to draw upon the creative power of the humanities to develop responses to the
world's most significant and pressing challenges, in partnership with three other HSC centers at other
international universities (University of California Santa Barbara, Humboldt University in Berlin,
Cambridge University).
Director: Shaul Bassi
Scientific Committee: Tiziana Lippiello, Sabrina Marchetti, Massimo Warglien
HSC Venice is a member of the Consortium of Humanities Center and Institutes (CHCI). Partner
Centers:
Center for the Humanities and Social Change, University of California Santa Barbara
Center for the Humanities and Social Change, Humboldt University, Berlin
Center for the Humanities and Social Change, University of Cambridge
Humanities and Social Change International Foundation

PROJECT COOPERATION

Digitization: new challenges for creativity
Digital technologies improved the access to cultural goods and services, empowering the experience of
reading books, watching movies, and buying fashion and design products for an increasing number of
people. The digital transformation of CCIs started from the distribution of products and progressively
included all processes up and downstream the value chain. We download movies, music, and books
supplied by big retail platforms. Digital companies – based both in Europe and Usa - are also
increasingly involved in the process of design and production of contents, accelerating the
hybridisation of creative languages, and mixing products and services both in digital and analogical
contexts. As an effect, they control a larger part of the process of value creation, having an impact
that goes well far their initial role as digital retailers.
We are working on a proposal under this topic, looking for partner to build a consortium or offering our
partnership specifically on a WP devoted to new challenges for creativity:
1- Analysing the effects of digital platforms on the processes of consumption experienced by European
consumers. In a world where digital contents represent the greatest part of cultural consumptions,
platforms play a strategic role in defining the way we make sense of things and interpret the world,
first as consumers and then as citizens.
2- Studying the impact of digitisation on the content of creative processes. Platforms are powerful
sense making machines, and while satisfying the mass market, they also define the rules for artists and
creative people to satisfy the audience.

PROJECT COOPERATION

migrant children and language
Ca’ Foscari University of Venice - Department of Linguistics and Comparative Cultural
Venice Accessibility Lab (http://www.unive.it/pag/26868/)
Research unit working in the area of Theoretical Comparative Linguistics and its applications to typical
and atypical language acquisition, language learning in formal and natural environments,
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development of linguistic and metalinguistic competence, language impairments in multilingual
environments.
Possible WP deliveralbles that may be relevant:
•the assessment of metalinguistic competence of children, teachers, and families
•protocols to enhance metalinguistic competence for the inclusion of migrant children in multilingual
environments, addressed to teachers, families, policy makers, other stake-holders
•assessment to detect language and learning impairments in migrant children (deafness, autism,
dyslexia, other)
•protocols for the inclusion of migrant children with language and learning disabilities
The team is part of a vibrant research and teaching department interested in linguistics as well as
cultural issues. The Department has been recently evaluated among the 120 most excellent
departments of Italian Universities. It features research and courses on 20 languages and cultures,
among which Albanian, Croatian, Modern Greek, Romanian, and Italian sign language. It closely
collaborates with public and private institutions, such as schools, language assessment and
rehabilitation centres, museums, with which it entertains high profile internships and life-long learning
initiatives. It takes part in cultural planning and production, promoting initiatives in the context of
accessibility of education in collaboration with its spin-off Veasyt s.r.l http://www.veasyt.com/ ., and
with local cultural institutions.
The Department has been and currently is Partner of 15 national and international projects, among
which Sign Hub H2020 www.sign-hub.eu/ ; ADAPT www.progetto-adapt.eu/ ; Veasyt Live!
live.veasyt.com/; SPREAD THE SIGN www.spreadthesign.com/it/
Researchers of the department have participated to and are currently involved as member of the
management committees of the following COST actions: Study Abroad research in European
Perspective (CA15130) www.cost.eu/COST_Actions/ca/CA15130 ; Unravelling the grammars of european
sign languages: pathways to full citizenship of deaf signers and to the protection of their linguistic
heritage (IS1006) www.cost.eu/COST_Actions/isch/IS1006
Team participants:
Anna Cardinaletti (full professor in Linguistics)
Giuliana Giusti (full professor in Linguistics)
Giulia Bencini (associate professor in English Language and Linguistics)
Chiara Branchini (assistant professor in Sign Language and Linguistics)
Francesca Volpato (assistant professor in Applied linguistics)
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Çanakkale Onsekiz Mart University
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Çanakkale

Street

Web http://www.comu.edu.tr

Person

Name Mehmet Ali Icbay

Associate Professor

Organisation

Çanakkale Onsekiz Mart University is a Turkish public research university located in Çanakkale, Turkey.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Human capital flight in Europe: Brain gain-drain in higher education
institutions
We are planning to submit a project proposal on the human capital flight in higher education
institutions in Europe. The project proposal will focus on the brain gain-drain patterns and will present
mid term scenario.
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Cass Business School, London
Organisation

Country United Kingdom

City London

Street 106 Bunhill Row

Web http://city.ac.uk

Person

Name Clive Holtham

Director, Cass Learning
Laboratory

Organisation

Higher education serving business, professions and the arts.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

The art of management
We are looking for partners in the intersection of business and arts. We are seeking to build on our
"Arts of Management" consortium, led by Professor Giovanni Schiuma, University of Basilicata:
https://www.artsofmanagement.com/
My business school first worked on this intersection during the 1990s leading to an MBA elective "The
Art of management" in 2005. In 2009, an innovative multidisciplinary Masters in Innovation, Creativity
and Leadership has considerably extended our teaching and research.
Under the leadership of Dr Sara Jones, we are currently leading an exciting project for Arts Council
England on "Boosting Resilience" collaborating with over 20 arts and cultural organisations to enhance
their abilities to deal with a VUCA world (volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity)
https://www.boostingresilience.net/
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Catholic University of Eichstätt-
Ingolstadt
Organisation

Country Germany

City Eichstätt

Street Ostenstr. 26

Web http://www.ku.de/en/research/center-for-
research-promotion/team

Person

Name Wolfgang Thiel

Head of Research Service Center

Organisation

Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt (KU) in southern Germany is the first and only Catholic
university in the German-speaking world. Located in the midth of Bavaria, it combines the advantages
of being a small university with an international and interdisciplinary higher education institution.
Compared to other German universities, it is a rather small institution with some 5,300 students.
Nevertheless, it is the largest private university in Germany. The university has its main campus in
Eichstätt and another one in Ingolstadt (WFI - Ingolstadt School of Management), site of the first
Bavarian University founded in 1472. The 8 faculties of the Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt
offer 40 different subjects. The CU is fully accredited by the Free State of Bavaria, and is thus equated
to German state universities in any respect. KU has a teacher-student ratio of 1:15. In a Germany-wide
ranking in 1999, KU was among Germany's top universities. In subsequent years, KU received high
rankings for the learning environment it can offer to students.
The Research Service Center of KU is a central contact and service point for all research-related topics
established in 2016 which informs, advises and supports scientists of all faculties on research issues. Its
primary focus is on initiating, acquiring and implementing third-party funded research projects.
Simultaneously, it provides consultancy to the university Management board of KU in strategic
research matters as well as in managing research processes. With this mission, ZFF contributes to
sharpen KU's profile and to evolve KU's principal fields of research.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
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the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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CEI-ISCAP, P.PORTO
Organisation

Country Portugal

City S. Mamede de Infesta, Matosinhos

Street Rua Jaime Lopes Amorim, s/n

Web https://www.iscap.pt/cei/index_EN.html

Person

Name Carina Cerqueira

Lecturer and Researcher

Organisation

Since 2007, the Centre for Intercultural Studies (CEI) of the Polytechnic of Porto has developed applied
and fundamental research, co-operating with other national and international institutions in scientific,
technical and cultural projects. CEI’s designation and goals comprehend the whole interdisciplinary
field generated by the research, exchange opportunities, scientific events, and editorial projects the
team has created along the years within CEI’s main research lines: intercultural theories and practices,
intercultural communication, and intercultural business.
CEI is composed of more than 50 researchers and lecturers from the Polytechnic of Porto and other
national and international institutions, and has the support of a renowned advisory board. CEI hosts
and supervises masterclasses, conferences, seminars, and two MA programs – in Intercultural Studies
for Business (DD with the Université d’Artois) and in Specialized Translation and Interpreting – with the
help of a specialized library and several open access databases. From the onset, CEI has taken part in
countless national and international conferences and publications, funded research projects, and
published more than a dozen books for worldwide distribution, in the vast field of intercultural studies.
Every year, CEI grants awards to MA dissertations in intercultural studies, offers grants and internships
for junior researchers, and publishes E-REI: E–Journal of Intercultural Studies.
CEI is a research associate of the Institute for the Study of Literature and Tradition (IELT) of Lisbon’s
New University (FCSH-UNL), and collaborates formally with Universities in Spain, France, Germany,
Romania, Brazil, Poland, Latvia, Macao, Mozambique, Russia, Macedonia, USA, Algeria, Sri Lanka, and
India, as well as with Unyleya, Portuguese Association of Women Entrepreneurs, High Commission for
Migrations, Luso-Turkish Association and P.PORTO’s Brazilian Centre for Research, Projects and
Innovation. CEI is a member of RESMI (Higher Education Network for Intercultural Mediation), of the
ICCAGe (ReCLes), EnDent and TheRoute projects, and is a founding member of ECREA Women’s
Network. CEI maintains specific PhD protocols with the Universities of Vigo, Santiago de Compostela
and Salamanca.
Visit us at: www.iscap.ipp.pt/cei/
Facebook: Centro de Estudos Interculturais
Twitter: ISCAPCEI
Instagram: cei_estudosinterculturais

Areas of Activity
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• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Creative Flows between Cultures, Education & Business
With "Creative Flows between Cultures, Education & Business" the Centre for Intercultural Sttudies
intends to explore the creative potential of intercultural relations between higher education and
entrepreneurship, and the representations of business-related themes in modern, traditional, erudite
and popular culture, using global, national and local sources within the European cultural context,
along with an intercultural comparative approach. Specifically, the project intends to implement new
teaching/learning methodologiess, valuing transversal and collaborative competences, aiming to
reinforce employability, entrepreneurship, technology-supported creativity and new career paths. Our
project enhances the value of literary, artistic and audio-visual creativity for the training of
entrepreneurs and the practice and communication of businesses. Results will be available for business
agents, learners and teachers, establishing the bridge between culture and creativity and the Business
world, underpinned by an action plan and conceptual framework likely to be adapted to other cultural
contexts.
Our expertise and experience:
1. CEI is part of Porto Polytechnic's Accounting and Business School, with more than 4600 students, 8
degree courses, 13 MA programes and 13 post-graduations.
2. The beta version of the project's database is available at: www.iscap.pt/cei/
Economy_Culture_LITERATURE.htm
3. Staff teaches at community-related ICT-enabled technical courses.
4. Staff has a strong experience in education for entrepreneurship in culture.
5. Researchers took part in the project ICCAGE – Intercultural Communicative Competence: A
Competitive Advantage for Global Employability (2015-1-CZ01-KA203-013992), 2015-2017.
6. CEI created the Masters in Intercultural Studies for Business, whose third consecutive edition is now
running at ISCAP-P.PORTO: www.iscap.ipp.pt/cursos/mestrado/20000248.

PROJECT COOPERATION

Technology & cultural heritage for the development and entrepreneurship in
peripheral coastal communities.
Our project associates applied research with technology development, in order to enhance the
potential of maritime cultural heritage in peripheral communities across Europe, as a key factor for
social and economic empowerment, with effects on local business capacity and cultural tourism, while
generating models and tools for training, entrepreneurship and communication that can be applied
throughout Europe and the globe.
This general purpose will be tested and applied through the preservation of traditional naval practices
and techniques; protection and promotion of tangible and intangible, surface and underwater coastal
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and maritime cultural heritage; development of routes of cultural tourism; education and
empowerment of deprived communities; promotion of entrepreneurship and job creation.
The project allies traditional skills, cutting-edge technology and research competences in order to
tackle challenges presented by mass tourism, environmental deterioration, and the economic crisis,
while focusing on the variety within peripheral regions of northern and southern Atlantic Europe and
the Baltic. The project's consortium combines multidisciplinary methodologies from cultural heritage
preservation, archaeology, storytelling, social sciences, arts and humanities, with information and
gaming technologies, tourism management, distance learning, and digital media.
It is our intention to complement previous and on-going research on cultural heritage in European
coastal and maritime communities of farmers, sailors, fishermen, and boat builders, with their cultural
capital of myths, practices, semiotics, traditions and crafts, promoting evidence-based research on the
impact of participatory approaches in cultural heritage policies and governance, while boosting an
innovative enterprise strategy, in order to develop technological breakthroughs into sustainable
products and strategies.
Our expertise and experience:
1. Researchers are members of UNESCO Chair “The Oceans’ Cultural Heritage”.
2. CEI has a worldwide network of >50 academic and community partners.
3. CEI created the Masters in Intercultural Studies for Business, whose 3rd consecutive edition is now
running at ISCAP-P.PORTO: www.iscap.ipp.pt/cursos/mestrado/20000248
4. Staff teaches at community-related ICT-enabled technical courses.
5. Staff is part of the project THEROUTE – Tourism and Heritage Routes including Ambient Intelligence
with Visitants’ Profile Adaptation and Context Awareness, 2016-2020.
6. CEI created the project STREETARTCEI – Routes of Graffiti & Street Art in Porto and Northern
Portugal: www.streetartcei.com/
7. Researchers took part in the project SHINING PT – Science, researcH and INnovatIoN breakthrouGh
for the underwater heritage of PORTUGAL, H2020-WIDESPREAD-2016-2017.

PROJECT COOPERATION

Street Art for cultural tourism, urban development and social cohesion.
Cultural tourism is nowadays recognized as one of the main factors of tourist attraction, having
become a resource of increasing value in the national and international panorama. The concern shown
by local authorities and tourism agencies to create tourist-cultural routes confirms their socio-
economic potential for empowerment, decentralization and development. Aware of this potential, the
Center for Intercultural Studies developed the project StreetArtCEI – Routes of Graffiti & Street Art in
Porto and Northern Portugal: www.streetartcei.com/.
Initially, fieldwork in the streets of Porto and other locations of Northern Portugal aimed at the
creation and testing of routes inspired by literary works set or written in the region. But, at the same
time, CEI's staff embarked on a parallel project triggered by the discovery of the unexpected and
anonymous art on the city walls. Calling the theoretical and conceptual tools of intercultural studies,
the StreetArtCEI project aims at further blurring the already tenuous frontiers between dominant and
marginal cultures, their practices, symbols and aesthetic manifestations, in the open, shifting and
always ephemeral space of the city.
The work methodology involves photographing, categorizing and extracting recurrent patterns, from
which new routes emerge, not only for tourists but also for the use and empowerment of local
communities. The project website (www.streetartcei.com/) provides more than 1000 images collected
up to now, 11 routes with nearly 200 POIs, archives and critical texts, in open access. StreetArtCEI's
routes propose a search for the art hidden in the city and leads a race against the time that washes
the ink and against the aseptic fury of the populists. Ignorance admires the whitewashed innocuous
wall, because public and anonymous art intimidates those who resort to censorship to impose powers.
By contrast, knowledge – thus created and shared – offers the privilege of discovering art in the
itineraries of everyday life. StreetArtCEI assumes the privilege of collecting, registering, preserving and
offering both to tourists and to the community the irony and beauty of street art, in a social and
cultural mission with high economic potential.
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Our expertise and experience:
1. The beta version of the project is available at: www.streetartcei.com/. CEI now wants to turn this
national project into a European project.
2. Staff teaches at community-related ICT-enabled technical courses.
3. Staff has a strong experience in education for entrepreneurship in culture.
4. Researchers took part in the PhD Program in “Politics and Images of Culture and Museology”, a FCT-
sponsored PhD, PD/00423/2012, 2013-2016.
5. CEI created the Masters in Intercultural Studies for Business, whose 3rd consecutive edition is now
running at ISCAP-P.PORTO: ww.iscap.ipp.pt/cursos/mestrado/20000248.
6. Staff is part of the project THEROUTE (SAICT-POL/23447/2016) – Tourism and Heritage Routes
including Ambient Intelligence with Visitants’ Profile Adaptation and Context Awareness, 2016-2020.
7. CEI is part of the project Google Arts&Culture (with Google Cultural Institute & the Museum of
Contemporary Sculpture of St. Tirso): www.artsandculture.google.com/.

PROJECT COOPERATION

ICT-enabled integration of women migrants in higher education and the
community
Our project intends to foster the integration of women migrants, including refugees, in Portugal and
partner countries, with a special focus on higher education, R&D, and local communities. CEI wishes to
use its expertise in ICT-enabled solutions and e-learning for the inclusion of women migrants,
improving their autonomy and active contribution to academia and the community.
Expected tools will provide women migrants with information on and easy access to relevant public
services in higher education, specific to their needs, while assisting them in planning and taking
sustainable decisions for their future. The project plans to take special attention to specific cultural
features, gender differences, and the skills and capacities of women migrants to express their needs,
while guaranteeing the equity of access to ICT for higher education.
In order to foster an efficient integration of women migrants, the project will rely on a clear
understanding of their personal and family situation, including their legal status, origin, cultural
background, language skills, and academic records. Once such information is available to higher
education and R&D institutions, it will improve societal outcomes to the benefit of both host countries
and migrants. Women migrant’s integration will be facilitated by matching their skills with those
needed in the consortium’s states, and by designing tailored training programmes in higher education.
These will be supported by ICT and e-learning tools, customised to match the needs of women
migrants and to guarantee both a sustainable inclusion and a fact-based public perception of
migration.
Our expertise and experience:
1. A beta version (in Portuguese) of the project’s resources for women in higher education and R&D is
available as “THE GENDERWEB – Research, citizenship & Activism in Gender Studies”, at:
www.iscap.pt/cei/thegenderweb/
CEI now wants to turn this national project into a European project.
2. Staff teaches at community-related ICT-enabled technical courses.
3. CEI is a member of the Higher Education Network for Intercultural Mediation (RESMI) of the
Portuguese High Commissioner for Migrations.
4. CEI created the Masters in Intercultural Studies for Business, whose 3rd consecutive edition is now
running at ISCAP-P.PORTO: ww.iscap.ipp.pt/cursos/mestrado/20000248.
5. CEI is a founding member of ECREA Women’s Network: www.ecrea.eu/Womens-Network
6. Researchers were part of the projects:
TSDIA EnDent – Content and Language Integrated Learning Approach, 2015-I-LV01-KA203-013401,
2015-2017: http://www.erasmusendent.eu
PETHRA – E-Training Re-Habilitation, ERASMUS+ 2015-1-FR01-KA203-015057, 2015-2017.
Love Language & More, Leonardo da Vinci 2010-1-PT1-LEO05-05192, 2012-2013.
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Center for Social Innovation
Organisation

Country Cyprus

City Nicosia

Street Soteriou Tzoura, 7, App. 201, 2402,Egkomi, 7

Web http://csicy.com/

Person

Name Sotiris Themistokleous

Director of Strategic
Development

Organisation

Centre for Social Innovation (CSI) is a Research and Development organization which focuses on
fostering social innovation that can bring about a positive change to local, national, regional and
global entities. These entities include but are not limited to governments, local administrative agencies,
non for profit agencies, commercial entities, and educational institutions. CSI team is composed of
open-minded, fully equipped researchers, entrepreneurs, project managers, trainers and Information
Technology Developers. CSI encompasses the capability and capacity to identify social needs, design
and implement adjusted initiatives and project and provide for sustainable growth.
CSI is a dynamic and a rapidly evolving organization, carrying with it the experience and knowledge of
an international enterprise, blended with the enthusiasm, passion and creative curiosity of a start-up.
In practice, our efforts are to attract resources and support from EU and other institutions and
corporations, and defuse it to our extended community, for the empowerment of its citizens, market
and society. We strongly believe that this is a collective effort, and we would like to invite other
businesses, civil society organizations, academic institutions, and public services to build together
synergies and partnerships towards that vision. We would be more than happy to exchange invitations
for collaboration, as well as, ideas, which we would be potentially materialized to interventions on the
ground, through funded programs and projects. Collectively as a team, we have done work in more
than 200 funded projects coming from the vast majority of EU funding Schemes (H2020, Erasmus+,
AMIF, Creative Europe, ERC, REC), national governments and international donors (UN, USAID,
Microsoft, World Vision, Caritas, Oxfam).

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans
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through ICT-enabled solutions
• MIGRATION-07-2019: International

protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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Centre for Computing and Social
Responsibility (CCSR), De Montfort
University
Organisation

Country United Kingdom

City Leicester

Street The Gateway

Web http://www.dmu.ac.uk/research/research-
faculties-and-institutes/technology/centre-for-
computing-and-social-responsibility/ccsr-
home.aspx

Person

Name Gosia Plotka

lecturer

Organisation

Taking an interdisciplinary approach, the Centre for Computing and Social Responsibility (CCSR) has
gained an impressive reputation as a key player in the international research network for the ethical
and social implications of ICT. With a growing demand from both the public and government to deliver
acceptable ICT.
Mission
To undertake research and provide teaching, consultancy and advice to individuals, communities,
organisations and governments at local, national and international levels on the actual and potential
impacts of computing and related technologies on society and its citizens.
More information regarding the research activities of the CCSR can be found under Research.

Areas of Activity

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities
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Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Centre for Dance Research, Coventry
University
Organisation

Country United Kingdom

City Coventry

Street Institute for Creative Enterprise (ICE), Parkside,
Coventry.

Web https://www.coventry.ac.uk/research/areas-of-
research/centre-for-dance-research/

Person

Name Charlotte Waelde

Professor of Intellectual Property
Law

Organisation

The Centre for Dance Research (C-DaRE) at Coventry University is the leading interdisciplinary dance
research centre in the UK and internationally. C-DaRE embraces leading edge research developments
including reflexive enquiry into embodied practices, collective and political action, digitisation, cultural
value and the expanded choreographic field.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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Centre for Middle Eastern and North
African Politics, Free University Berlin
Organisation

Country Germany

City Berlin

Street

Web http://www.polsoz.fu-berlin.de/en/polwiss/
forschung/international/vorderer-orient/
index.html

Person

Name Ahmed Badawi

Senior Researcher

Organisation

The Center for Middle Eastern Politics is part of the Otto Suhr Institute for Political Science at Freie
Universität Berlin. Our associates work on and teach the various fields of research pertaining to the
extensive scope of Area Studies / Politics of the Middle East and North Africa. This includes political,
societal, as well as economic transformations in areas from Mauretania to Iran. It is our goal to
appropriately trace the complex dynamics involved by connecting adequate and insightful theory and
data.
In our research we ask for political dynamics "from below" in contexts of authoritarianism, for
governance and civil society activities in the aftermath of social and economic crises, as well as for the
potential and boundaries of regional and international cooperation. We make a point of including
critical perspectives on the history of Europe and conctructive dialogue between the classical
disciplines of Area Studies and Political and Economic Sciences.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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Centre for Public Impact
Organisation

Country Switzerland

City Geneva

Street

Web https://www.centreforpublicimpact.org/

Person

Name Magdalena Kuenkel

Director

Organisation

The Centre for Public Impact is a not-for-profit foundation dedicated to improving the positive impact
of governments. We promote a greater focus on and better understanding of public impact by bringing
together government leaders and their partners from around the world to learn and exchange ideas
about achieving better outcomes for citizens.
As part of our work, we have developed a framework to improve policy effectiveness -The Public
Impact Fundamentals - that we have tried and tested with governments around the world. In addition,
we explore key questions of modern policy-making, including for example government legitimacy, the
use of artificial intelligence in government and models of government that promote greater citizen
participation.
We are a Swiss foundation but operate around the world with offices in London, Washington DC, Sao
Paulo and Sydney.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Centre for Public Impact
Organisation

Country Switzerland

City Geneva

Street

Web http://centreforpublicimpact.org

Person

Name Amy Noonan

External Relations Specialist

Organisation

The Centre for Public Impact is a not-for-profit foundation dedicated to improving the positive impact
of governments. We promote a greater focus on and better understanding of public impact by bringing
together government leaders and their partners from around the world to learn and exchange ideas
about achieving better outcomes for citizens.
As part of our work, we have developed a framework to improve policy effectiveness -The Public
Impact Fundamentals - that we have tried and tested with governments around the world. In addition,
we explore key questions of modern policy-making, including for example government legitimacy, the
use of artificial intelligence in government and models of government that promote greater citizen
participation.
We are a Swiss foundation but operate around the world with offices in London, Washington DC, Sao
Paulo and Sydney.

Areas of Activity

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Centre of Migration Research,
University of Warsaw
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street

Web http://www.migracje.uw.edu.pl/en/

Person

Name Justyna Salamonska

Deputy Director

Organisation

The Centre of Migration Research (CMR) is an interdisciplinary inter-faculty research unit of the
University of Warsaw, specialising in studies on migration processes in Poland and in Europe.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective
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Centrum Transferu Technologii
Politechnika Krakowska
Organisation

Country Poland

City Kraków

Street ul. Warszawska 24

Web http://www.transfer.edu.pl

Person

Name Dawid Gacek

officer

Organisation

Technology Transfer Centre is an internal unit of Cracow University of Technology. Main fields of our
operation are:
commercialization of the intellectual property,
technology transfer,
support within framework programs,
services supporting SME development.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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Centrum Transferu Technologii
Politechnika Krakowska
Organisation

Country Poland

City Krakow

Street Warszawska 24

Web http://www.transfer.edu.pl/pl/

Person

Name Irena Sliwinska

Horizon 2020 Consultant

Organisation

Technology Transfer Centre is an internal unit of Cracow University of Technology. Main fields of our
operation are: commercialization of the intellectual property, technology transfer, support within
framework programs, services supporting SME development.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies
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CeSI - Centro Studi Internazionali
Organisation

Country Italy

City Roma

Street Via Nomentana 251

Web https://www.cesi-italia.org/en

Person

Name Francesca Manenti

Senior Analyst

Organisation

Founded in 2004 by Prof Andrea Margelletti, Ce.S.I. is one of the main Italian think tanks, the only one
specialised in geopolitical, security and defence analysis. Independent and bipartisan, the Institute is a
consultant for Italian institutions, international organizations and national and foreign private
companies operating in strategic sectors.
Structured in geographic and thematic desks, Ce.S.I. has an established expertise in the
comprehension of the political and security-related dynamics that characterize the world of today.
The research and analysis activity of the Institute is based on the Open Source Intelligence
methodology (OSINT), supported by frequent travels to the countries of interest, from Europe to the
Middle East, from Asia to Africa, and by a continuous exchange of ideas and experiences with the most
relevant stakeholders of the international relations, security and defence sector.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans
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CeSI - Centro Studi Internazionali
Organisation

Country Italy

City Roma

Street Via Nomentana 251

Web https://www.cesi-italia.org/en

Person

Name Marco Di Liddo

Senior Analyst

Organisation

Founded in 2004 by Prof Andrea Margelletti, Ce.S.I. is one of the main Italian think tanks, the only one
specialised in geopolitical, security and defence analysis. Independent and bipartisan, the Institute is a
consultant for Italian institutions, international organizations and national and foreign private
companies operating in strategic sectors.
Structured in geographic and thematic desks, Ce.S.I. has an established expertise in the
comprehension of the political and security-related dynamics that characterize the world of today.
The research and analysis activity of the Institute is based on the Open Source Intelligence
methodology (OSINT), supported by frequent travels to the countries of interest, from Europe to the
Middle East, from Asia to Africa, and by a continuous exchange of ideas and experiences with the most
relevant stakeholders of the international relations, security and defence sector.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans
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City of Utrecht
Organisation

Country Netherlands

City Utrecht

Street Stadsplateau 1

Person

Name Imara Antonius

European Funding Strategy
Advisor

Organisation

City of Utrecht - With 348,000 inhabitants and still growing, Utrecht is the capital of the province of
the same name which houses 1,2 million people. The city is located in the geographical heart of the
Netherlands, 30 minutes by train from Schiphol Interna-tional Airport. The region's main economic
clusters are Life Sciences, Eco-innovation, and ICT & creative industries. Utrecht has a strong history
and lots of expertise in co-creation with citizens and in social innovation from a multistakeholder
approach.
As Netherlands first Human Rights City, Utrecht is traditionally a forerunner in the field of asylum and
refugee reception, legal and social support and reconnection projects. Its policy takes into account the
human rights of asylum seekers which has proven to be in line with ECHR-rulings and resulted in the
transformation of the national rules and regulations with regard to providing shelter for refugees (bed,
bath, bread- provision/ undocumented families not on the street).
Relevant EU-supported initiatives in Utrecht – The Utrecht Refugee Launch Pad, which is better known
as Plan Einstein, is one of the most innovative projects which the City of Utrecht is currently
implementing. This project is funded by the Urban Innovative Actions Programme. In Plan Einstein
refugees live together with local youngsters. Residents of Plan Einstein and neighbourhood members in
Overvecht can follow courses Entrepreneurship and Business English here, and/or participate in a
practical programme for entrepreneurship and work or join other activities. One of the first findings of
the project is that that our refugee population voices different needs for different styles of teaching.
Using a humanoid robot as an assistant in the class room might enable receiving cities to address an
important part of these needs. For more information please visit: http://www.uia-initiative.eu/en/uia-
cities/utrecht
Furthermore Utrecht is one of the partners of the AMIF-project CITIES Grow which is coordinated by
EUROCITIES. This is a mentoring project with 16 cities in which we explore best practices on enabling
the inclusion of migrant entrepreneurs in access to public and private contracts.
Utrecht participation in European networks about migrants - The City of Utrecht is an active member
in many European networks on migration, among which EUROCITIES WG Migration & Integration,
which is chaired by the City of Helsinki. Within this WG Utrecht is the chair of the Sub-working group
on Undocumented Migrants.

Areas of Activity
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• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Addressing the challenge of migrant integration through ICT-enabled
solutions
For the project we are currently working on we are especially interesting in meeting people with an
expertise within the field of:
- cultural-anthropological understanding of relevant cultures with interaction design
- system psychology and interaction design
- Monitoring and Evaluation (with special expertise in the field of psychology and cultural-
anthropology)
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City, University of London
Organisation

Country United Kingdom

City London

Street Northampton Square

Web https://www.city.ac.uk

Person

Name Dilly Tawakkul

Senior Manager - International
Research Programme

Organisation

City, University of London is a special place. With skill and dedication, we have been using education,
research and enterprise to transform the lives of our students, our community and the world for over a
hundred years.
- A highly rated institution
We are proud of the quality of our education, research and enterprise and of our high rankings in
recent surveys. City is:
•in the top 15 in the UK for graduate prospects (The Times and Sunday Times University League Table
2017)
•27th in the UK in the (Times Higher Education) 'Table of Tables' alongside leading Russell Group
universities
- World-leading research
The Research Excellence Framework (REF) 2014, an exercise to assess research quality at all UK higher
education research institutions, rated 75.7% of City's submissions as being of world-leading 4* (23.3%)
and internationally excellent 3* (52.4%) quality.
- A vibrant international community
Our outlook is truly global. We welcome students, academics and professional staff from all around the
world, work to international levels of research excellence and cultivate a growing network of
international research partnerships.
Central London location
We are located in the heart of London, within easy reach of several central Underground stations and
just a few stops from the British Library and the West End. We are minutes away from the Square Mile -
London's world-famous financial district - and the headquarters of financial and professional
institutions, major arts complexes and media offices, teaching hospitals and specialist medical
research centres.
Since our foundation over a century ago, we have always enjoyed deep-rooted links with the City of
London. The Lord Mayor of London is the Rector of City and many City of London livery companies
are long-standing supporters of City

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship
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mid and long-term migration scenarios
• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and

economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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City, University of London
Organisation

Country United Kingdom

City London

Street

Person

Name elaine fahey

Professor of Law and Associate
Dean International

Organisation

City Law School is one of five Schools of City, University of London, a leading London academic
institution with close ties to business and the professions.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective
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City, University of London
Organisation

Country United Kingdom

City London

Street

Web https://www.city.ac.uk/law/research/isel

Person

Name Adrienne Yong

Lecturer in Law

Organisation

The City Law School is one of London's major law schools offering an impressive range of academic
and professional courses. Our vision is to firmly establish The City Law School as a truly leading law
school within a decade.
The Institute for the Study of European Laws (ISEL) at The City Law School provides an expert insight
into the latest EU law developments and is proud to house a team of internationally renowned
researchers and doctoral researchers, including Professor Panos Koutrakos, Professor Elaine Fahey and
Emeritus Professor Sir Alan Dashwood.
ISEL researchers are the authors of leading research and they actively contribute to excellent
scholarship, practice, Government and professional activities by making high-level contributions as to
the legal, political and economic development of the EU and the relationship of the UK with the EU.
ISEL researchers also teach across a range of programmes at The City Law School’s undergraduate,
postgraduate and professional practice programmes.
Our aims:
To shape cutting-edge research in European law
To convene an engaging public events programme to debate European law and policy
To provide expert analysis for practitioners and policy-makers across Europe
To develop the next generation of researchers in European law through research led teaching and PhD
supervision
Our experts specialise in:
EU constitutional and administrative law
Brexit
EU trade law
Area of Freedom, Security and Justice (AFSJ)
EU competition law and policy
EU external relations
EU law and global governance
European human rights law
Laws of migration
Law of the EU common market
Media and intellectual property law
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Transport law and regulation
EU citizenship law
Our scholars are interested in interdisciplinary collaborations and welcome opportunities for co-
operation with experts in the academy and in practice.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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CNR - National Research Council (E-
RIHS, European Research
Infrastructure for Heritage Science)
Organisation

Country Italy

City Florence

Street Largo Enrico Fermi, 6

Web http://www.e-rihs.eu/

Person

Name Monique Bossi

E-RIHS coordination office

Organisation

The European Research Infrastructure for Heritage Science (E-RIHS) supports research on heritage
interpretation, preservation, documentation and management. It comprises: fixed and mobile national
infrastructures of recognized excellence, physically accessible collections/archives and virtually
accessible heritage data.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites
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Cocreate
Organisation

Country Greece

City Athens

Street Evelpidon 13

Web https://www.cocreate.gr

Person

Name Konstantinos Papachristopoulos

CEO_CoCreate _ Artifactory
Member

Organisation

COCREATE work to develop collaborative organizations and social enterprises that manage
differences creatively and constructively, develop common projects, share learning and innovation,
improve common well-being, adapt to change and deliver sustainable results for organizations and
society.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion
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Collegium Civitas
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warszawa

Street Pl. Defilad 1

Web http://civitas.edu.pl

Person

Name Katarzyna Witkowska

assistant

Organisation

Collegium Civitas is a modern non-state university located in the heart of Warsaw. Experience and
commitment of our founders and faculty members have earned us a reputation of the best place to
study international, social and political science. We are an official member of many international
associations and organizations, e.g. the International Sociological Association, the International
Society of Political Psychology, the International Political Science Association. Our research staff
specializes in various areas, such as: migration, social risks, terrorism, digital civilization, environmental
sociology, communities and local politics.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Consiglio Nazionale Ricerche
Organisation

Country Italy

City Naples

Street

Person

Name Daniela de Gregorio

Project Manager

Organisation

Research Institute

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion
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CRIDO
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street 5a Grzybowska street

Web www.crido.pl

Person

Name Boguslawa Mazurek

Director

Organisation

Advisory

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making
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Cukurova University
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Adana

Street

Web https://www.cu.edu.tr

Person

Name asli bilgin

Assoc. Prof.

Organisation

Çukurova University is committed to educate individuals who are open to improvement, development
and who internalized the idea of democracy and share its scientific backgrounds with other scientific
foundations and the society throughout the activities conducted in science, technology, art and
research and development works.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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CVTI SR
Organisation

Country Slovakia

City Bratislava

Street

Web http://h2020.cvtisr.sk/

Person

Name Katarina Simkova

NCP

Organisation

The Slovak Scientific and Technical Information Centre (CVTI SR) is a national information centre for
science, technology, innovation and education and a specialized scientific library of the Slovak
Republic.
CVTI SR´s mission is to foster development and promotion of Slovak science, research, development
and innovation, focusing on intellectual property protection, commercial utilization of R&D results and
outputs, support of R&D in Slovakia by specialized HW and SW infrastructure.
The Centre is responsible for developing and maintaining information systems for national education
and science related programs.
CVTI SR is also responsible for building of the national infrastructure for technology transfer support
and provides support to R&D institutions and companies in the field of IPR protection and
commercialisation.
The Slovak Scientific and Technical Information Centre manages:
-National scientific library and depository library of the OECD, EBRD and WIPO;
-National centre for popularization of science and technology in society;
-Technology Transfer Centre with nation-wide operation;
-Centre of Patent Information of the SR – PATLIB; Complex information system for R&D (SKCRIS);
-National Contact Points for HORIZON 2020;
-Slovak Liaison Office for R&D in Brussels;
-Information, analyses & prognosis in Education on national level,
-Operation of the FabLab Bratislava.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
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the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

broader MENA region and the Balkans
• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on

using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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Demir Energy
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Istanbul

Street

Web http://demirenerji.com

Person

Name Beril Alpagut

Architect

Organisation

Demir Energy Consulting provides a wide range of high quality
project management and consultancy services in several areas;
climate change, carbon credit development, renewable energy,
energy in built environment, green building design and certification,
energy efficiency and energy management. The team
members are involved in pioneering and innovative local and
international projects.
Our consultants are experts in different areas. We have a holistic
approach to our projects from technical, legal, project management
and financial point of view. Based on our extensive
knowledge as Demir Energy we offer solutions on sustainable
energy, energy efficiency and climate change to multinational
corporations, industrial organizations, building companies, private
investors, service providers, local authorities, NGO’s and
energy consumers
• Feasibility studies and consultancy on efficient use of renewable
sources such as solar energy, wind energy, geothermal and
biomass.
• Building energy simulation
• Sustainable building design
• Management of design and assessment processes in green
building certification
• Climate strategies, carbon emission management and trade.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion
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the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism
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Demir Enerji
Organisation

Country Turkey

City istanbul

Street Barbaros mah. tophanelioglu cd. murat sitesi no.
74 I blok d.18, uskudar

Person

Name baha kuban

senior consultant

Organisation

Consulting in sustainable energy and climate change mitigation and adaptation.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Department of Psychology, University
of Warsaw
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street Stawki 5/7

Web https://www.uw.edu.pl

Person

Name Katarzyna Szyniszewska

Project Officer - Specialist

Organisation

The University of Warsaw was founded in 1816. We have 47 600 students and doctoral students, 7 250
employees, 21 faculties, 30 academic and research units 330 million euro budget
800 international partners, 100international societies and research networks with UW as a member.
University graduates have won 5 Nobel Prize awards.
Nobel Prize in Literature: Henryk Sienkiewicz, Czesław Miłosz
Nobel Peace Prize: Menachem Begin, Joseph Rotblat
Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences: Leonid Hurwicz

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective
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Department of Social Sciences,
University of Oslo
Organisation

Country Norway

City Oslo

Street

Web https://www.sv.uio.no/english/

Person

Name Johannes Elgvin

Administrative head of research

Organisation

The Faculty of Social Sciences at the University of Oslo was established in 1963. It is Norway's leading
institution for science- and education in the field of Social Science.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Dialogue of Civilizations Research
Institute
Organisation

Country Germany

City Berlin

Street Französische Straße 23

Web https://doc-research.org/

Person

Name Jürgen Grote

Chief Researcher

Organisation

In a world of growing conflict both nationally and internationally, DOC is dedicated to promoting
dialogue across borders and civilizations, politics, civil society, the corporate sector, and academia.
Over the past few years, we have actively participated in several applications in the fields of
governance and democracy, migration, and digitalization. DOC has a research team of more than 10
internal and about 40 external colleagues. Our editing and event teams are engaged in the
organization of frequent workshops and conferences in Berlin and beyond. Besides Berlin, we are
present with own offices in New Delhi and Moscow.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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Dialogue of Civilizations Research
Institute
Organisation

Country Germany

City Berlin

Street Dialogue of Civilizations Research Institute,
Französische strasse 23

Web https://doc-research.org/

Person

Name Heather Brown

Associate Researcher

Organisation

The Dialogue of Civilizations Research Institute perceives the prevailing portrayal of the world today as
oversimplified and too tightly bound to mainstream paradigms. The first step in developing new ways
of thinking about the current state of the world, and how it might be improved through scholarly
research and sound policy proposals, is to analyse the age-old question of what it means to be human.
Only by better understanding humanity – through the social and cultural aspirations and the various
norms of civilisations and traditions – can a model for inclusive and holistic development can be
established.
The DOC believes that this rendering of the world fails to take account of the diversity of our dynamic
world. Dialogue of course plays a key role in this. Therefore, our research team and affiliate experts
conduct research that revolves around the question of how ‘authentic dialogue’ can be fostered and
employed at multiple levels, from the personal to the transnational. Our work responds to global
problems with a scientifically rigorous approach to understanding complex origins, with the aim of
developing plausible alternative outlooks for the future.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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perspective
• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The

societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

For the H2020 2019 calls we are looking to join a consortium, but would also
discuss other kinds of collaborations for H2020 calls and beyond.
N/A at this stage.
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Digital Humanities Centre at the
Institute of Literary Research of the
Polish Academy of Sciences
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street

Web http://chc.ibl.waw.pl/en/

Person

Name Piotr Wciślik

Deputy Director

Organisation

CHC IBL PAN coordinates digital research activities of the Institute of Literary Research of the Polish
Academy of Sciences, with the special focus on research on DH methods and research practices,
digital storytelling, digital scholarly editions, bibliographic-data driven research, digitally-assisted
linguistic analysis, and open science communication.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright
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Dipartimento Culture e Civiltà M-DEA/
01
Organisation

Country Italy

City Verona

Street Via dell'Università 4

Web http://www.dcuci.univr.it/?ent=home&page=dipartimento

Person

Name Sabaudin Varvarica

PhD Research Fellow at the
Department of Culture and
Civilization, the University of
Verona, Italy

Organisation

The Department of Culture and Civilization is created by the merging of the former departments of
Philology, Literature, Linguistics, and Time Space Image and Society, thus bringing together scholars of
historical , archaeological, geographic, anthropological, philological, linguistic and entertainment
disciplines, who bear the legacy of the dissolved Faculty of Letters.
The anthropologists of this department have been engaged on research regarding migration issues for
a long time now.
A research on refugees and asylum-seekers is currently being conducted in a Hosting Centre for
Refugees in Verona, Italy.
As anthropologists we are strongly motivated to partecipate in this event.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective
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DLR Project Management Agency
Organisation

Country Germany

City Bonn

Street

Person

Name Kimberly Couvson-Liebe

SC6 NCP

Organisation

DLR Project Management Agency is responsible for the managment of national and EU funding in
Germany. It houses a number of National Contact Points for H2020, including the National Contact
Point for Societal Challenge 6 and coordinates a number of EU projects, including Net4Society.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe
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DLR Project Management Agency
Organisation

Country Germany

City Bonn

Street

Web http://www.dlr-pt.de

Person

Name Dominik Klinkenberg

Project Manager

Organisation

Competent management of policies, programmes and projects is needed to ensure that Germany can
realise its full potential as a hub of innovative excellence – this is precisely our speciality as the DLR
Project Management Agency. We provide an array of services to key decision-makers from the worlds
of government, science, industry and education – from analysis and consultancy to the development
and implementation of policies and measures on the regional, national, European and international
level.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
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regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

challenges and the arts
• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing

Inequalities
• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?

Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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DLR Project Management Agency
Organisation

Country Germany

City Bonn

Street

Person

Name Nina Braun

Net4Society Project Coordinator

Organisation

The National Contact Point Society (NCP Society) works on behalf of the German Federal Ministry of
Education and Research (BMBF). The NCP is located in the Project Management Agency, member of
the German Aerospace Center (DLR Projektträger).

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
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• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

challenges to reinvigorate democracies
• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in

government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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DLR Project Management Agency
Organisation

Country Germany

City Bonn

Street Heinrich-Konen-Str. 1

Web https://www.nks-gesellschaft.de

Person

Name Christa Engel

Senior Research/Policy Officer.
National Contact Point Societal
Challenge 6 and HERA

Organisation

Research, innovation and education – the DLR Project Management Agency has been providing an
array of services to assist key decision-makers from government, science, industry and education for
over 40 years. We develop practical strategies, manage funding programmes and projects, assist in
dialogue processes and support knowledge transfer and utilisation on behalf of our clients. A
designated worldwide partner, we open up networking opportunities and encourage international
collaboration. Here, we place a focus on interdisciplinarity, internationality and innovation. As part of
DLR, the Project Management Agency is a key contributor to DLR’s ‘Science, Innovation and Education’
field of operations.
Research funding and innovation management from a single source
With around 1,000 employees, we are one of the largest project management agencies in Germany.
Accordingly, we serve the broadest possible range of topics. Managing research funds totalling
approximately around one billion euro, in 2017 alone we supported around 10,000 scientific projects in
the areas of education, society, healthcare, key technologies, environment and European and
international collaboration.
Among other things, DLR hosts National Contact Points for Horizon 2020.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
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• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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DOC Research Institute
Organisation

Country Germany

City Berlin

Street Franz Str. 23

Person

Name Klemens Witte

research associate

Organisation

Organisations

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth
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Economic and Social Research
Council, UKRI
Organisation

Country United Kingdom

City Swindon

Street Polaris House, North Star Avenue

Web https://esrc.ukri.org/

Person

Name Rachel Kelley

European Portfolio Manager

Organisation

ESRC is part of UK Research and Innovation, a new organisation that brings together the UK’s seven
research councils, Innovate UK and Research England to maximise the contribution of each council
and create the best environment for research and innovation to flourish. The vision is to ensure the UK
maintains its world-leading position in research and innovation. For more information visit the UK
Research and Innovation website.
UK Research and Innovation is a non-departmental public body funded by a grant-in-aid from the UK
government
We are the UK's largest organisation for funding research on economic and social issues. We support
independent, high quality research which has an impact on business, the public sector and civil society.
ESRC's total budget for 2017-18 was around £202 million. At any one time ESRC supports over 4,000
researchers and postgraduate students in academic institutions and independent research institutes.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
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• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Edgeryders
Organisation

Country Belgium

City Forest

Street

Web http://www.edgeryders.eu

Person

Name Anique Yael Vered

Head of Development, Research
Network

Organisation

Estonia registered, operating EU-wide and beyond.
Edgeryders as a company emerged as a spin-off from a Council of Europe and European Commission
social cohesion research project of the same name. It is a community-driven not-for-profit research
and development institute. Edgeryders provides expert advice and community engagement based on
collective intelligence, as a service to governmental, international and corporate organisations. It
develops and deploys community building tools and cutting edge research techniques to detect,
aggregate and analyse citizen innovation in response to key societal, economic, ecological and
political challenges. Driven by a people centric approach, we engage and connect citizens across an
active and growing global community of 4000+ researchers, social innovators, technologists, activists,
civic enthusiasts, makers, artists and consumers. By fostering collaboration on a massive scale, we are
able to wire seemingly isolated initiatives and unique points of view towards a theory of change
backed by solid scientific arguments and ultimately aspiring to contribute to more grounded European
public policy. We are consistently working in Europe at transnational level (Council of Europe,
European Commission funded projects), reaching the periphery (especially Georgia, Armenia, Belarus,
Morocco, Tunisia and Egypt) resulting from several projects with the United Nations Development
Programme, the United Nations Volunteers and the World Bank), and overall building a network that
spans the globe (such as solid membership and collaborations in the USA and Nepal). Throughout all
this, our organisation is able to infuse projects with high calibre insights stemming from the latest
trends in open science, digital social innovation, participatory development, internet governance,
populism, next generation internet, social entrepreneurship, mobility, community driven welfare, youth
transition and many other hot topics in Europe.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright
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• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans
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Edinburgh Napier University
Organisation

Country United Kingdom

City Edinburgh

Street Sighthill Court, Edinburgh, EH11 4BN

Web https://www.napier.ac.uk/about-us/our-schools/
school-of-applied-sciences/research/social-
sciences

Person

Name Kiril Sharapov

Associate Professor of Applied
Social Sciences

Organisation

In the Social Sciences research group we have a wealth of expertise in explaining the social world from
a variety of disciplinary perspectives (criminology, geography, history, politics, psychology, sociology,
law) and have applied this to a variety of socially important arenas. Key areas include: Health &
wellbeing; Families, young people and relationships; Military studies; Penology and penal change;
Policing; Migration, Space and Geopolitics; Victimology and restorative Justice.
We have an established history of working with key stakeholders to deliver policy relevant research.
Explanations often require understanding issues from a number of different analytical perspectives,
and the social sciences research group contains a breadth of analytical expertise. This enables us to
design and deliver high quality research that is robust, innovative and frequently multi-disciplinary.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Looking for project partners for Migration-01-2019 (Understanding migration
mobility patterns)
We are looking for potential academic and non-academic (NGOs working in the field of migration)
partners for the above call. The proposed project will focus on internal displacement from a multi-
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disciplinary perspective. We have a number of partners willing to set up a consortium already
(including academic institutions from Mongolia, Ukraine, Hungary and Austria). We are also available
to join already established teams for a number of calls below.
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Edinburgh Napier University
Organisation

Country United Kingdom

City Edinburgh

Street The Business School Room 2/34 Craiglockhart
Campus, Edinburgh.

Web https://www.napier.ac.uk/about-us/our-schools/
the-business-school

Person

Name Fawad Khaleel

Lecturer

Organisation

One of the largest and most modern Business Schools in Scotland, we believe in creating an
international community of practice where people are given every opportunity to achieve their full
potential, and developing the knowledge and skills required for today's global business environment.

Areas of Activity

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Drivers and contexts of violent extremism
Understanding the complexity of contexts in Violent Extremism at the societal, community, and
individual levels to develop a new multi-disciplinary model to examine the eco-system of Violent
Extremism that provides an impactful solution by engaging with a broad range of stakeholders at
micro and macro levels.
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Educational Research Intitute /
Instytut Badań Edukacyjnych IBE
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street Górczewska 8

Web http://www.ibe.edu.pl/pl/

Person

Name Agnieszka Dwojak-Matras

Plenipotentiary for Research and
Implementation IBE

Organisation

The Educational Research Institute (IBE) is an institution conducting interdisciplinary research
concerning the functioning and effectiveness of the education system in Poland. The Institute
participates in national and international research projects, prepares reports, expert opinions and
carries out advisory functions. The Institute is supervised by the Minister of National Education.
The Institute promotes evidence-based policy and practice, and in particular, the studies that results
can be used in practice and educational policy development at both national and local level.
The Institute employs over 200 researchers - mainly sociologists, psychologists, educators, economists,
political scientists - most of whom are eminent specialists in their fields with considerable professional
expertise not only in research work but also teaching, public administration, market/public opinion
research.
The Institute cooperates with central public administration and representatives of local self-
government. IBE’s partners are key institutions in the Polish education system and stakeholders from
labour market. Its growing cooperation network includes also schools, non-governmental
organizations, universities across world, domestic and foreign research centres and international
organizations.
The Institute publishes every year a number of books and studies in the field of education. Since 1982,
the Institute publishes a quarterly “Edukacja”.
The Institute main research areas:
- lifelong learning and national qualifications framework,
- ICT and new technologies in education,
- core curriculum and subject teaching methods,
- measurement and analysis of student educational achievement,
- psychological and pedagogical foundations of school achievement,
- relationship between education and the labour market, especially monitoring the situation of young
people entering the labour market,
- economic determinants of education, financing education and other broad issues concerning
economics of education,
- teacher working conditions, working hours, professional status and competencies,
- institutional and legal problems concerning the education system and educational policy.

Areas of Activity
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• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright
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EFIC
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street Aleja Wyzwolenia 3-5/29

Web http://efic.pl

Person

Name Paweł Rybicki

President of the Management
Board

Organisation

European Forensic Initiatives Centre (EFIC) Foundation was established by Central Forensic Laboratory
of the Polish
Police in November 2012, with the aim to support the execution of research and development projects
and other
initiatives in forensic science aiming at broadening the use of scientific evidence by LEAs. Since the
very beginning EFIC
is mostly engaged in the activities performed on the European level but also runs nation-wide
initiatives. Currently, EFIC
operates in the think-tank formula for the experts in the field of forensics, law enforcement and justice.
The Foundation
performs also the watch-dog activities. The statutory tasks of the EFIC Foundation related to the
project are the
following:
- Promoting cooperation between law enforcement bodies and justice authorities as well o as promote
initiatives aimed
at consistent and comprehensive approach towards combating crime
- Mobilizing law enforcement and justice authorities to implement new and support further
development of existing
technologies, methods, techniques and tools
- Facilitating public-private partnerships and support activities leading to the development and
strengthening of
relations between public and private sectors in scope of development of new technologies to prevent,
combat and
investigate criminal activities and identify the perpetrators
- Activating scientists to conduct research leading to the development of forensic science and
positively influencing
the quality of forensic education
- Promoting Research and Development and Education and Training initiatives, as well as other
activities undertaken
in order to support European integration and international cooperation
The Foundation is achieving them through initiation, coordination and support to the implementation
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of research and
developments projects as well as organisation of conferences, exhibitions, symposiums, seminars,
workshops, lectures,
courses and other education and training and information-sharing activities. EFIC cooperates with
state administration
and local government bodies, as well as academic communities, industry partners and other NGOs in
Poland and
abroad.

Areas of Activity

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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EIIR
Organisation

Country France

City Paris

Street

Person

Name Anna Sadowska

CEE Director

Organisation

The areas of EIIR research portfolio and expertise concentrate on the economic, technological,
organizational and institutional dynamics that underpin processes of innovation and sustainable
development in both the private and public sectors across diverse institutional contexts. In the context
of EC founded projects EIIR brings research expertise in the following domains that have a direct and/
or indirect impact on the dynamics and development of different forms of populism (political,
economic, cultural etc.) in both offline and online environments: the dynamics and socio-political
implications of the so-called Fourth Industrial Revolution, including scenarios, evaluation and
roadmaps; analysis and assessment of the typologies of current populist movements; evaluation of the
technological support infrastructures, including the algorithms underpinning strategies of
dissemination, access, and recruitment; the policy, legal, and regulatory challenges presented by actual
changes in EU, both in its online and offline manifestations, and developing a roadmap for addressing
challenges to innovative practices and the European project.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Emet Arco I
Organisation

Country Spain

City Córdoba

Street C/ Torre de San Nicolás 6

Web http://fundacionarcoiris.org

Person

Name Clara Barrio

Ödos Project Coordinator

Organisation

The mission of the EMET Arco Iris Foundation is to Support vulnerable people at risk, promoting a full,
autonomous and substance-free life.
Vision: To become a national reference organization , being an innovative, independent and
sustainable organization.
The values that sustain our work and projection are:
Justice: to participate actively in the creation of fairer living conditions, both within and outside the
organization. The ÖDOS Project has a direct impact the implementation of the law and social justice,
focusing on the potential female victims of human trafficking and their children.
Dignity: to offer more dignified models of life on a personal and collective level. The ÖDOS Project
focuses on strengthening child protection and women empowerment towards restoring their dignity as
human beings.
Tolerance: to build a framework of coexistence based on respect for difference.
Independence: to maintain our identity while collaborating with other public and social entities and
promoting networking.
Solidarity: to reduce inequalities by working for the common good. The ÖDOS Project enhances the
creation of solidarity networks among related organizations, as well as the effective coordination
among organizations and resources.
Excellence: to act with rigor and efficiency in the allocation of resources, seeking the highest possible
efficiency.

Areas of Activity

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions
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Erzincan Binali Yıldırım University
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Erzincan

Street

Web http://www.ebyu.edu.tr/tr/

Person

Name Sema ALTUN YALÇIN

Assoc. Prof. Dr.

Organisation

Our organisation is university.

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth
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ETEA Foundation for Development
and Cooperation
Organisation

Country Spain

City Córdoba

Street Escritor Castilla Aguayo, 4

Web http://www.fundacionetea.org

Person

Name Lorenzo Estepa Mohedano

Project manager - researcher

Organisation

We are research centre working in development and cooperation within the Universidad Loyola
Andalucía. We have more than 30 years working in Latin America, Asia and northern Africa.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities
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Eurasian Cooperation Organisation
Organisation

Country Poland

City Radom

Street

Web http://secteaco.org

Person

Name Jacek Nowak

Executive Director

Organisation

Eurasian Cooperation Organisation is a region non-government organisation with base in Poland.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making
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EURECAT
Organisation

Country Spain

City Barcelona

Street Eurecat. C/Bilbao, 72. Edifici A.

Web http://www.eurecat.org

Person

Name Patricia Castillo

SC6 programme manager

Organisation

Eurecat is the second largest private main Research and Technology (RTO) in Southern Europe. With
headquarters in Barcelona; Spain, the centre brings together the experience of more than 650
professionals. Eurecat’s technologies and approaches add value to social sciences and humanities
research activities in their quest for reversing discrimination and promoting social fairness, empowering
citizens for regaining control of their data, and preserving Europe’s cultural heritage.
Our computational social science approaches complement traditional social science methods to bring
in unprecedented empirical evidence from massive data for informing research related to public
perceptions (e.g. migrations, trust, ideology, etc.), policy and service design, impact of technologies in
targeted groups, data economy, etc. Namely:
• Participation platforms & digital democracy: analysis and interactive visualization of interaction
patterns and collective dynamics on online participation platforms, in order to improve collective
awareness and foster effective and transparent deliberation processes.
• Data Valuation platforms: methodologies and platforms for estimating the information and
economic value hidden in big data by analyzing just a small sample of the data and prior to capex/
opex intensive investment in infrastructure and people for full exploitation.
• Bias and discrimination auditing of algorithms: Development of methodologies and platforms for
detecting bias and discrimination in automated decision making by algorithms operating in the open
web, inside corporations (e.g., credit scoring in banks), or the government (e.g., recidivism risk
computation for inmates).
• Detection and mitigation of disinformation: methodologies and software tools for detecting
disinformation (e.g. fake news), its sources, and propagation patterns that can be used for early
warning and containment of ill-intended campaigns, and for countering harmful effects in citizens
perceptions (e.g. scientific literacy) .
Our Audiovisual Technologies team have a strong record on developing and evaluating technologies
for increasing capacities and competitiveness of the creative and cultural industries. From production
and postproduction tools for creative professionals and artists (i.e. plugins for creating 3D audio and
music productions, see www.binci.eu), AR/VR and immersive experiences, to sophisticated AI tools for
managing and protecting cultural heritage, digital assets and IPR.
Our Training department has extensive experience in designing and delivering training programs for
active workers in industrial sectors particularly susceptible to disruptions due to automatization and
robotisation. They deliver highly specialized training in industrial and digital technologies, as well as
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innovation (e.g. Industry 4.0, big data, design thinking, etc.) Furthermore, in partnership with the
regional employment administration, they deliver training for boosting the employability of groups in
risk of exclusion (long-time unemployed, school drop-outs, migrants, etc.).

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites
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Euro-Funding
Organisation

Country Spain

City Madrid

Street Plaza Independencia 8

Web https://www.euro-funding.com/en/

Person

Name Rodrigo Sanz

Head of Innovation

Organisation

Euro-funding is a consultancy company made by a very high qualified senior team with more than 15
years’ experience in European funding. We are based in Spain, and our headquarters are placed in the
heart of Madrid, with subsidiaries in Barcelona, Sevilla, Valencia, Bilbao and A Coruña. Furthermore,
Euro-funding has different offices spread across Europe: France, Portugal and Poland, and South
America: Chile and Mexico. Our clients portfolio is made by more than 1.200 organizations amongst
which 15 belongs to the select Spanish stock market index, IBEX-35.
Euro-funding is looking for supporting your consortium in successfully preparing and implementing
H2020 projects brining a good understanding of the rules and procedures but also our extensive
experience managing consortia with several partners from across Europe. Euro-funding is your ideal
partner to prepare both, a Research based project, or a more Business oriented one. We also have
wide experience preparing project proposals for the SME Instrument and Fast Track to Innovation
programme. And last, but not least, we are also providing specific expertise in legal or ethical issues,
dissemination activities and assets’ exploitation for different projects currently running (CHARGED and
BENEFICE).
The list of specific services offered by Euro-funding is:
· Analysis and Diagnosis of projects / companies
· Search for calls and partners
· Preparation and presentation of project proposals
· Negotiation of proposal before the European Commission
· Project Management
· Consulting in ethics, legislation and intellectual and industrial property
· Promotion and broadcast of the project’s results
· Innovation Management.

Areas of Activity

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• DT-

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright
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TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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Eurokleis srl
Organisation

Country Italy

City Roma

Street

Web www.eurokleis.com

Person

Name Francesco Bellini

Research Director

Organisation

Eurokleis is a SME born in 2000 with the aim to transform the research experience of its founders into
specialized strategic consultancy and research studies with the focus on innovation and innovative
business. Eurokleis has developed different skills within the cultural and creative domain. This is a key
element of success of Eurokleis research, which give a high value to the diffusion of research results
and for the transfer of technology activities on the market. Eurokleis relies particular attention on
economic, financial and organisational evolution of innovation. The core business of Eurokleis is
research, development and deployment of highly specialized quali-quantitative models able to solve
strategic business problems. Eurokleis partners have worked for a number of international companies,
local authorities and private organizations, as well as with the European Commission.
Eurokleis is currently engaged in European projects in order to contribute to the Socio-Economic
Impact Maximisation and the Business Model Design providing also its expertise in the organisation of
workshops and commercial/industrial involvement. Eurokleis also contributes to management
activities, policy recommendations and too the dissemination activities.
Eurokleis collaborates with a number of organisations in Europe http://www.eurokleis.com/company-
en/
Expertise
The technical capacity for this project is grounded on the previous experiences in the R&I impact
maximisation and consultancy activities in the ICT and media domain. Decision Tools, applications,
services and methodologies able to perform analysis and compare different scenarios are in the
Eurokleis products portfolio.
Eurokleis is member of the Consorzio Regioni Digitali a research organisation connects with 8 Italian
regional innovation ecosystems and 15 partners http://www.regionidigitali.eu

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites
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societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services
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European Commission
Organisation

Country Belgium

City Brussels

Street

Person

Name Alexandre La Scala

EC representative

Organisation

Research Executive Agency

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios
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European Commission
Organisation

Country Belgium

City Brussels

Street

Person

Name Valeria Messina

EC Representative

Organisation

Research Executive Agency

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios
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European Institute of Interdisciplinary
Research (EIIR)
Organisation

Country France

City Paris

Street

Web http://www.eiir.org

Person

Name Takis Damaskopoulos

Executive Director

Organisation

The European Institute of Interdisciplinary Research (EIIR) is a leading independent, non-profit Think
Tank based in Paris. Founded in 2004 the Institute is dedicated to the advancement of interdisciplinary
research in the domains of innovation and sustainable development. Its origins lie at INSEAD where its
founding members held senior research and teaching positions. EIIR is a network of scientists and
policy makers spanning the worlds of academia/research, the private sector and different levels of
governance across the EU. Its research range engages three strategic areas that play a crucial role in
the process of innovation and sustainable development: science and research, industry, organizations
of civil society, and government at different levels of public administration. Its network organizational
form is designed to access, organize and leverage knowledge and expertise, of high-calibre scientific,
research, and policy talent. Its modus operandi involves flexible formations of teams of experts from
diverse scientific origins and compositions of skills and competencies that are organized and deployed
according to specific scientific, research, industrial and policy objectives. The EIIR network is composed
of leading research and academic institutions, research-oriented organizations and governmental
bodies across the European Union, Eastern and Central Europe, and North America.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance
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Eurovertice Consultores
Organisation

Country Spain

City Murcia

Street

Person

Name María García

Consultant

Organisation

Eurovertice is a consultancy with more than 10 years of experience in European financing. We offer our
services in both financing and consultancy to our clients, that are public government, universities and
companies.
On the SC6 Inclusive societies call, Eurovertice can contribute through its department of territorial
development and citizen participation.
We also support other organizations on its participation in proposals to next topics of H2020.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION
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Eurovertice as partner os H2020 TRANSFORMATIONS and GOVERNANCE
topics
Within our department of Territorial development, we have experience in the elaboration of municipal,
multimunicipal and regional Integrated Sustainable Urban Development Strategies (ISUDS). We
performance an analysis of the starting situation, elaborate a diagnosis and identificate the main
challenges. With that we define a future strategy that will guide the action of the entity in the coming
years. We also support in the implementation and management of the strategy.
We also develop participatory processes for the planning of public policies, budget management,
services to citiziens, territorial & urban actions plans and regulatory implementation. With that we
accurate information about citizenship needs, guide for monitoring citizen participation,social learning,
construction of social fabric and creation and consolidation of networks. With that entities achieve
better citizen participation for the legitimation and implementation of public decisions.

PROJECT COOPERATION

UCAM as partner of H2020 proposals
Eurovertice support UCAM (Foundation University of San Antoni, Murcia) in its participation in
European projects.
Among its research groups, there are:
- DIGITALAC Research Group http://investigacion.ucam.edu/comunicacion-audiovisual/ studies the
new tendencies of audiovisual industry in the digital era in different areas.
The research group has followed-up the whole implementation of the Digital Terrestrial Television in
the Region of Murcia, conducting several studies on the penetration of this system and behavior
studies among citizens in respect to this implementation.
The assessment of digital contents including television contents, fiction story creation process, creative
process and structure of the transmedia storytelling and the audio-description as a narrative process is
also an important area of expertise of DIGITALAC.
DIGITALAC studies the Multiplatform audiovisual communication in all their aspects, from the contents
creation to the market and industry assessment.
Audiovisual Industries, with a special focus on Music Industry, new storage systems and audiovisual
media role in internet are under the scope of DIGITALAC investigation lines.
Influence of audiovisual content in specific sectors as tourism and their use for the institutions and
companies brand building is also of interest of DIGITALAC.
A new line of investigation has recently opened for the Research Group in the Social and Media Brain,
with the study of potential use of neuroscience in the Media and in the Social Sciences.
- Research Group in Learning in Real and Simulated Clinical Settings (LRSCS): inclusion of forms of
learning founded on competence, introduction of new teaching methods and models to assess not only
knowledge but also skills and attitudes in clinical simulation interactive knowledge
- Education department is formed by 60 professors and researchers, specialized in different areas,
enabling the students of Education Grade acquire valuable skills to perform their future job as teachers
and providing the future teachers with tools that will allow them to inspire and motivate the children
and youngsters under their responsibility. Research lines in the department include Education and
culture, European citizen, non-formal education for inclusion, intercultural skills, inclusive education for
disabled persons and innovation in education among others.
Although it is a young department, its members have individually a large research experience and also
large experience in international cooperation projects in programs such Erasmus and Leonardo. The
department is also engaged in the collaboration with enterprises aiming the research of new ways of
improving the graduates’ employability.
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Everis
Organisation

Country Spain

City Zaragoza

Street

Web http://everis.com

Person

Name Sara González

Supported Smart Innovation

Organisation

everis is a large international company that offers its clients comprehensive business solutions covering
all aspects of the value chain, from business strategy through to systems implementation. Currently,
everis has over 19,000 employees in 25 offices in 16 countries and its annual turnover is more than 1030
Million Euros. Since January 2014, became part of NTT Data group, which enables everis to offer a
wider range of solutions and services through increased capacity, as well as technological,
geographical, and financial resources, establishing the 5th worldwide ICT Company integrated by
more than 70,000 employees and with presence in 41 countries.
EVERIS is active on European funded projects (RRI Tools, POLYCARE, ARGOS, District of Future,
Multisensor, BaaS, CaaS, HEARTEN), undertaking a wide range of innovative activities, such as
technological developments, pilots implementations, industry reports and surveys, business plans,
commercialisation and exploitation programs, integration developments and Coordination
management.
As ICT provider, everis is organised by sectors, from the business point of view, and we count on several
technological key lines. Thanks to our dual nature, both technological and business oriented, we can
act as facilitators, providing a common place for technology solutions and their potential end users to
meet. From the technological perspective, everis counts on several key lines, subjects identified as core
technologies which will transform the traditional IT business, implying our present and future value
proposal to our clients: Artificial Intelligence, IoT, Cloud, Blockchain.

Areas of Activity

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations
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sustainable urban environments
• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:

Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

H2020 topics of interest
Everis is interested in participating in the following topics (see below)
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Faculty of Education, Palacky
University Olomouc, Czech Republic
Organisation

Country Czech Republic

City Olomouc

Street

Web https://www.pdf.upol.cz/en/

Person

Name Jana Kvintova

Vice Dean for International
Affairs, Department of
Psychology

Organisation

The Faculty of Education of the Palacký University in Olomouc provides university education for future
teachers and other educationists destined for various types of kindergartens, primary and secondary
schools, and school and after-school education facilities. It also focuses on training staff in the field of
state administration. Academic research activities involve the area of education, educational
methodology innovation, the inclusive education and disability studies, the prevention of risky virtual
communication ect.

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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Faculty of Sociology, University of
Warsaw
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warszawa

Street Karowa 18

Web http://www.is.uw.edu.pl/

Person

Name Agnieszka Nowakowska

Grant Support Specialist

Organisation

The Institute of Sociology (IS) at the University of Warsaw is among the leading sociology departments
at Polish universities. Its position is reflected in the number of professors and faculty with doctoral
degrees, their track record in research, as well as the attractive curriculum and high quality of the
teaching programmes, the highly-motivated and active students, and the careers of its alumni.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios
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Fondation maison des sciences de
l'homme (FMSH)
Organisation

Country France

City Paris

Street 54, Bd Raspail

Web http://www.fmsh.fr/en/

Person

Name Sylvie Gangloff

NCP SC6 France

Organisation

As an international crossroads for Humanities and Social Sciences, the Foundation Maison des
Sciences de l'Homme works in synergy with international scientific communities and networks, and
fosters collaboration amongst scientific fields. The FMSH invests in the advancement of scientific
research by developing its actions through four main priorities: cutting-edge research, international
collaborations, innovative dissemination of knowledge, digital infrastructures.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion
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Foundation for the prevention of
cybercrime
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street Dragonów 4/59

Person

Name Marek Wierzbicki

Chairman

Organisation

Foundation for the prevention of cybercrime (FPC) carries out its mission by by initiating, supporting
and enabling the realization of verious research projects, implementation and coordination in the field
of the prevention of cybercrime. FPC employs individuals with extensive professional experience in this
fild. FPc works with the major academic centres in the field of cybercrime.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services
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Fundação Getulio Vargas
Organisation

Country Brazil

City Rio de Janeiro

Street Praia de Botafogo, 190

Web https://portal.fgv.br/

Person

Name Goret Paulo

Director of Research and
Innovation

Organisation

Fundação Getulio Vargas (FGV), founded in 1944 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, has the mission of
contributing to the socioeconomic development of the country through its undergraduate and
graduate programs and by conducting innovative research with high social impact. With 10 schools
and about 40 research centers, a research institute, an executive education unit, a technical support
unit and a publisher, FGV was considered to be the seventh leading think tank in the world in 2017.
Besides this general classification among the top think tanks, FGV was also ranked as the best
institution in this category in South and Central America and the 10th leading institution in the world
with focus on production of applied research with impact on the implementation of public policies.
Finally, in the specific area of social policies, FGV occupies fifth place in the world.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

MIGRATION-07-2019: International protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective
•Processes and content of the emerging international protection system (e.g. United Nations
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commitment for the adoption of a global asylum compact).
oHow sharing responsibilities, transferring skills and capabilities, can be organized.
oCompatibility with international law, including international conventions on refugees and human
rights.
•Advise on the future development of asylum policies.
oComparative assessment of existing legal responses to protection needs.
oFuture options and their compatibility with international refugee law.
oParticular issues regarding the protection of vulnerable groups.
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Fundacio per a la Recerca i la
Innovacio
Organisation

Country Spain

City Barcelona

Street Pg. Lluís Companys, 23 Barcelona

Web https://www.fundaciorecerca.cat

Person

Name Paul Fenton

H2020 Consultant

Organisation

Fundació Catalana per a la Recerca i la Innovació (FCRi), leads multiple initiatives for communicating
with and educating the public, including school-aged children, teachers and innovators about a wide
range of topics involving the latest in science and technology.
The foundation counts on the support of major universities and leading engineering, health and ICT-
based companies, as well as public education entities all across Catalunya. FCRi’s activities are
developed in collaboration with the Catalan Ministry for Education; Barcelona City Council; and, the
Spanish Foundation for Science and Technology - FECYT.
As a 4-Helix Hub, FCRi is ideally suited to contribute significant inputs to international initiatives:
•Research Support Capacities - for realizing large scale pilots, co-developing business models,
conducting research surveys and focus groups, and organising highly participatory citizen and science
events.
•Education and Training - in school and beyond the classroom walls.
•Policy influence – leveraging our high-level Science Advisory Board and collaborators, we can attract
leading influencers in the policy field.
•Social and traditional Media – we can carry out targetted and effective communication and public
engagement campaigns.
•Responsible Research and Innovation – we follow RRI principles in all our activities and can therefore
embed these in dissemination and exploitation.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright
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• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Fundación Cibervoluntarios
Organisation

Country Spain

City Madrid

Street

Web http://www.cibervoluntarios.org

Person

Name Ester Maestro

Project Manager

Organisation

>>Available for meetings both offline on Thursday 8th in the morning, or online via skype, hangouts...
please contact me at ester.maestro[at]cibervoluntarios.org <<
We are Cibervoluntarios Foundation, a Spanish NGO, pioneers and worldwide reference in social use of
technologies to generate social innovation and digital empowerment through citizen participation and
technological volunteering, specially collective with more social digital risk. A challenge of 17 years of
experience, which has won many national and international awards, as the recognition of Google.org
as one of the 50 organizations that are changing the world the only organization with this recognition
in Spain.
We are focussed in Social Innovation and end-user. We have a large experience in these issues. On one
hand we have more than 1500 cybervolunteers, people who love tecnologies tools, heavy/expert- users
with a social point of view. They help us to make all kind of testing activities relative to tools, services,
contents, products... also we make with them researchs, focus group, pilot... On the other hand we,
every year, work with more than 500 hundreds of organizations in Spain (NGOs, local councils, schools,
universities,...) doing course, workshop, events, educational talks... to improve social digital skills among
elderly people, women, youth, immigrants, handicap people, unemployed... groups in risk of social-
digital exclusion.
This network allows to Cibervoluntarios, create ICTSocial Lab adapted, depending on the topic we
want to work on: cybersecurity, e-health, young people, culture, digital skills, job e-inclusion, citizen
participation, e-democracy, entrepreneurship for social change and e-leadership between others.
We have experience in several european project as H2020, Erasmus+, FP7, Leonardo, Grundtvig, Youth
in Action. For example we are coordinating now a H2020-ICT-10-CAPS- called Socratic. You can find
some information here: www.socratic.eu

Areas of Activity

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services
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perspective
• DT-

TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Fundación Cibervoluntarios
(Cybervolunteers Foundation)
Organisation

Country Spain

City Madrid

Street

Web http://www.cibervoluntarios.org

Person

Name Yolanda Rueda Fernandez

President Cibervoluntarios
Foundation

Organisation

We are Cibervoluntarios Foundation, a Spanish NGO, pioneers and worldwide reference in social use of
technologies to generate social innovation and digital empowerment through citizen participation and
technological volunteering, specially collective with more social digital risk. A challenge of 17 years of
experience, which has won many national and international awards, as the recognition of Google.org
as one of the 50 organizations that are changing the world the only organization with this recognition
in Spain.
We are focussed in Social Innovation and end-user. We have a large experience in these issues. On one
hand we have more than 1500 cybervolunteers, people who love tecnologies tools, heavy/expert- users
with a social point of view. They help us to make all kind of testing activities relative to tools, services,
contents, products... also we make with them researchs, focus group, pilot... On the other hand we,
every year, work with more than 500 hundreds of organizations in Spain (NGOs, local councils, schools,
universities,...) doing course, workshop, events, educational talks... to improve social digital skills among
elderly people, women, youth, immigrants, handicap people, unemployed... groups in risk of social-
digital exclusion.
This network allows to Cibervoluntarios, create ICTSocial Lab adapted, depending on the topic we
want to work on: cybersecurity, e-health, young people, culture, digital skills, job e-inclusion, citizen
participation, e-democracy, entrepreneurship for social change and e-leadership between others.
We have experience in several european project as H2020, Erasmus+, FP7, Leonardo, Grundtvig, Youth
in Action. For example we are coordinating now a H2020-ICT-10-CAPS- called Socratic. You can find
some information here: www.socratic.eu

Areas of Activity

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services
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perspective
• DT-

TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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FUNDACIÓN MAPFRE
Organisation

Country Spain

City Madrid

Street Paseo de Recoletos, 23

Person

Name JAVIER BRAVO

Project Manager

Organisation

With more than 40 years of experience, Fundacion MAPFRE is recognized as a leading global
foundation for our commitment to people's well-being and social progress. Our mission, as a non-profit
institution created by MAPFRE, is to contribute to improving people's quality of life and the progress of
society through multinational programs and activities.

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Promote responsible use of new technologies and the correct approach to
Digital Health
Fundación MAPPFRE has developed since three years ago a program called ControlaTIC which is
aimed at
promoting the healthy uses of new technologies and preventing and warning about the risks that the
misuse of them
poses for children and adolescents. We have developed an extensive educational program that is used
by teachers
and social educators.
This program can serve as the basis for a project that studies this social problem that affects the entire
society.
Our strength is the capacity of dissemination and practical application of the results, and also the
organizational
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capacity.

PROJECT COOPERATION

Progress through culture
Fundación MAPFRE has focused in two main areas: Social Action and Culture. We believe in the great
power of the culture to as a basic tool for the development of societies, we invest time, material
resources, but above all huge amounts of illusion in order to take art and culture to citizens through
exhibitions, activities and publications.
We have organized over a hundred exhibitions in the past thirty years. Activity is based on a core idea:
the complementarity with major public initiatives. In this way, through a program of exhibitions and
publications, we review firstly Spanish and then international art, around the start of modernity: art,
culture and society from the end of the 19th to the mid 20th.
Likewise, in 2009 we began our adventure into photography projects, a field where we have become an
international reference. Our wish is to present to the public the work of photographers, which have
never been exhibited in Spain, or which do not form part of Spanish collections. The objective is
fulfilled with a program that combines exhibitions dedicated to great masters of the 20th century with
established figures in contemporary photography.
It is our wish to disseminate and bring our activities closer to all the public. Hence, since 2004 the
educational department has been offering a wide and varied program of activities based on the
exhibition program, addressing to children and young people, both at school and family level. We
provide two permanent activities on our exhibitions: Workshop visits and dynamic visits.
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Fundación MAPFRE
Organisation

Country Spain

City Madrid

Street

Person

Name Oscar Picazo

Organisation
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Fundación Santa María la Real de
Patrimonio Histórico
Organisation

Country Spain

City Aguilar De Campoo

Street Avenida Ronda, 1, (Fundación Santa María la
Real)

Web https://www.santamarialareal.org/

Person

Name Paula Conte García

Project Manager

Organisation

Santa María la Real Foundation of Historic Heritage (FSMLRPH) is an organization with more than 200
experts working on the study, restoration, conservation and divulgation of social, natural and cultural
heritage. Our daily work and achievements are the best example of the value of heritage.
We have spent more than 40 years creating development in the territories through the implementation
of projects and initiatives based on three axes: heritage, landscape and people.
Areas of interest:
•Study, restoration, conservation, management and divulgation of heritage.
•Monitoring of historical heritage.
•Tourism and smart tourist destinations.
•New uses and rehabilitation of cultural heritage.
•Social innovation: launching pads for employment
•Industrial heritage.
•Rural development.
•Promotion of employment and entrepreneurship.
•Care assistance of the elderly.
•Revitalization of territories in socio-economic decline.
•Mitigation and adaptation to climate change.
FSMLRPH has created several startups:
•Cultur Viajes y Patrimonio SL: is a travel agency specialized on cultural travels around Spain, Italy,
France and Greece. www.culturviajes.org
•Monitoring Heritage System SL: is a SME dedicated to the monitoring of historic buildings. Is the
innovation part of the Foundation dedicated to the heritage. www.mhsproject.es
•Ornamentos arquitectónicos SL: is a craft company dedicated to the elaboration of models (buildings,
monasteries, artifacts, historical pieces…) www.euromonumenta.com

Areas of Activity
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• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Searching for consortium/consortium
We would like to have an important role in the proposal description of TRANSFORMATIONS-04. Our
background is based on cultural heritage, innovation in cultural management, tourism and heritage
monitoring. Furthermore, we are very interesting in assess the impact of the tourism in the heritage.

PROJECT COOPERATION

CSA, interventions in European historican environments and CH sites
We would like to lead a project consortium in this call. We need European networks, Universities,
experts in economic CH impact assessment, policy makers and experts in CH interventions.
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Fundacja „Nasz Wybór”
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warszawa

Street Zamenhofa 1

Web http://www.naszwybor.org.pl

Person

Name Myroslava Keryk

President of the Board

Organisation

Foundation “Our Choice” was founded in 2009 in Warsaw and it is a migrant organization, oriented on
integration of Ukrainian migrants in Poland. Mission of the organization is to support integration of
foreigners in Poland and to support development of cultural, educational, economic and political
contacts between Poland and Ukraine and to promote the democratic values and civic society.
Since 2011, Foundation publishes a newspaper for Ukrainian migrants “Nash Vybir”, which is distributed
free of charge in whole Poland and runs the Internet portal www.naszwybir.pl. Both mass media are
well known in Poland. Newspaper is issued in 3000 copies. The portal has 68 000 users per month and
more than 3 500 000 hits per year.
In 2014 Foundation established the Ukrainian House in Warsaw, which is an unique institution
gathering Ukrainian immigrants and provides ground for cooperation of local and Ukrainian citizens. In
the Ukrainian House operates: consultancy point, language school, art gallery, Ukrainian Women Club
and Children Club “Rukavychka”. Foundation organises workshops, presentations of books and movies,
concerts, public debates. Foundation established the Ukrainian Saturday School.
Research of the situation of the migrants in Poland is a crucial activity of the Foundation. Key fields of
interests: young migrants, working conditions of Ukrainian migrants in Poland, gender aspects of
migration and integration, hate crimes against migrants.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

Marketplace Opportunities
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PROJECT COOPERATION

Project cooperation in integration of migrants and research of migration
patterns
We are the Ukrainian migrant ngo in Poland and presently were are interested in joining projects that
would deal with integration of labour migrants and protection of labour rights of migrant workers.
Were are also interested in research related to the labour rights and integration of migrants.
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Fundacja Instytut Innowacyjna
Gospodarka
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street ul. Jaworzyńska 7/9

Web http://www.ingos.pl

Person

Name Lidia Sobanska

Project manager

Organisation

Institute of Innovative Economy is a non-governmental organization operating in development,
implementation and promotion of modern, innovative solutions both in technology and in social
development sector. IIG supports innovation by creating a platform enabling experience sharing
between policy makers, scientific institutions, business and start-ups. It identifies barriers which are
hindering the process of implementation of modern solutions and it maps out the methods which aims
to eliminate those barriers.
The Institute realizes research and educational activities which results in reports, recommendations
and Polish innovation’s roadmaps. One of the main aspects of Institute’s activity is to create
appropriate forms of dialogue and cooperation between various groups of stakeholders in order to
promote the development of Polish innovativeness.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making
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Fundacja MOST
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street

Web https://fundacjamost.pl/

Person

Name Anna Laudy-Nagy

Fundraising and Grant
Coordinator

Organisation

The MOST Foundation is active in the field of high-tech-driven and creative entrepreneurship,
education and is committed to building entrepreneur-friendly society and economy. In MOST
Innovation Centre we help young, innovative companies to grow and large companies to re-invent
themselves. We organise networking events, training and mentoring sessions, evangelise about the
importance of cultivating the entrepreneurship culture in Poland and Europe.
MOST specialises in:
- delivering consulting services for SMEs (implementing new technologies, finding business partners,
searching for funding opportunities, execute innovation audit);
- offering acceleration programs for start-ups from the technology sector;
- facilitating internationalisation process;
- conducting and supporting SMEs in implementation and management of R&D projects.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making
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Fundacja MOST
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street

Web https://fundacjamost.pl/

Person

Name Jan Kaczmarek

President of the Board

Organisation

The MOST Foundation is active in the field of high-tech-driven and creative entrepreneurship,
education and is committed to building entrepreneur-friendly society and economy. In MOST
Innovation Centre we help young, innovative companies to grow and large companies to re-invent
themselves. We organise networking events, training and mentoring sessions, evangelise about the
importance of cultivating the entrepreneurship culture in Poland and Europe.
MOST specialises in:
- delivering consulting services for SMEs (implementing new technologies, finding business partners,
searching for funding opportunities, execute innovation audit);
- offering acceleration programs for start-ups from the technology sector;
- facilitating internationalisation process;
- conducting and supporting SMEs in implementation and management of R&D projects.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making
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FUNDECYT-PCTEX
Organisation

Country Spain

City Badajoz

Street Avda. de la Investigación, s/n

Web http://www.fundecyt-pctex.es

Person

Name Kety Caceres

Project Manager

Organisation

The Foundation FUNDECYT Science and Technology Park of Extremadura (FUNDECYT-PCTEX) is a
body governed by public law based in Extremadura (Spain) with the aim of contributing to the social
and economic exploitation of science and technology in the region, supporting and promoting
scientific and technological development and a better use of research and innovation outcomes.
FUNDECYT-PCTEX, playing the role of a Development and Innovation Agency in Extremadura,
provides technical assistance to the Regional Government for the design and implementation of
policies, such as the Smart Specialisation Strategy (RIS3), the Digital Agenda of Extremadura or
Extremadura 2030 (green and circular economy strategy), and work in close relation with enterprises,
the University of Extremadura, R&D centres and other regional stakeholders to foster innovation.
The Foundation is in charge of the coordination and integral management of the Office for Innovation
(O4i) in the framework of the activities developed by the Regional Ministry Industry for promoting the
innovation at regional level. The O4i is a coordination tool for the innovation based on the active
transfer and exchange of knowledge among business, research and technological community, society
and public administration of Extremadura, with the aim of fulfil the science and technological needs of
the regional enterprises by an optimal utilisation of resources and capacities of the different regional
agents of the Science, Technology and Innovation System of Extremadura. One of the main activities
carried out by the O4i, managed by FUNDECYT-PCTEX is the support and advice services for regional
and rural enterprises, in order to facilitate appropriate resources and tools to develop their
technological and innovation needs by accompanying them in all innovation process to guarantee
their development.
FUNDECYT-PCTEX is currently also in charge of the Business and Innovation European Center (BIC) in
the region, which is aimed to encourage the creation of innovative new businesses, foster new business
lines in existing companies, offer assistance in business development for the consolidation of existing
companies, support entrepreneurs in the process of project´s implementation and cooperate with
other institutions that support business creation. As the managing body of BIC Extremadura,
FUNDECYT-PCTEX coordinates the different entrepreneurship support services offered in the region,
increasing the number of entrepreneurs and enterprises supported.
Since 2008 FUNDECYT-PCTEX is member of the Enterprise Europe Network (EEN) supporting SMEs
regarding innovation, research and technological transfer, business development advice by means of
incubation, and participation in European projects.
Regarding entrepreneurship and SMEs, FUNDECYT-PCTEX offers support and advice for business idea
validation, business development and innovation, the participation of SMEs in European projects, and
the search of partners and funding. Moreover, the Foundation fosters regional R&D&i activities by
connecting and coordinating the exchange of knowledge between entrepreneurs, scientists, and social
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and institutional agents and providing consultancy services to regional organisations (access to
technology, IPR, subcontracting R&D&i activities, etc.).

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Representation of regional interest on inclusive, innovative and reflective
societies
FUNDECYT-PCTEX supports the participation of regional partners in innovative societies calls, such as
organisations working with innovative-art based practices on music and architecture
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Fundingbox
Organisation

Country Spain

City Madrid

Street

Web https://fundingbox.com/

Person

Name Irene Carrión Álvarez

Senior Expert, Innovation
Department

Organisation

FundingBox helps building and dynamise online ecosystems and provides a whole solution to attract,
select and support startups via its own Open Calls Management Tool.
FundingBox is a spin off of a company with over 25 years experience in innovation and research
projects, having won over 1.5 billion euros in public grants for its customers in this period. It is a non-
profit SME composed by over 35 professionals with hubs in Spain, Denmark and Poland. The company
is currently running over 15 Horizon 2020 projects, more than half of them being cascade funding
projects.
FundingBox has developed its own tool, which allows governments and other intermediate
organisations to launch open calls, distribute funding and build, retain and interact their stakeholders.
With more than 7,000 startups and Tech SMEs registered in FundingBox Spaces, aggregated analysis
of data offers meaningful conclusions to be applied for improvement of innovation support policies
and funding granting systems.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

Marketplace Opportunities
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PROJECT COOPERATION

Incorporating disruptive technologies & data analytics in public services
delivery and evaluation
We seek partners for TRANSFORMATIONS and GOVERNANCE projects interested in:
- exploring new form of improving digital trust in delivering public services, incorporating smart
contracts in the provision of innovation support services/funding, as well as other areas of policy-
making and/or provision of public services. Target topics: DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-02 / DT-
GOVERNANCE-05
- applying big data approaches to the analysis and evaluation of innovation & entrepreneurship
support policies, incorporating differents sources of information & data. TRANSFORMATIONS-13 / DT-
GOVERNANCE-12
We offer both our technological tools & IT developing capabilities as well as a field testing environment
(our community of startups).
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GruppoMeta
Organisation

Country Italy

City Firenze

Street P.zza della Madonna della Neve

Web https://www.gruppometa.it/

Person

Name Sam Habibi Minelli

Innovation specialist

Organisation

We valorise knowledge bases, focusing on innovative scenarios and transmedia processes for the
digital use of onsite and online content. By exploiting the Semantic Web and Semantic Intelligence, we
build multidimensional infrastructures with Open Source and proprietary software. This approach has
allowed us to develop a wide and versatile range of products, with customizable, made-to-measure
features.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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Hacettepe University
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Ankara

Street Beytepe Campus

Web https://www.hacettepe.edu.tr

Person

Name Ozgur Yasar Akyar

Researcher

Organisation

As a research-oriented university HAcettepe University is committed to the promotion of excellence in
education in line with universal values, our mission is to educate and nurture students as individuals
equipped with quality and depth of provison in all fields of science, technology and arts; empowered
by inspiring intellectual curiousity and critical minds, open for improvement and positive change; and
to contribute to society through research, technology, and public services it pursues.
The Chair of Child Health, deemed to be the origin of Hacettepe Faculty of Medicine, was founded as
part of the Faculty of Medicine, Ankara University by Prof. Dr. İhsan Doğramacı on February 2, 1954.
The foundation stone of the university was laid in 1957 with the Child Health Institute and Hospital
within Hacettepe, which began its training, education and research activities and public services in
1958.
The Nursing School, School of Medical Technology and School of Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation
were established in 1961. The School of Health Sciences offering education in the fields of Nutrition and
Dietetics was founded in 1962. It later took the name of the Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences in
1963. The School of Basic Sciences, Nursing School, School of Medical Technology, School of
Physiotherapy-Rehabilitation, and the School of Physical Therapy were all re-structured under the
Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences. Meanwhile, the School of Dentistry was established under
the same faculty. Hacettepe Science Center was established in 1965 in order to enable the
coordination between the academic units within the university. Hacettepe Medical Center was
established in 1966. Hacettepe Medical Center Hospital was founded in the same year.
These nucleus institutions were later chartered as Hacettepe University by Law No. 892, enacted on
July 8, 1967, which began educational activities in the Faculties of Medicine, Health Sciences, Sciences
and Social Sciences. The School of Home Economics was established in 1968, and the Schools of
Pharmacy and Dentistry were transformed into faculties in 1971. Hacettepe University, which was
further expanded in the course of time with the establishment of new departments and faculties, built
its second campus on an area of 1.500 ha. in Beytepe District, 20 kms. away from the Central Campus.
Hacettepe University continues its activities with 14 Faculties, 15 Graduate Schools and Institutes , 2
Applied Schools, 1 Conservatory, 4 Vocational Schools, and 98 Research and Application Centers
within the scope of the Law No: 2809 for the Organization of Higher Education Institutions, enacted in
1982.
Hacettepe University, as one of the leading universities in the country, keeps contributing to social
development and universal values in the fields of science, technology and art.

Areas of Activity
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• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions
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Hacettepe University, Department of
Comparative Turkic Folkloristics
Organisation

Country Turkey

City ANKARA

Street BEYTEPE KAMPUSU BEYTEPE/ANKARA

Web http://www.halkbilimi.hacettepe.edu.tr/

Person

Name OZKUL COBANOGLU

PROFESSOR, HEAD OF
DEPARTMENT

Organisation

Hacettepe University as one of the leading public university was established in 1967. With its five
campuses, Hacettepe University continues its activities with 14 faculties, 15 graduate schools and
institutes, 2 applied schools, 1 conservatory, 4 vocational schools, and 98 research and application
centers. As a research-oriented university committed to the promotion of excellence in education in
line with universal values Hacettepe University keeps contributing to social development and universal
values in the fields of science, technology and art.
The Department of Comparative Turkic Folkloristics as one of the major departments of the University
was established in 1982. The Department is addressing to a wide range of areas mainly aiming at the
promotion, protection and transfer of tangible and intangible cultural assets and heritage with a focus
on historical geography of Turkic World in the light of folklore theories and methods. Analysis of the
society and modern life through cultural lenses is another core area of interest for the Department. The
Comparative Turkic Folkloristics Department resumes its educational activities with four Professors,
two Associate Professors, two Assistant Professor, two Lecturers and five Research Assistants compiling
and analyzing tangible and intangible cultural assets through the discipline of folkore and culture
dimension of sustainable development

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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heritage for social cohesion
• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in

governance
• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:

New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services
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Hebrew University
Organisation

Country Israel

City Jerusalem

Street Amindav 7 flat # 5

Web http://new.huji.ac.il

Person

Name David Levi-Faur

Professor

Organisation

University

Areas of Activity

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance
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Hebrew University, School of Public
Policy
Organisation

Country Israel

City Jerusalem

Street Mount Scopus, School of Public Policy

Web https://www.researchgate.net/profile/
Elyakim_Kislev

Person

Name Elyakim Kislev

Tenure-track Assistant Professor

Organisation

Research and teaching

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

The Social Impact of STEM Studies on Minority Students
A team of researchers from the School of Public Policy and Government at the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem is seeking a coordinator or to join a consortium that will facilitate researching the impact of
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education on minority students. While the
economic effects of STEM have been researched, our goal is to focus specifically on the social impact
of STEM education for minority youth.
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HKU University of the Arts Utrecht
Organisation

Country Netherlands

City Utrecht

Street Nieuwekade 1

Web www.hku.nl

Person

Name David Crombie

European Research

Organisation

Largest University of Arts in Netherlands, active in European research and innovation networks

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Proposal Development Workshop Amsterdam
We will also organise a Proposal Development Workshop prior to this Brokerage event, on 22-23
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October in Amsterdam.
This workshop will address many of the open and forthcoming calls, especially under SC6 and SWAFS.
The idea is for the group to share its collective knowledge, extensive experience and occasional
wisdom in order to build successful proposals in the next round in early 2019.
More details here:
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/h2020-proposal-development-workshop-tickets-50587308000
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Hochschule für Wirtschaft und Recht
Berlin
Organisation

Country Germany

City Berlin

Street

Web https://www.hwr-berlin.de/
index.php?id=2322&L=1.

Person

Name Stephanie Radosevic

Research Assistant

Organisation

HWR is a university located in Berlin. Conducting high-level research with a focus on its applicability,
researchers at the HWR Berlin work in five departments, two Central Institutes, seven internal research
Institutes and six An-Institutes conducting research into topics pertaining to Economics and the Social
Sciences, the Administrative Sciences, Engineering and Law. A multi-disciplinary research concept
promotes the development of shared research foci. The university also maintains an internal
programme of research funding. The HWR Berlin is a member of the Institut für angewandte Forschung
Berlin e. V. (IFAF)

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

SEEM
a
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HTW Berlin
Organisation

Country Germany

City Berlin

Street HTW Berlin, Treskowallee 8

Web http://www.htw-berlin.de

Person

Name Prof. Dr. Katharina Simbeck

Professor

Organisation

University of Applied Sciences

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities
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Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
Centre for Economic and Regional
Studies, Institute of Economics,
Research Unit for Agriculutre and
Rural Development
Organisation

Country Hungary

City Budapest

Street Tóth Kálmán utca 4

Web http://www.krtk.mta.hu/

Person

Name Gusztav Nemes

Senior research fellow

Organisation

CERHAS is the most prestigious Hungarian interdisciplinary research institute in social sciences. Our
rural research unit deals with social, economic and environmental problems, focusing on how rural
values can be converted and used for development on a sustainable and beneficial way in the long
run. In recent years we participated in a number of EU funded projects, dealing with social (and other)
innovation in local food systems, agricultural production, and the food chain, cultural heritage in local
development, smart villages, ecosystem services, spatial justice. We have skills and expertise in
qualitative and quantitative research, case studies, living labs, participatory workshops,
communication (including social networks and video), building transdisciplinary research networks
including farmers, NGOs and government institutions.
I also have a small rural development and communication consultancy, thus I could participate in a
project as an SME too.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
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• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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i-stategies
Organisation

Country Italy

City Offida

Street Largo Monsignor Montevecchi 1

Web http://i-strategies.it

Person

Name Gianluca Vagnarelli

Founder

Organisation

i-strategies is an Italian start-up specializes in development of social value and tourist impact of
Intangible Cultural Heritage.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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ILYA DEVELOPMENT
Organisation

Country Turkey

City ANKARA

Street 98. SOKAK GÖKSU MAHALLESİ HAVUZLUBAHCE
KONUTLARI A2 BLOK NO 24 ERYAMAN/ANKARA

Person

Name LEYLA SEN

RESEARCHER ON CULTURE/
FREELANCE CONSULTANT

Organisation

Consultancy in the field of all pillars of sustainable development including social, economic,
environmental and culture.
Conduct action oriented researches.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services
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IMEC
Organisation

Country Belgium

City Heverlee

Street

Person

Name Helio Fernandez Tellez

Innovation Manager

Organisation

Interuniversitair Micro-Electronica Centrum vzw (IMEC) is a Belgian not-for-profit research and
Technology organization (RTO). imec vzw (headquarters Leuven, Belgium) is the world's-leading
research and innovation hub in nanoelectronics and digital technologies. As of October, 1st 2016,
iMinds, the digital research and incubation center has merged with imec into one high-tech research
and innovation hub for nanoelectronics and digital technologies, under the name imec.
imec‘s broadened research and collaboration offering makes it a unique and world-class research
center in the field of nanoelectronics, excelling in software and ICT expertise. The broadened
innovation center – which will operate under the imec name – will use this knowledge to develop
disruptive technologies and solutions in application areas such as manufacturing and logistics, health,
smart cities and mobility, and energy.
The renewed imec organization now brings together nearly 3,500 researchers, to make the impossible
possible in each of those application areas. It also has access to a unique research infrastructure and
an extensive network of local and international industrial and university partners for intensive
collaboration. As a trusted partner for companies, start-ups and academia we bring together brilliant
minds from all over the world in a creative and stimulating environment.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations
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imfino- Impact Finance Organization
Organisation

Country Austria

City Vienna

Street Sachsenplatz 4-6/2

Web http://www.imfino.org/en/

Person

Name Franz Kalthuber

Project Manager

Organisation

Mission Statement
The mission of imfino is to promote and foster the expanding field of impact finance as a solution to
social and environmental challenges as outlined in the Sustainable Development Goals. We develop
global networks, partnerships and tools to support cities, entrepreneurs and public as well as private
investors who are aiming to create a positive impact in the world.
Impact Finance
Impact Finance uses public and private capital to support ideas and initiatives that create a
measurable positive economic, social and/or environmental impact. Imfino is dedicated to providing
high quality tools and services to increase impact financing worldwide.
GIIVX Online platform
The Global Impact Investing Vienna Exchange (GIIVX) is imfino’s global online platform which connects
impact investors with sustainable entrepreneurs. A new impact measurement tool, developed together
with RCE Vienna at the Vienna University of Economics, aligns investments to the UN’s SDGs.
Find out more at www.giivx.com

Areas of Activity

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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INED - French Institute for
Demographic Studies
Organisation

Country France

City Paris

Street

Web https://www.ined.fr/en/

Person

Name Thomas Wiest

European Affairs Officer

Organisation

Founded in 1945, the missions of the Institute are to study the populations of France and other
countries, to ensure wide dissemination of the knowledge thereby acquired, and to provide training in
research through research. INED’s approach to demography is resolutely open and interdisciplinary,
implicating a wide range of disciplines including economics, history, geography, sociology,
anthropology, biology and epidemiology. With its 11 research units, the Institute promotes
communication and exchange within the scientific community and between researchers and the
general public while conducting numerous European and international research projects.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Collaboration opportunities in the fiels listed below.
We are looking to bring our expertise in demography, sociology and economics to potentiel project
consortium planning to submit a projet proposal to one of the topics selected.
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INMARK
Organisation

Country Spain

City Madrid

Street Rafael Calvo 9

Web https://www.grupoinmark.com/

Person

Name Yolanda Ursa

Director Innovation Management

Organisation

INMARK Europa is a business and marketing consulting company based in Madrid and operating
throughout Europe and Latin America. INMARK delivers market research, analytic and strategic
studies, Business Process Management change (BPM) consulting for innovation and IT implementation,
and Digital Transformation solutions.
INMARK Innovation Management team has specialized in technology transfer, go-to-market strategies,
Data Management (IPR management, Privacy and Data Protection), Business Process Management,
functional analysis and behavioural-social science research applied to usage of emergent technologies
(tablets, wearables, sensor based wearables, cloud), eLearning, Cybersecurity, Big Data, e-
Infrastructures, policy making participation, government bodies, telecommunications, banking and
other business sectors.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright
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data approaches in research and
innovation policy making
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Innovative Technologies Centre SA
Organisation

Country Greece

City Athens

Street Alketou 25

Web http://www.itcnet.gr

Person

Name Michael Loupis

Technical Director

Organisation

ITC is active in the environmental area, focusing on Nature Based Solutions, energy conservation and
hydro-meteo modelling for sensitive areas. In the cultural domain, ITC has organised mainstream
exhibitions, theatrical plays, music concerts and various virtual museums and art halls. Its expertise
extends in software development, risk analysis, social, cultural and economic impact studies and
assessment.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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Innovative Technologies Centre SA
Organisation

Country Greece

City Athens

Street Alketou 25

Web http://www.itcnet.gr

Person

Name Depy Panga

Project Manager

Organisation

ITC is active in the environmental area, focussing on Nature Based Solutions, energy conservation and
hydro-meteo modelling for sensitive areas. Its expertise extends in social, cultural and economic
impact assessment.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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Institute for Social Innovation
Organisation

Country Lithuania

City Vilnius

Street Sauletekio 15

Web http://www.sii.lt

Person

Name Ingrida Gečienė

Director

Organisation

Social Innovations Institute (SII) is an independent non-profit organisation that performs fundamental
and applied social research, runs projects related to social, educational and science policy and science
communication, provides services and solutions for public policy makers, non-governmental
organisations and business companies. It has wide experience of running Lithuanian Research council,
Lithuanian government and EU projects.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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Institute of Aviation
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street

Person

Name Marcin Spiralski

Remote Sensing/GIS Specialist

Organisation

R&D Institution in the field of Aviation and Space Technologies

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Institute of Computer Science
University of Natural Sciences and
Humanities
Organisation

Country Poland

City Siedlce

Street

Web http://ii.uph.edu.pl

Person

Name Dariusz Mikułowski

Scientist, lecturer

Organisation

Institute of Computer Science was established in October 1998.
It was included in Faculty of Chemistry and Mathematics. Extending the educational offer Institute of
Computer Science activated since October 1999 the professional intramural offering the new
educational program with four specializations:
- Systems and Computer Networks
- Programming and Data Bases
- Computer Systems of Management
- Computer Science teacher
In addition to educational activities the staff of the Institute conduct research in areas such as:
- Web services and semantic technologies,
- supporting work and life of visually impaired people with computer technologies,
- artificiall ingeligence and robotics,

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Supporting indoor and outdoor independent movement of visually impaired
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pupil through ICT tools based on semantic and web technologies.
We have a idea to create a systems supporting the independent navigation of blind and partially
sighted people by applying different ICT technologies and tools. The main idea is to build a speciall
ontology that will convert visuall representation of the environment to sound representation that
allows the blind person to learn how to navigate without help of a sighted guide.
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Institute of Economics, Polish
Academy of Sciences
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street Staszic Palace, 72 Nowy Świat St.

Web http://inepan.pl/en/o-instytucie-nauk-
ekonomicznych-pan/

Person

Name Jagoda Kaszowska

Researcher

Organisation

The Institute of Economics, Polish Academy of Sciences' mission is to conduct scientific research in the
field of economic theory and analysis, especially it conducts research in the following fields: economic
theory, economic policy; analysis, forecasts and strategic studies concerning the Polish economy;
analysis of the world economy and European integration regarding their influence on the development
of the Polish economy.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Institute of Entrepreneurship
Development
Organisation

Country Greece

City Larissa

Street 169 Iroon Politechniou str.

Web https://ied.eu/

Person

Name Tasos Vasiliadis

President

Organisation

The Institute of Entrepreneurship Development (iED) is a research organization committed to the
promotion of innovation and the enhancement of the entrepreneurial spirit.It has managed more than
100 funded projects both as applicant and partner(H2020, ERASMUS+,ENPI CBC MED, INTERREG MED,
COSME,JUSTICE,AMIF,REC, etc.). With over 10 years of experience we cooperate internationally with
distinguished research centers & universities, creating science communication networks, developing
successful proposals and managing projects with knowledge and outputs to the general public and the
interested stakeholders.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

MIGRATION
Institute of Entrepreneurship Development is aiming to develop and/or contribute to an already existed
consortium concerning the above mentioned calls. iED has implemented many projects related to
these topics and will bring forth this experience and know-how in order to effectively contribute in the
consortium.

PROJECT COOPERATION

TRANSFORMATIONS
We are very interested in the above mentioned calls and especially in :
DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019
DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019

PROJECT COOPERATION

GOVERNANCE

PROJECT COOPERATION

IGOSTARTUP Application
The proposed WP is an online service, which provides consulting services through the use of
questionnaires and calculators to prospective entrepreneurs who need guidance on starting their
business. By completing a set of tools online, they will get a personalized report which will guide them
through the necessary steps of starting their own business, while also enhancing your entrepreneurial
mindset. The WP aims to be a tool for diagnosing their needs and a starting point for an educational
programme tailored to their specificalities. For more info visit the following page: https://ied.eu/what-
we-do/research-ideas/igostartup-application/

PROJECT COOPERATION

Toolkit on cultural heritage
The main objective of the proposed WP is the development of a tool that could be used by local
operators with regard to their effective collaboration towards cultural heritage. This type of
collaboration should be linked to traditional production of local products and how these could be
distinguished as cultural particularities.
The innovation of the tool lays in the fact that it will make use of big data and artificial intelligence to
retrieve and record data. For more info https://ied.eu/what-we-do/research-ideas/toolkit-on-cultural-
heritage/

PROJECT COOPERATION

Training Toolkit for cultural and creative sector
The introduction of digital models and technological solutions has led to the redefinition of the
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structure of industrial products, the technologies used to create these products as well as the whole
supply chain.
The proposed WP addresses the mismatch that has risen between demand and supply of skills in the
sector as there is a growing need for employees to be re-qualified and re-educated in order to meet
these demands. The aim is to involve the industrial sector directly in the transformation of education
and training systems, in order to provide the means to teach digital skills that are consistent with the
technological and industrial developments within the cultural and creative sector. More info here
https://ied.eu/what-we-do/research-ideas/training-toolkit-for-cultural/

PROJECT COOPERATION

Technological advances on youth
Objective is to deal with the issues related to technological advances and mainly the use of Social
Media. Our aim is to help youth gain using safe social media skills who have social , educational and
financial problems. Because these target group lacks the knowledge on how to use internet consciously
and in a safe manner and has lack of information about digital life. Primary goal is to contribute to the
use of safe internet. For more info https://ied.eu/what-we-do/research-ideas/technological-advances-
on-youth/
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Institute of Geophysics PAS
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street Księcia Janusza 64

Web https://www.igf.edu.pl/home.php

Person

Name Mariusz Majdanski

Deputy Director for Research

Organisation

The Institute of Geophysics, Polish Academy of Sciences (Instytut Geofizyki Polskiej Akademii Nauk, IGF
PAN) is a scientific institution representing the main stream of Polish basic research in Earth sciences. It
is the only institution in Poland that performs monitoring of geophysical fields in seismology,
geomagnetism, and selected areas of atmospheric physics.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making
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Institute of Government and Public
Policy (Universitat Autonoma de
Barcelona)
Organisation

Country Spain

City Barcelona

Street

Web http://igop.uab.cat/en/

Person

Name Charlotte Fernandez

Research Coordinator

Organisation

The Institute of Government and Public Policy (IGOP) is a research centre of the Autonomous University
of Barcelona (UAB), where it is based.
The IGOP was created with the aim of promoting research, training and dissemination in the fields of
government and public policies. This was to be done from an interdisciplinary approach and, above all,
with the capacity to combine academic excellence with social impact.

Areas of Activity

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Looking to take part of a proposal on urban social innovation
IGOP has a long research trajectory on urban policies in particular focusing on citizens engagement,
social innovation, urban segregation and urban inequalities. We hava good connections with
stakeholders in Barcelona and its metropolitan area together with the catalan region. We are
sociologists, political scientists and geographers.
For this reason we would like to be involved in a proposal in any of the following calls.

PROJECT COOPERATION

Interested in working on a proposal about migrant youth, addressing
radicalisation, youth policies, youth involvment and participation, etc
IGOP has a portfolio of EU project in the field of youth and migrations which could be of intereset for a
potential Consortium that is seeking to submitt a proposal in the following topics.
Here our projects:
http://igop.uab.cat/en/promise/
http://igop.uab.cat/en/mates-3/
http://pagines.uab.cat/mobileidentities/

PROJECT COOPERATION

We are experts in public governance, citizens involvement, public policies
assessment
IGOP has expertise in public governance and the analisis of public administration from different
perspectives. We would be interested in participating in proposals that would aim at addressing
democracy challenges as well as innovation in the public sector.
If interested in ou profile, please contact us!
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Institute of Law Studies, Polish
Academy of Sciences
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street Nowy Swiat 72

Web http://en.inp.pan.pl/

Person

Name Witold Klaus

Professor, Head of Department
of Criminology

Organisation

The Institute of Law Studies of the Polish Academy of Sciences – ILS PAS (Instytut Nauk Prawnych
Polskiej Akademii Nauk – INP PAN) is one of the most prominent scientific research institutes of the
Polish Academy of Sciences within the area of social sciences. The Institute has been also one of the
leading scientific centres in the field of legal studies for over 60 years (it was established in 1956).
The role of the INP PAN is to initiate, promote, conduct and coordinate the research concerning
theoretical and practical aspects of law in the context of dynamic changes of the contemporary world.
The Institute also offers 3rd degree education. The doctoral studies at the INP PAN integrate the PhD
candidates with the researchers of the highest knowledge and skills.
The leading themes of the research of the INP PAN are for example shaping and application of law in
the light of contemporary axiological problems (in years 2011-2015) and changes of law in Poland,
Europe and World in the context of contemporary challenges (in years 2016-2020). In this framework
the research is focused on such issues as: the consequences of globalisation, constitutionalisation and
fragmentation for the international public law, axiological and constitutional challenges for the unity
of the European Union, Europeanisation of the private law; international standards of protection for
human rights; impact of European integration for the national constitutional law, administrative law
and criminal law and procedure.
It can be concluded that the impact of international and European law (including the EU law) has been
a considerable and inherent element of the research conducted in the INP PAN in all fields of its
interest, namely private law, criminal law, administrative law, labour law, constitutional law,
environmental law. The international cooperation of INP PAN is the consequence of such an
international approach to the research conducted.
The research of the scientific staff of the INP PAN is often conducted within the framework of
international cooperation with foreign counterparts. This cooperation varies in character. As to the
formal cooperation, the INP PAN is a member of three international multi-partner project consortia
and has signed ten bilateral agreements. The INP PAN collaborates mostly with partners from EU
Member States such as the Czech Republic, the United Kingdom, Italy, Hungary, Bulgaria, the
Netherlands, France, Slovenia, Ireland, Germany, Spain, Romania, Croatia. We have established a
cooperation with an institution from Taiwan.
As to the non-institutionalised cooperation, the INP PAN has a considerable informal cooperation
based on employees’ personal contacts and previous experiences in field of joint research and mobility.
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This type of cooperation is very strong and well-developed. In addition to the previously mentioned
countries we cooperate with researchers from Finland, Greece, Switzerland, Ukraine, the United States,
Israel and Australia.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities
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Institute of Literary Research, Polish
Academy of Sciences (IBL PAN)
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warszawa

Street Nowy Świat 72

Person

Name Nina Kancewicz-Hoffman

Consultant

Organisation

The Institute of Literary Research of the Polish Academy of Sciences (IBL PAN) is the largest and highly
recognised literary and cultural studies centre in Poland. Founded in 1948, the Institute initially focused
on Polish literature and culture in a comparative context as well as on literary theory. In the following
decades the scope of research disciplines has widened encompassing modern cultural studies. IBL PAN
is also a leading national centre for documentation, bibliography and scholarly editions of Polish
literature, as well as an early adopter of digital methods in the humanities.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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Institute of Philosophy and Sociology
Polish Academy of Sciences
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street 72 Nowy Świat Str.

Web http://www.ifispan.waw.pl

Person

Name Iwona Trochimczyk-Sawczuk

EU Projects Specialist

Organisation

The Institute of Philosophy and Sociology of the Polish Academy of Sciences is a research and
education unit of the Polish Academy of Sciences. Established in 1956, the Institute is entitled to award
the academic degrees of “doktor” [PhD] and “doktor habilitowany” [higher doctorate]. The Institute has
made fundamental research its priority. Scientists of the Institute are engaged in educational and
popularisation activities, the continuation and development of the analysis in such classic areas as
sociology of culture, sociology of social structures, epistemology and history of philosophy. Moreover, in
Institute, we attempt to combine theoretical reflection with research in two basic aspects – theory and
research methodology. The human resource policy of the Directors is aimed at making the structure of
the Institute more flexible by means of departing from the departmental model and moving towards a
less rigid model of research groups that are created on the initiative of the employees who work on
certain topics or implement research projects.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
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Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

Inequalities
• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?

Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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Institute of Philosophy and Sociology,
Polish Acadmey of Sciences
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street Nowy Świat 72

Web http://www.ifispan.pl/

Person

Name Barbara Tołłoczko-Suchańska

Research Assistant

Organisation

An academic institution recognized by Ministry of Science and Higher Education as a leading scientific
unit in Poland – in parametric evaluation received A+ category.
Institute conducts high-level educational activities, undertakes many publishing ventures and
popularizes science.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion
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Institute of Polish Language (Polish
Academy of Sciences)
Organisation

Country Poland

City Krakow

Street Mickiewicza 31

Web https://ijp.pan.pl/

Person

Name Maciej Eder

director

Organisation

The Institute of the Polish Language of the Polish Academy of Sciences (IJP PAN) conducts scholarly
activities aimed at describing and documenting Polish language as used today and in the earlier
centuries. The flagship projects of the IJP PAN include scholarly dictionaries of the Polish language,
based on own linguistic material that has been collected by several generations of the employees.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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Institute of Slavic Studies, Polish
Academy of Sciences
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street

Person

Name Ewa Wróblewska

Assistant Professor

Organisation

The Institute carries out interdisciplinary studies on the languages, literatures, culture, history and
national structures of Slavic countries.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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Institute of Sociology, University of
Warsaw
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street Karowa 18

Web http://www.is.uw.edu.pl

Person

Name Joanna Konieczna-Sałamatin

Associate Professor

Organisation

The Institute of Sociology is part of the Philosophy and Sociology Department at the University of
Warsaw. It comprises 12 chairs: General Sociology; History of Sociological Thought; Sociology of
Culture; Social Anthropology; Methodology of Sociological Research; Statistics, Demography and
Mathematical Sociology; Sociology of Politics; Rural and Urban Sociology; Sociology of Labour and
Organisations; Sociology of Education and Upbringing; Social Problems and Social Planning, and
Social Psychology. The Institute also comprises the Theory of Social Change Section and the Data
Processing Section. As a result of collaboration with the Institute of Philosophy and Sociology of the
Polish Academy of Sciences, our Department boasts the largest philosophy and sociology library in the
country.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making
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Instytut Nauk Prawnych PAN (Institute
of Law Studies of Polish Academy of
Sciences)
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warszawa

Street ul. Nowy Świat 72

Web inp.pan.pl

Person

Name Dr Katarzyna Strąk

assistant professor

Organisation

The Institute of Law Studies of Polish Academy of Sciences, based in Warsaw, is a scientific research
institute conducting basic research within the area of legal studies, from both theoretical and practical
perspectives.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Looking for cooperation - Migration
We offer expertise in international, European and Polish asylum and immigration law in the below
mentioned specific areas:
- European Convention of Human Rights standards
- Common European Asylum System
- Charter of Fundamental Rights
- Polish asylum and immigration system
- solidarity and responsibility sharing
- EU Return Policy and how it interferes with EU asylum law
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Internal Security Agency
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street

Person

Name Michał Rataj

Head of External Funding Unit,
Finance Department

Organisation

Internal security issues of Poland

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies
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International Kazakh Turkish
University
Organisation

Country Kazakstan

City Turkistan

Street Bekzat Sattarkhanov 29

Web http://ayu.edu.kz

Person

Name Канат Амиртаев

Director of Cisco Academy

Organisation

Akhmet Yassawi International Kazakh-Turkish University was established on June 6, 1991. The President
of the Republic of Kazakhstan, N.A. Nazarbayev, opened this university for the development and
prosperity of our spiritual capital, the city of Turkestan. Originally, the university was formed as the
Turkestan State University named after Khoja Akhmet Yassawi.
On May 1, 1992, as a result of an agreement between the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan, N.A.
Nazarbayev and the Prime Minister of the Republic of Turkey, Suleyman Demirel, the university was
awarded the status of an “International University”. On October 31, 1992, the Governments of the
Republic of Kazakhstan and the Republic of Turkey signed the Agreement on the reorganization of the
university into Khoja Akhmet Yassawi International Kazakh-Turkish University. Thus, an international
higher education institution was first opened in Kazakhstan. The university is the only university among
the Turkic-speaking countries, having international status.
At the moment, about 8,000 students study in the Kazakh, Turkish, Russian and English languages,
among them more than 1,300 representatives of about 30 nationalities from 16 countries and 15
autonomous republics of Eurasia. Young people, living in peace and harmony under one roof, receive
higher education in 54 specialties of bachelor’s degree, 30 specialties of magistracy and 11 specialties
of doctoral studies.
The University provides distance learning technology for 22 educational programs. In the educational
center for distance learning with a center in Ankara, Turkey, about 4,000 students receive education in
11 specialties within the framework of the TurTEP program. The structure of the International Kazakh-
Turkish University named after Khoja Akhmet Yassawi has 4 research centers, the Eurasian Scientific
Research Institute, 7 research laboratories and 70 research groups.

Areas of Activity
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• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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IPPT-PAN
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street ul. Wawelska 14

Web http://www.kpk.gov.pl/

Person

Name Olga Zyrina

Project Management Officer

Organisation

NCP Poland

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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ISEE
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street

Person

Name Bogna Gawronska-Nowak

Expert

Organisation

Institute for Socio-Economic Enquiry

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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heritage for social cohesion
• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big

data approaches in research and
innovation policy making
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Istanbul Medeniyet University
Organisation

Country Turkey

City İstanbul

Street Kadıkoy

Web http://www.medeniyet.edu.tr

Person

Name Huseyin Kaya

Assoc. Prof

Organisation

University

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies
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Istanbul Medeniyet University
Organisation

Country Turkey

City istanbul

Street Istanbul Medeniyet Universitesi Edebiyat
Fakultesi

Web http://www.medeniyet.edu.tr/en

Person

Name Alpaslan Hamdi Kuzucuoglu

Assoc.Prof.Dr.

Organisation

One of the goverment universities of Istanbul

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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Istanbul University
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Türkiye

Street Ordu Caddesi No: 196 Laleli - İstanbul

Web http://aves.istanbul.edu.tr/murat.senturk/

Person

Name Murat Şentürk

Associate Professor

Organisation

Centre for Sociological Research is interested in social problems and innovations. The centre has
research and applied projects which are related to migration, urbanization, ageing, volunteering, civil
society etc.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities
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Jagiellonian University in Krakow
Organisation

Country Poland

City Krakow

Street

Web https://www.uj.edu.pl/

Person

Name Pawel Aleksander Kupis

Research Fellow

Organisation

The Jagiellonian University is the oldest higher education institution in Poland and one of the oldest in
Europe. It was founded on 12 May 1364 by the Polish king Casimir the Great. The Jubilee year 2014
marked the 650th anniversary of this remarkable event.
Some of the Jagiellonian University students and academics have been major historical figures,
including world famous scholars, such as Nicolaus Copernicus or Karol Olszewski, as well as Karol
Wojtyła, the future Pope John Paul II.
Today, the Jagiellonian University comprises 16 Faculties, where nearly 4 thousand academic staff
conduct research and provide education to over 40 thousand students, within the framework of more
than 80 different fields of study. The eminent researchers and state-of-the-art infrastructure make the
JU one of the leading Polish scientific institutions, collaborating with major academic centres from all
over the world. The Jagiellonian University is also home to about 150 student societies, where young
researchers pursue their academic interests and develop friendships with people who share their
passion.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship
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European governance
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Jagiellonian University, Institute of
Sociology
Organisation

Country Poland

City Krakow

Street

Person

Name Marta Smagacz-Poziemska

Associate Professor

Organisation

The Jagiellonian University Institute of Sociology (JU IS) is one of the chief centres of sociology in
Poland. We combine teaching and (sociological and interdisciplinary) research.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services
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KARASU ANADOLU LİSESİ
Organisation

Country Turkey

City SAKARYA

Street Aziziye Mahallesi, Ankara Caddesi, No136/C Toki
Evleri İçi Karasu/ SAKARYA

Web http://karasual.meb.k12.tr/

Person

Name ALİ ŞAHİN YAKUT

TEACHER

Organisation

It is a government high school. It is the best high school in Karasu.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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Kaunas University of technology
Organisation

Country Lithuania

City Kaunas

Street K. Donelaičio St. 73

Web https://ktu.edu

Person

Name Ruta Ciutiene

professor

Organisation

https://en.ktu.edu/university/

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth
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Kaunas University of Technology,
Faculty of Social Sciences, Humanities
and Arts AND School of Business and
Economics of the University of
Jyvaskyla
Organisation

Country Lithuania

City Kaunas

Street

Web https://ktu.edu/

Person

Name Raminta Pucetaite

Principal Researcher of the
Public Governance group

Organisation

The research group of Public Governance carries out research in the areas of European integration,
local governance systems, reforms of public governance and modelling of strategic governance,
innovation in public sector (collaborative governance and citizen involvement), responsibility of public
sector organizations, development of organizational and social trust. The group's research addresses
the issues raised by ageing society, 24/7 economy, migration and youth unemployment by exploring
factors of social wellbeing, work ability, modelling and testing the readiness of public governance
systems to empathetically address needs variety, adapt the systems to citizens needs and capabilities
to participate in open innovations, develop awareness-raising programs on threats to security and
crisis prevention programs. It takes opportunities provided by big data and open data, different
modelling approaches, social network analysis for solving public governance problems and state-of-
the-art means (e.g. Jupyter notebooks) of presenting the findings to stakeholders.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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KIRIKKALE UNIVERSITY
Organisation

Country Turkey

City KIRIKKALE

Street Kırıkkale Üniversitesi Ankara Yolu 7. Km 71450
Yahşihan/Kırıkkale

Web http://kku.edu.tr

Person

Name Dr. YUNUS BAHADIR GÜLER

Academician (Associate
Professor)

Organisation

Kırıkkale University with high-quality academic programs that solve problems, respect human values,
produce knowledge and transform the knowledge produced into life by educating participants who
contribute to the life-long education and development process of society; who works original research
in a wide range from science and technology to art and sports; it is essential institutions that national
and international requirements.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright
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Kırıkkale University
Organisation

Country Turkey

City KIRIKKALE

Street Kırıkkale Üniversitesi Ankara Yolu 7. Km 71450
Yahşihan/Kırıkkale

Web http://kku.edu.tr

Person

Name Dr. ERTUĞRUL KARAKAYA

Academician (Assistant
Professor)

Organisation

Kırıkkale University with high-quality academic programs that solve problems, respect human values,
produce knowledge and transform the knowledge produced into life by educating participants who
contribute to the life-long education and development process of society; who works original research
in a wide range from science and technology to art and sports; it is essential institutions that national
and international requirements.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright
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Klaipeda University
Organisation

Country Lithuania

City Klaipėda

Street Minijos 153

Web http://www.ku.lt

Person

Name Jaroslav Dvorak

Head of department

Organisation

Klaipėda University (hereinafter: KU) is an institution of higher education of the Republic of Lithuania
(hereinafter: LR), established in 1991, whose activity is based on the Fundamental Law of the LR, the
laws of the LR, the resolutions of the Government of the LR, orders and decrees of the Minister of
Education of the LR, and the Statute of KU. KU became a centre of research, arts, and studies of
Lithuania as a maritime state and the Baltic Region which trains highly qualified specialists and
promotes humanistic values

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services

Marketplace Opportunities
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PROJECT COOPERATION

Public services' optimization to demographic changes in the municipalities
The effect of demographic changes on the provision of public services is poorly emphasized in the
state's strategic planning documents while potential threat was captured already in the national
demographic (population) policy strategy. Despite some sectoral efforts to deal with the problem, there
is a lack of national complex scientific research (especially in the sphere of public administration)

PROJECT COOPERATION

E-participation in local governments: developing comparative framework
In the 1990s, a discussion was initiated on the egalitarian, empowering and participatory effects of the
Internet on modern societies, which has become even more pronounced with the increasing
globalisation of today's media society. In this context E-participation as a way of modern participation
of citizens’ in the local governments’ decision-making process and a converging tool to tackle
municipal challenges, e.g. financial restrictions. Up to now, a wide variety of e-participation projects
have been carried out throughout Europe, but a comparative analysis of these research results has not
yet been carried out.

PROJECT COOPERATION

Employee financial participation
European surveys and special studies have revealed financial participation schemes. For instance,
employee ownership plans offered to employees by companies increased by 10 percent from 2009 to
2013 (Lowitzsch, 2014). According to the data of 2012, there are 8,967,000 employee-owners. Employees’
share in ownership structure takes 2.8 percent (Machado, 2016). At the same time, employee ownership
is unevenly widespread in Europe, and this depends on political, economic, social, cultural and legal
environments.
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Knowledge and Innovation (K&I)
Organisation

Country Italy

City Rome

Street Via Guido Reni 56

Web http://www.knowledge-innovation.org/en/ki-srls/

Person

Name Fabio Feudo

EU Project Design and Funding
Activities

Organisation

K&I was established by a group of social scientists working professionally in several research
organisations. Over the last 15 years they have been carrying out, many projects in the research
framework programmes of EU on issues such as socialisation of the scientific research, public
engagement and responsible research and innovation (RRI); gender and science; environmental
sustainability and energy transition; privacy and security; etc. With the establishment of K&I, they
wanted to capitalise on and give further impulse to their common research program, begun in the late
1970s, on the evolution and governance of contemporary societies and the transformations taking
place within them.
K&I’s mission is to increase the relevance and effectiveness of social sciences to interpret the profound
processes of change that are affecting contemporary societies, to understand how they are evolving
over time, to identify the stress phenomena that they produce and to investigate available options for
their effective governance.
K&I carries out activities in Italy, Europe and worldwide, using an interdisciplinary approach. These
activities include research, training and capacity building, networking and science communication,
public engagement (through the enhancement of relations among science and societies, evaluation
and technical assistance (for projects involving social development or institutional change),
consultancy, as well as the production of guidelines and other tools that can help setting new policies
or changing existing ones.
K&I has, among others, a specific expertise in the analysis of phenomena such as the processes of
change that are affecting science and technology research organizations, due to increasing and
complex and now pervasive interactions with ever broader sectors of society (public sector, industry/
enterprises, civil society organizations/citizens, etc.);the promotion of a “scientific citizenship” in the
frame of a broader citizens engagement and of the emergence of new forms of governance in
contemporary societies. Attention has been paid also on progressive changes in gender relations in the
wake of a growing demand for social equality also in the science realm.
K&I is currently involved in the implementation of FIT4RRI Project (Fostering Improved Training tools for
Responsible Research and Innovation) funded under H2020. At the moment K&I is also participating as
a partner in the Grant Agreement Preparation of two projects: one related to the digital evidences (DG
Justice) and one concerning social innovation modelling approaches to the energy efficiently and
sustainability transition (Horizon 2020).
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Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

GOVERNANCE 1
Consortium/coordinator seeking for partners

PROJECT COOPERATION

Supporting Public Enhancement through Disruptive Innovation and
Technologies (TRANSFORMATION 2
Consortium/Coordinator seekeng for partners
The proposal aims at analysing the possibility for public administrations to move from sustaining to
disruptive innovation through the use of technologies, with a special regard to their economic and
social impact.
We're searching for:
- partners providing technological scenarios on how disruptive technologies could interact with public
services
- platform developers
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Kozminski University
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street

Web http://startupwoman.org/en

Person

Name Magda Stawska

PhD candidate

Organisation

Think Tank #StartUpYourFuture and life style entrepreneurship / hybrid entrepreneurship
#StartUpWoman movement;
We aim at designing the labor market landscape by influancing the decision makers. Contributing to
the idea of engaged society by embracing capability of the professional activity.
Our voice calls for attention of the importance for occupational consciousness regardless boundaries
and obstacles.
Our goal is to strengthen and improve the debate on labor market participation of representatives of
various generations.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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Kozminski University
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street Jagiellońska 59

Web https://www.kozminski.edu.pl/en/

Person

Name Joanna Kartasiewicz

Research Manager

Organisation

Kozminski University (KU) is a broad profile business school in Warsaw with full academic rights. The
university has obtained Polish and international accreditations, as well as excellent results in global
and national educational rankings, which shows the high quality of its programs and services. KU with
its 26 departments and 16 research centers offers a strong intellectual foundation for the development
of scientific research and for establishment of a solid framework for international cooperation.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright
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Krajowy Punkt Kontaktowy
Programów Badawczych UE
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street Wawelska 14

Person

Name Mikołaj Pyczak

SC6 PL NCP / Net4Society
Member

Organisation

Official Polish National Contact Point for Reseach Programmes of the EU

Areas of Activity

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Lapland University of Applied
Sciences
Organisation

Country Finland

City Rovaniemi

Street

Web https://www.lapinamk.fi

Person

Name Niko Niemisalo

Project manager

Organisation

Arctic Education Institution, tertiary level

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Law Institute of Lithuania
Organisation

Country Lithuania

City Vilnius

Street Ankstoji str. 1A

Web http://teise.org/en/

Person

Name Jolanta Apolevic

Researcher, project administrator

Organisation

The Law Institute of Lithuania (under the Ministry of Justice of the Republic of Lithuania) is a research
establishment, founded in 1991 by the Government of the Republic of Lithuania seeking to coordinate
the reform of the legal system and law institutions, to combine it with the economic and social
reorganization carried in the country.
The LIL was founded with a purpose to contribute: to the formation of a scientific basis for the reform
of Lithuanian law and legal system as well as its separate elements based on the national experience
and the advantages of European Law development; to the safeguarding of human rights and freedoms
by elaborating national scientific studies as well as applied scientific researches in the field of law and
legal system; to the formation of favorable conditions for business by means of legal measures.
Six main fields of activities can be distinguished:
- The reform of the Legal System and the Law-Making;
- Reform of the Justice sector (reform of judicial and prosecution, access to justice and the right to
defence, independence of judiciary, legal aid);
- Criminal Justice (Crime control and prevention, social rehabilitation and probation of convicted
persons;
- Strengthening and protection of the rights of disadvantaged groups (disabled, woman, juveniles,
convicted, victims, etc.);
- Prevention and fight against corruption;
- Legal instruments against organized crime.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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governance
• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,

present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services
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Learnovate (at Trinity College Dublin)
Organisation

Country Ireland

City Dublin

Street

Web https://www.learnovatecentre.org/

Person

Name Paul O'Raw

Learning Sciences Researcher

Organisation

Learnovate is a centre of excellence in research and innovation with a focus on EdTech and learning
technologies. Hosted by Trinity College Dublin, Learnovate has a rich expertise in learning science,
technology, user-centric design, and innovation. Learnovate aims to use the latest learning
technologies to transform the lives of learners in the workplace, schools, universities, and the home.
In addition to leading a number of Horizon 2020 projects, including SySTEM and DEVELOP, Learnovate
has wide experience as an active partner on Erasmus+, Justice Programme, and OKT2017 projects,
each with a focus on individual and social transformation through learning and technology.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
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Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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LIST
Organisation

Country Luxembourg

City Esch-sur-Alzette

Street 5, avenue des Hauts-Fourneaux

Web http://www.list.lu

Person

Name Pascal LHOAS

Group Leader

Organisation

Serving the national and European economy and society, the Luxembourg Institute of Science and
Technology (LIST) is a Research and Technology Organisation (RTO) located in the very heart of
Luxembourg's new Research and Innovation Campus at the former industrial site of Esch-Belval. From
here, any major European city can be reached in less than 2,5 hours. Given the quality of its
infrastructure, its esthetic appeal and its cultural heritage, the Campus brings together strong potential
for innovation uniting university, research centres, joint laboratories, start-ups and incubators.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services
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Lithuanian Energy Institute
Organisation

Country Lithuania

City Kaunas

Street Breslaujos g. 3

Web http://www.lei.lt

Person

Name Rolandas Urbonas

Deputy Director

Organisation

Lithuanian Energy Institute (LEI) was established in 1956. LEI is a state technical research institute
performing energy related research covering almost all energy topics: renewable energy, simulation
and optimisation of complex energy systems, analysis of security of energy supply, risk and reliability
assessment of energy systems, development of energy planning methods, etc. LEI has 245 persons of
staff. Among them there are 9 Dr. Habilitus, 97 Ph.D., 42 researchers with B.Sc. and M.Sc. and 20 Ph.D.
Candidates. Institute has an extensive experience in international projects: H2020 (16 projects,
including 2 coordinating projects by LEI), FP7 (24 projects), FP6 (14 projects), FP5 (11 projects), Intelligent
Energy Europe (31 project), COST (21 project), Eureka (4 projects), IAEA (11 projects), Baltic Sea Region
2007-2013 programme (3 projects), Leonardo da Vinci (1 project), etc.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Lithuanian Institute of Agrarian
Economics
Organisation

Country Lithuania

City Vilnius

Street Lithuania

Web www.laei.lt

Person

Name Zivile Gedminaite-Raudone

Senior researcher

Organisation

Lithuanian Institute of Agrarian Economics is a state research institution in Lithuania working on issues
of agricultural, sustainable regional and rural development, circular economy, climate change. The
institute brings together national scientific research, partners of business and non-governmental
organizations and experts of various fields of science and directing their knowledge towards the
research of the agrarian economy and rural development. The institution is developing holistic
solutions to the issues of rural economy and policy development, oriented towards national state
interests and needs of business and non-governmental organizations, rural development and regional
policies. Other focus areas are economy of environmental protection and natural resources and
consumer behavior.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Cooperation to enhance social innovations – resting potential for regional/
rural development
Lithuanian Institute of Agrarian Economics is a research institute specialising in regional and rural
development, circular economy, short supply chain, bioeconomy and agricultural economics. The
researchers at LAEI have participated in a number of internationsl projects which resulted in
international publications, decision support models and establishment of platforms for research and
business activities. The competences possessed by participants from LAEI include quantitative
modelling, market analysis, sustainability analysis, rural development, among others.
We have developed some ideas for this call on social innovations and we are looking for a partners for
coming calls in Horizon2020.
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Lithuanian Institute of Agrarian
Economics
Organisation

Country Lithuania

City Vilnius

Street V. Kudirkos st. 18-2

Web http://www.laei.lt

Person

Name dr. Rasa Melnikiene

Director

Organisation

Lithuanian Institute of Agrarian Economics is a state research institution in Lithuania working on issues
of agricultural, sustainable regional and rural development, climate change. The institute brings
together national scientific research, partners of business and non-governmental organizations and
experts of various fields of science and directing their knowledge towards the research of the agrarian
economy and rural development. The institution is developing holistic solutions to the issues of rural
economy and policy development, oriented towards national state interests and needs of business and
non-governmental organizations, rural development and regional policies. Other focus areas are
economy of environmental protection and natural resources and consumer behavior.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services
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Lithuanian Sports University
Organisation

Country Lithuania

City Kaunas

Street Sporto str. 6

Web http://www.lsu.lt

Person

Name Biruta Švagždienė

Prof. dr.

Organisation

Lithuanian Sports University (LSU), founded in 1934, is a specialised public higher education institution
that has developed its unique traditions in sport, leisure and health sciences. With its mission to
contribute to the sustainable development of society through international-level research and
academic excellence, LSU is known as a leading academic and research centre in sports science in the
Baltic Sea region. Starting with the enrolment of 100 students, the LSU has developed and expanded
over the years and decades into an institution with nearly 2000 students.
The LSU offers 19 degree study programmes at all three study cycles (8 undergraduate, 9 Master’s and
2 PhD), mainly in sport science, where studies, research and practice are closely interconnected. Among
the LSU graduates, there are many distinguished scientists, world-renowned coaches, famous athletes,
and prominent public figures.
A great number of the LSU students and graduates have become champions and prize-winners of the
Olympic Games, world and European championships, among them are the twice European boxing
champion Algirdas Šocikas, the winner of the Olympic gold medal and world basketball champion
Modestas Paulauskas, the winners of the Olympic gold medals discus thrower Virgilijus Alekna. and
basketball players Voldemaras Chomičius and Rimantas Kurtinaitis.
https://www.lsu.lt/en/about-university/

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism
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Lithuanian Sports University
Organisation

Country Lithuania

City Kaunas

Street Sporto str. 6

Web http://www.lsu.lt

Person

Name Arturas Simanavicius

Lector dr.

Organisation

Lithuanian Sports University (LSU), founded in 1934, is a specialised public higher education institution
that has developed its unique traditions in sport, leisure and health sciences. With its mission to
contribute to the sustainable development of society through international-level research and
academic excellence, LSU is known as a leading academic and research centre in sports science in the
Baltic Sea region. Starting with the enrolment of 100 students, the LSU has developed and expanded
over the years and decades into an institution with nearly 2000 students.
The LSU offers 19 degree study programmes at all three study cycles (8 undergraduate, 9 Master’s and
2 PhD), mainly in sport science, where studies, research and practice are closely interconnected. Among
the LSU graduates, there are many distinguished scientists, world-renowned coaches, famous athletes,
and prominent public figures.
A great number of the LSU students and graduates have become champions and prize-winners of the
Olympic Games, world and European championships, among them are the twice European boxing
champion Algirdas Šocikas, the winner of the Olympic gold medal and world basketball champion
Modestas Paulauskas, the winners of the Olympic gold medals discus thrower Virgilijus Alekna. and
basketball players Voldemaras Chomičius and Rimantas Kurtinaitis.
https://www.lsu.lt/en/about-university/

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism
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LNE Group GmbH
Organisation

Country Germany

City Berlin

Street Glinkastr. 28

Web http://www.lnegroup.com

Person

Name Damian Borowski

European Director

Organisation

LNE Group is an international consultancy supporting clients in the USA and Europe in identifying,
qualifying and applying for public funding opportunities across a variety of sectors. We not only
consult and apply for single grants, but help you develop a strategy towards making public funding a
key elememnt of your organisation's strategy.

Areas of Activity

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance
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Loyola University Andalucia
Organisation

Country Spain

City Sevilla

Street C/ Energia Solar 1

Web http://www.uloyola.es

Person

Name Carmen Millan Chacartegui

Research Manager

Organisation

The University Loyola Andalucia is the first private University in the region of Andalucia and it centers
its activity in eight areas of knowledge: Economy, Law, Political and Social Sciences, Communication,
Psychology, Education, Engineering and Business. The ETEA Foundation for Development and
Cooperation is a University centre working in research, training and action related to the field of
development and cooperation. It research activities include studies, consultancy and technical
assistance related to development and cooperation for national and multilateral public and private
institutions, in order to collaborate in finding the causes of poverty and obtaining solutions to reduce it.
Regarding cooperation it works in implementing action projects directly at the ground level of the
impoverished countries where action is being taken.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective
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LUBLIN UNIVERSITY OF
TECHNOLOGY
Organisation

Country Poland

City LUBLIN

Street

Person

Name Krzysztof Czarnocki

Researcher

Organisation

LUBLIN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY

Areas of Activity

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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Lublin University of Technology
Organisation

Country Poland

City Lublin

Street

Person

Name Elżbieta Czarnocka

adiunkt

Organisation

x

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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LUCA School of Arts
Organisation

Country Belgium

City Brussels

Street Paleizenstraat, 70

Web http://luca-arts.be

Person

Name Veerle Van der Sluys

Vicedean Research

Organisation

LUCA Faculty of Arts leads on inspiring and facilitating research across a wide variety of disciplines-
visual arts, audiovisual arts, performing arts, music and design . It's research vision is organised and
disseminated by the central Research Board through four thematic research units:
Image- focuses on the interaction between word/text and image
Inter-Actions- focuses on design and artistic research, evoking inter-actions between people, domains
and disciplines
Intermedia- focuses on the interdisciplinary character of contemporary art practices
Music and Drama- focuses on the field of the Performing Arts with a focus on developing artistic
practice.
The board and research units support artists and research groups, develop interdisciplinary research
projects, and supervise the rigour of PhDs.
We believe that the imaginative and experimental impact of artistic research has a wider potential
than just furthering approaches to pedagogy and artistic practice, but that it in fact has far wider
reaching, positive influence on society and the sciences in the broadest sense.
Partnerships in European projects:
* TRADERS http://www.tr-aders.eu
* MUV https://www.muv2020.eu/about/

Areas of Activity

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion
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LUT University
Organisation

Country Finland

City LAPPEENRANTA

Street PORONKATU 10-12 D16

Web http://www.lut.fi/

Person

Name Ekaterina Albats

Postdoctoral researcher, project
manager

Organisation

Lappeenranta University of Technology (LUT) is a pioneering science university in Finland, bringing
together the fields of science and business since 1969.
Our international community is composed of approximately 6,000 students and experts engaged in
scientific research and academic education.
Clean energy and water, circular economy and sustainable business are the key questions of
humankind to which LUT seeks solutions through technology and business.
LUT School of Business offers expertise in theoretical and methodological understanding / knowledge
base of trust by combining relevant research methods and theories.

Areas of Activity

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

BUILDING CROSS-LEVEL TRUST ACROSS DIVERSE STAKEHOLDERS FOR
INTEGRATED SERVICES
Aim: to build a cross-level model of governance based on trust and knowledge to provide integrated
and collaborative services
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Luxembourg Institute of Science and
Technology (LIST)
Organisation

Country Luxembourg

City Esch-sur-Alzette

Street 5, avenue des Hauts-Fourneaux

Web http://www.list.lu

Person

Name Slim Turki, Dr.

Open data researcher

Organisation

>> Available for meetings at the hotel of the event on Wednesday 7th, afternoon. Please do not
hesitate to contact me slim.turki(a)list.lu <<
LIST is a mission-driven Research and Technology Organization (RTO) that develops advanced
technologies and delivers innovative products and services to industry and society. LIST supports the
deployment of a number of solutions to a wide range of sectors, including energy, IT,
telecommunications, environment and advanced manufacturing at national and European level.
Committed to multidisciplinarity, LIST's IT for Innovative Services (ITIS) department conducts research
to develop models, methods, software and devices for smart systems, fusing human and technological
aspects. Its ambition is to build trust around services, to develop new services with high level of
informatics and to support innovation of IT-based services.
LIST acts as a bridge between scientific research and business.
>> Background and research topics <<
- Data-driven services and service innovation for smart cities
- Open data
- Innovative procurement and Public-Private partnerships
- Impact assessment
>> Recent and relevant projects <<
- BE-GOOD (2016-2020, Building an Ecosystem to Generate Opportunities in Open Data, Interreg NWE,
http://www.nweurope.eu/begood)
- Assessment of the impact of Open Data in Luxembourg and the Greater Region (Started in 2017)
- Share-PSI 2.0 (ICT-PSP, https://www.ercim.eu/activity/projects/390-share-psi-2-0 ): Edition of the
Luxembourg guide of the European best practices for Public Sector Information (PSI ) opening.
- E-SENS (Electronic Simple European Networked Services, ICT-PSP)
>> Publications <<
http://www.researchgate.net/profile/Slim_Turki

Areas of Activity
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• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020: Transformative impact of
disruptive technologies in public services
-Assess the impact of disruptive technologies built on open data on public services design and
provision (change in administration internal processes, relationships between public organisations,
infomediaries and citizens)
-Public-private partnerships and public third sector partnerships through innovative procurement
instruments and legal procedure.
-Emergence of new and sustainable business models to stimulate and strengthen relationships
between the stakeholders

PROJECT COOPERATION

TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big data approaches in research and
innovation policy making
-Impact measurement
-Public-private cooperation

PROJECT COOPERATION

DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020: New forms of delivering public
goods and inclusive public services
-Government as platform
-Open innovation
-Legal framework and innovative procurement
-Value-creation
-Ecosystems
-Technical interoperability
-Inclusive ICT
-Capacity building
-PPP
-Public value
-Trans-organisation cooperation
-Long-term service provision
-Business models
-Barriers identification and mitigation
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Luxembourg Institute of Socio-
Economic Research
Organisation

Country Luxembourg

City Esch-sur-Alzette/Belval

Street 11, Porte des Sciences

Web http://www.liser.lu/

Person

Name Francisco Santana Ferra

Head of the Project
Management Office

Organisation

The research activities of the Institute are carried out by three research departments labelled "Labor
Market", "Living Conditions", and "Urban Development and Mobility". In addition, the survey and data
center team is in charge of data collection through face-to-face and online surveys, research in survey
methodology and survey statistics, as well as creation and management of databases in social
sciences.
The Institute employs 138 people, of whom 72 are researchers and PhD candidates. The research team
is representing a high degree of interdisciplinarity and includes demographers, economists,
geographers, legal experts, political scientists, psychologists, social scientists, and statisticians.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities
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innovation policy making
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Lviv Polytechnic National University
Organisation

Country Ukraine

City Lviv

Street S.Bandery Str, 12

Web http://www.lp.edu.ua/

Person

Name Halyna Lazko

Head of Department

Organisation

Lviv Polytechnic National University is the oldest technical educational institution in Eastern Europe
(founded in 1816) and one of the biggest higher education institutions in Ukraine. The University is also
a powerful research center. The University structure is the following: 16 educational and scientific
institutes, Scientific and Research Design Institute of Electronic Measuring and Computational
Equipment (NDKI ELVIT), Crystal Scientific and Research Center of Solid State Electronics and Sensors,
69 scientific and research, testing and branch laboratories. Research teams of Lviv Polytechnic
implement international projects and research works within: international grants (NATO, ICDD, STCU,
VOLKSWAGEN STIFTUNG); European Commission projects (HORIZON 2020, ERASMUS+);
intergovernmental agreements; commercial treaties commissioned by foreign companies and
institutions.

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations
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Maggioli S.p.A.
Organisation

Country Italy

City Santarcangelo di Romagna

Street Via del Carpino 8

Web http://www.maggioli.it/

Person

Name Armend Duzha

EU Project Manager

Organisation

Maggioli S.p.A. (Società per Azioni) is the main Italian company with a guiding role for those who
operate in Local Public sector, offering a broad range of specific, highly professional solutions in
several domains (business areas): i) Information Technology, ii) Services & Technologies, iii) Publishing,
Training and Education, iv) Document Management, and v) Museums, Art and Culture.
Maggioli Informatica, the IT pole of Gruppo Maggioli, born from the integration and experience of
Maggioli’s software houses and other local IT companies acquired during the recent years (e.g., CEDAF,
STUDIO K, ELDASOFT, SAGA, ASITECH, TINN, A.P. Systems etc.) is the most qualified system integrator
and leader in provisioning complete IT services and consultancy for the Local Public sector: more than
6,000 Municipalities out of 8,048 in Italy runs about 100.000 modules provided by Maggioli
Informatica. In addition, it provides services and solutions to more than 3,800 museums and 1,200
SMEs.
R&D Activities
Maggioli Informatica has a successful track record of coordinating and participating in large-scale
R&D projects, both at European and national level, an outstanding large-scale software and services
engineering and IT integration background, and rich experience in requirements analysis,
interoperability technologies, cloud and service-oriented architectures.

Areas of Activity

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
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• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

EU Partnerships
We are interested in collaboration opportunities with SMEs, research institutions, universities, and end-
user organisations for the forthcoming H2020 calls.
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Mardin Artuklu University
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Mardin

Street

Web http://www.artuklu.edu.tr

Person

Name Enes ATEŞ

Academic Personnel

Organisation

Artuklu University is a state university mainly focusing on social sciences ,humanities and art. It has a
great potential to focus sociology of border, refugee studies, multicultural&multiethnic studies and
architecture.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities
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Maria Skłodowska- Curie University in
Lublin
Organisation

Country Poland

City Lublin

Street

Person

Name Diana Skwarzyńska

specialist of implementation and
administration of the research
website

Organisation

University

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities
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Marmara University
Organisation

Country Turkey

City istanbul

Street

Web https://www.marmara.edu.tr/en/

Person

Name hakan mehmetcik

Asst. Prof

Organisation

Marmara University is one of the leading state university in Turkey, Istanbul. Close to 3,000 academic
staff and more than 70,000 students are making contributions to Marmara University’s academic
activities today, making it one of the most important institutes of higher education in Turkey. In the
academic faculties, including the Economics Faculty, Business Faculty,Faculty of Fine Arts, Political
Sciences Faculty, Engineering Faculty, Medicine Faculty, Dentistry Faculty and Theology Faculty,
education is provided in five different languages, Turkish, English, French, German and Arabic; these
qualities make Marmara the only multilingual university in Turkey.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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Marmara University
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Istanbul

Street Fikirtepe Mah. Bahtlı Sok. Ara. Apt. No:41 Daire:23
Kadıköy/İstanbul

Web https://www.marmara.edu.tr

Person

Name Burak TOMAK

Lecturer

Organisation

It is one of the prestious state universities in Turkey. Our focus is to increase the quality of education as
well as the professions.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion
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Matej Bel University
Organisation

Country Slovakia

City Banská Bystrica

Street

Web https://www.umb.sk/en/

Person

Name Sona Karikova

Phd Researcher (Adult education
in participatory dialogue)

Organisation

Matej Bel University (MBU) is a public university which achieved university status in 2010 and is a
member of the European University Association. The university provides both high quality university
and further education by encouraging creative scientific and artistic research. The university has six
faculties, five of them focus on SSH (socio-economic sciences, humanities, educational sciences,
political sciences and law); one faculty is natural science oriented. In recent years a multidisciplinary
approach and interfaculty collaboration have been strengthened. The MBU has been successful in FP7
and H2020 particularly in SSH fields and has an ambition to be the best Slovak university in the SSH
international research collaboration. MBU is offering interdisciplinary expertise in:
- SUSTAINABLE CITIES AND REGIONS
- INCLUSIVE EDUCATION, SCIENCE WITH AND FOR SOCIETY
- CULTURAL HERITAGE AND CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
- GENDER
- PUBLIC SECTOR INNOVATION
- SECURE SOCIETIES

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION
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Adult education in participatory dialogue / multi-stakeholder collaboration
POSSIBLE CONTRIBUTION TO THE PROJECT:
- developing and piloting practice-led reflections and learning programmes to educate and support
adults (governmental leaders, public leaders, community leaders and citizens) in their role as reflective
social change agents and promoters of culture of participatory dialogue between government and civil
society)
- developing international dialogue platforms and multitrack participatory mechanisms to foster
international conversation, allowing for exchange of experiences and peer learning between relevant
international stakeholders including intensifying collaboration among public innovation practitioners
(including workshops, developing common projects for incubation in real life contexts) in order to
support the development of innovators and innovations in government)
KEY WORDS: adult education, peace education, global education, community education, inclusive
education, political leadership education, multi-track diplomacy/dialogue, participatory dialogue,
psychology and facilitation of power-dynamics, innovative leadership, engaged /empowered citizens,
international collaboration, intercultural dialogue, sustainable societies, mobilisation of social capital
and human potential
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Matej Bel University
Organisation

Country Slovakia

City Banská Bystrica

Street

Web https://www.umb.sk/en/

Person

Name Stefan Petrík

Researcher/Postdoc

Organisation

Research priorities at the UMB have been defined on the basis of the UMB Action Plan 2015-2020 as
well as on national research priorities and Horizon 2020. The university has six faculties, five of them
focus on SSH (socio-economic sciences, humanities, educational sciences, political sciences and law);
one faculty is natural science oriented. In recent years a multidisciplinary approach and interfaculty
collaboration have been strenghtened and together with researchers from our faculties we can offer an
expertise in these areas:
- SUSTAINABLE CITIES AND REGIONS
- INCLUSIVE EDUCATION, SCIENCE WITH AND FOR SOCIETY
- CULTURAL HERITAGE AND CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
- GENDER
- PUBLIC SECTOR INNOVATION
- SECURE SOCIETIES

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Risky behavior of Youth on Internet
POSSIBLE CONTRIBUTION TO THE PROJECT:
Our possible contribution to the project/
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Expertise in the field of interest
- Holistic approach to empirical data identification, integration and evaluation.
- Big data advanced analytics and evaluation based on mathematical and statistical methods (data
modelling via SPSS)
- Critical interdisciplinary assessment of risky sexual behavior:
• Early start of sexual life
• Promiscuity
• Watching pornographic materials
• Non-committal sexual intercourse
• Unprotected sexual intercourse
• Sexual intercourse of a healthy person with a partner with a sexually transmitted disease
• Sexual intercourse of a person with a sexual disease with a healthy partner
• Cybersex
• Grooming
• Sexting
• Experiences of violence
• Sexual abuse
• Publishing of intimate data
- Develop scalable and transferable research methods for monitoring the current situation of risky
sexual behavior,
- Based on the empirical data analysis, propose measures that can be used for educational practice.
KEY WORDS: sexual behavior, risky sexual behavior, sexual education
CONTACT: stefan.petrik@umb.sk
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Maynooth University
Organisation

Country Ireland

City Maynooth

Street Maynooth University, National University of
Ireland Maynooth, Maynooth, Co. Kildare, Ireland

Web https://www.maynoothuniversity.ie/

Person

Name Marian Crowley-Henry

Senior Lecturer School of
Business

Organisation

Maynooth University is an internationally recognised institution located 25 kilometres outside of Dublin,
Ireland, and is the nation’s fastest growing university.
One of four constituent universities of the National University of Ireland, Maynooth University in 2018
placed in the global top 100 universities under 50 years old in the Times Higher Education World
University Rankings.
On 16 June 2017, Maynooth University celebrated its 20th birthday, having been formally established as
an autonomous university in 1997. Yet, it traces its origins to the foundation of the Royal College of St.
Patrick in 1795, drawing inspiration from a heritage that includes over 200 years of education and
scholarship.
Today, Maynooth University is a place of lively contrasts–a modern institution, dynamic, rapidly-
growing, research-led and engaged, yet grounded in historic academic strengths and scholarly
traditions.
With more than 12,000 students from more than 90 countries, Maynooth offers a range of programmes
at undergraduate, Master’s and PhD level in the humanities, science and engineering, and social
sciences, including business, law, and education. The University also offers a range of international
programmes and partnerships.
Maynooth’s unique collegial culture fosters an interdisciplinary approach to research, which its world-
class academics bring to bear in tackling some of the most fundamental challenges facing society
today. The University’s research institutes and centres consolidate and deliver this impact as vibrant
communities of learning, discovery and creation. Research at Maynooth also is very much central to its
teaching, and the University prides itself on placing equal value on its research and teaching missions.
In addition to being named in THE’s Top 50 Under 50, Maynooth University is recognised among the
top 400 universities in the world, the top 200 European universities, and as one of the top 200
universities for international connections and outlook.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
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mid and long-term migration scenarios

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Qualitative researchers/academic team from Irish university: understanding
international migrants' careers & mobility patterns over time
As a senior lecturer/associate professor in the School of Business, Faculty of Social Sciences, Maynooth
University, IRELAND, I lead a team of 3 in my department, collecting career narratives (life stories
regarding their migration and (work-/non-work related experiences in the host country) from skilled
international/global migrants. I am a past Fulbright scholar (2017-18) and have collected data in the
USA on this topic. I am currently collaborating with colleagues in Australia, who are also collecting
qualitative career narratives on skilled migrants. Looking to continuing research in this area and
sharing data from Ireland with partners in this area.
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Middlesex Unversity
Organisation

Country United Kingdom

City London

Street The Burroughs, Hendon

Web http://www.mdx.ac.uk

Person

Name Edward Bace

Programme Leader

Organisation

Public university in North London, with roots going back to mid 19th century. Now with over 50,000
students, and additional campuses in Dubai, Mauritius and Malta, Middlesex is represented by schools
of Business, Media & Arts, Science and Nursing.

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance
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Military University of Technology
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warszawa

Street

Web http://www.wat.edu.pl/

Person

Name Rafał Kardaś

EU Funds Specialist

Organisation

MUT is one of the largest universities of science and technology and the leading research centre in
Poland. MUT offers both for military and civilian students high quality undergraduate and
postgraduate studies leading to Bachelor’s, Master’s and DSc degree as well as specialistic short time
courses.Military University of Technology is also major research centre in Poland. MUT conducts
scientific research, implementation and modernisation within the scope of technology, chemistry,
physics, economics and military applications.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Ministry of Education and Science of
the Republic of Latvia
Organisation

Country Latvia

City Riga

Street

Web http://www.izm.gov.lv

Person

Name Alexander Blums

RIS3 Expert

Organisation

Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Latvia

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Ministry of Education, Science and
Technical Development
Organisation

Country Serbia

City Belgrade

Street 22-26 Nemanjina street

Web http//:mpn.gov.rs

Person

Name Milica Golubovic Tasevska

adviser

Organisation

The main goal of the Ministry of Education, Science and Technological Development of the Republic of
Serbia is to create the educational and scientific policy, to survey the realization of educational and
scientific programs, agreements etc.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Ministry of İnternal Affairs
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Ankara

Street Balgat ankara

Web http://icisleri.gov.tr

Person

Name Mehmet Köse

Advisor

Organisation

Government agency deals internal security, rule over local governments as well as immigration issues
and crisis management

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Ministry of National Education
Organisation

Country United Kingdom

City London

Street 159 Dollis Hill Lane

Web https://www.meb.gov.tr

Person

Name Eda Ermagan Caglar (Ph.D.)

Psychological Counsellor (Dr)

Organisation

The Ministry of National Education is a government ministry of the Republic of Turkey, responsible for
the supervision of public and private educational system, agreements and authorizations under a
national curriculum.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe
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MINISTRY OF NATIONAL
EDUCATION, DIRECTORATE OF
INNOVATION AND EDUCATIONAL
TECHNOLOGIES
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Ankara

Street

Web https://yegitek.meb.gov.tr/

Person

Name Aysenur KILIC GUNDOGAN

Project Expert

Organisation

General Directorate of Innovation and Educational Technologies (YEĞİTEK) within Republic of Turkey,
Ministry of National Education, is a national government organization conducting ICT integration to
education, and supporting ICT-based implementations in education.
Our main field of studies are to monitor and evaluate new technologies applied in education, to
conduct studies related to effective ICT use within national technology project, FATİH Project; to
support effective technology use all over the education system, and to disseminate ICT use for teachers
and students at national and international level.
Departments:
1 - The Department of Educational Informatics System
2 – The Department of Educational Publications and Content Management
3 – The Department of Educational Technologies Development and Projects
3 – The Department of Educational Technologies and Technical Assistance
4 – The Department of System Management
5 – The Department of Communication
6 – The Department of Administrative and Financial Affairs

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
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on children and youth
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MOST
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warszawa

Street

Web https:/fundacjamost.pl

Person

Name Jan Kaczmarek

President of the Board

Organisation

Innovation Centre. We promote high-tech entrepreneurship that have possitive impact on the society.
We help H2020 consortia define and maximize project impact. We create and execute
commercialization and dissemination strategies. We identify and reach out to exploitation partners,
incl. SMEs, investors, end-user communities.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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Museum of Cultural History, University
of Oslo
Organisation

Country Norway

City Oslo

Street

Web http://www.khm.uio.no

Person

Name Tone Wang

Research adviser

Organisation

The Museum of Cultural History (KHM) is Norway’s largest archaeological and ethnographical museum.
In addition to its two museums, The Historical Museum and the Viking Ship Museum, it has
responsibilities in cultural heritage management and as a university research institution. KHM has five
departments that provide a wide range of competences across different areas, such as Nordic and
Mediterranean/Oriental Archaeology, conservation, ethnography, anthropology and University History.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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Mykolas Romerio University
Organisation

Country Lithuania

City Vilnius

Street

Web https://www.mruni.eu

Person

Name Andrejus Novikovas

Proffessor

Organisation

Mykolas Romeris University (MRU) is an international university located in Vilnius and Kaunas,
Lithuania. Modern, creative and entrepreneurial academic community has raised MRU to the leading
university in social sciences and interdisciplinary research in Lithuania. MRU cooperates closely with
over 300 universities, public and private institutions, takes part in academic, professional and inter-
sectorial networks. MRU has a full membership of the following international higher education
organizations: International Association of Universities, European University Association, European
Association for International Education, European-Asian Knowledge Consortium Social Technologies
for Smart and Inclusive Society, etc.
Currently MRU enrols approximately 7.500 students and employs over 500 academic staff. The
university offers more than 100 doctoral, master and bachelor study programmes; over 80% of them
have international accreditation. The most popular study programmes are law, management, public
governance, psychology, public security, etc. About 200 doctoral students study in the fields of law,
management, economics, psychology, philology, and educational science.
MRU is structured within the Faculty of Law, Faculty of Economics and Business Management, Faculty
of Public Governance, Faculty of Public Security, Institute of Psychology, Institute of Educational
Science and Social Work, Institute of Communication, and Institute of the Humanities.
MRU fosters the culture of research and innovation: carries out fundamental and applied research,
takes part in national and international research programmes and projects, and carries out contracted
research, implements Ph.D. studies, organizes academic and mobility events, and widely disseminates
research results to general society. MRU research and innovation is carried out in the framework of the
interdisciplinary priority research area Social Innovations for Global Growth and 5 research
programmes:
•Justice, Security and Human Rights;
•Social Technologies;
•Sustainable Growth in the Context of Globalization;
•Improving the Quality of Life and Advancing Employment Opportunities;
•Continuity and Change of Values in Global Society.
R&DI is implemented by the faculties, institutes and Social Innovations Laboratory Network MRU LAB
that includes 16 interdisciplinary laboratories: Environmental Management Laboratory, Business
Innovation Laboratory, Educational Technologies Laboratory, Gender Studies Laboratory, Health
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Laboratory, Human Rights Laboratory, Justice Laboratory, Life Quality Laboratory, Lifelong Learning
Laboratory, Mediation and Sustainable Conflict Resolution Laboratory, Psychological Well-Being
Laboratory, Public Governance Innovation Laboratory, Security Laboratory, Social Technologies
Laboratory, Sociological Research Laboratory and Values Laboratory. R&DI administration is carried
out by the Research and Innovation Support Centre.
For more information please visit www.mruni.eu

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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Mykolas Romeris University
Organisation

Country Lithuania

City Vilnius

Street Ateities str. 20

Web http://www.mruni.eu

Person

Name Nomeda Gudeliene

Head of Research and
Innovation Support Centre

Organisation

Mykolas Romeris University (MRU) is an international university located in Vilnius and Kaunas,
Lithuania. Modern, creative and entrepreneurial academic community has raised MRU to the leading
university in social sciences and interdisciplinary research in Lithuania. MRU cooperates closely with
over 300 universities, public and private institutions, takes part in academic, professional and inter-
sectorial networks. MRU has a full membership of the following international higher education
organizations: International Association of Universities, European University Association, European
Association for International Education, European-Asian Knowledge Consortium Social Technologies
for Smart and Inclusive Society, etc.
Currently MRU enrols approximately 7.500 students and employs over 500 academic staff. The
university offers more than 100 doctoral, master and bachelor study programmes; over 80% of them
have international accreditation. The most popular study programmes are law, management, public
governance, psychology, public security, etc. About 200 doctoral students study in the fields of law,
management, economics, psychology, philology, and educational science.
MRU is structured within the Mykolas Romeris School of Law, Faculty of Economics and Business,
Faculty of Public Governance, Public Security Academy, Institute of Psychology, Institute of Educational
Science and Social Work, Institute of Communication, and Institute of the Humanities.
MRU fosters the culture of research and innovation: carries out fundamental and applied research,
takes part in national and international research programmes and projects, and carries out contracted
research, implements Ph.D. studies, organizes academic and mobility events, and widely disseminates
research results to general society. MRU research and innovation is carried out in the framework of the
interdisciplinary priority research area Social Innovations for Global Growth and 5 research
programmes:
•Justice, Security and Human Rights;
•Social Technologies;
•Sustainable Growth in the Context of Globalization;
•Improving the Quality of Life and Advancing Employment Opportunities;
•Continuity and Change of Values in Global Society.
R&DI is implemented by the faculties, institutes and Social Innovations Laboratory Network MRU LAB
that includes 16 interdisciplinary laboratories: Environmental Management Laboratory, Business
Innovation Laboratory, Educational Technologies Laboratory, Gender Studies Laboratory, Health
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Laboratory, Human Rights Laboratory, Justice Laboratory, Life Quality Laboratory, Lifelong Learning
Laboratory, Mediation and Sustainable Conflict Resolution Laboratory, Psychological Well-Being
Laboratory, Public Governance Innovation Laboratory, Security Laboratory, Social Technologies
Laboratory, Sociological Research Laboratory and Values Laboratory. R&DI administration is carried
out by the Research and Innovation Support Centre.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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Nasz Wybir
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warszawa

Street

Web http://www.naszwybir.pl

Person

Name Benjamin Cope

Researcher

Organisation

Foundation “Our Choice” was founded in 2009 in Warsaw and it is a migrant organization, oriented on
integration of Ukrainian migrants in Poland. Mission of the organization is to support integration of
foreigners in Poland and to support development of cultural, educational, economic and political
contacts between Poland and Ukraine and to promote the democratic values and civic society.
Since 2011, Foundation publishes a newspaper for Ukrainian migrants “Nash Vybir”, which is distributed
free of charge in whole Poland and runs the Internet portal www.naszwybir.pl. Both mass media are
well known in Poland. Newspaper is issued in 3000 copies. The portal has 68 000 users per month and
more than 3 500 000 hits per year.
In 2014 Foundation established the Ukrainian House in Warsaw, which is an unique institution
gathering Ukrainian immigrants and provides ground for cooperation of local and Ukrainian citizens. In
the Ukrainian House operates: consultancy point, language school, art gallery, Ukrainian Women Club
and Children Club “Rukavychka”. Foundation organises workshops, presentations of books and movies,
concerts, public debates. Foundation established the Ukrainian Saturday School.
Research of the situation of the migrants in Poland is a crucial activity of the Foundation. Key fields of
interests: young migrants, working conditions of Ukrainian migrants in Poland, gender aspects of
migration and integration, hate crimes against migrants.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion
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National Information Processing
Institute
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warszawa

Street Al.Niepodległości 188B

Web http://www.opi.org.pl/en/

Person

Name Cezary Biele

Head of the Laboratory

Organisation

NIPI is a research institute supervised by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education. Its principal aim
is to provide access to complex and up-to-date information concerning Polish science. In addition, the
institute conducts its own R&D projects in the area of artificial intelligence and human-technology
interaction.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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National Information Processing
Institute
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street

Web https://www.opi.org.pl/en/

Person

Name Jaroslaw Kowalski

Senior Research Specialist / UX
Team Leader

Organisation

NIPI is a research institute supervised by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education. Its principal aim
is to provide access to complex and up-to-date information concerning Polish science. In addition, the
institute conducts its own R&D projects in the area of artificial intelligence and human-technology
interaction.

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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National Institute of Criminology
Organisation

Country Hungary

City Budapest

Street Maros utca 6/a

Web https://en.okri.hu/

Person

Name Ákos Szigeti

Researcher

Organisation

The National Institute of Criminology, founded in 1960, is the academic research and training centre of
Hungary’s Prosecution Service. The tasks of the institute include researching crime, developing the
theory and the practice of criminology, forensics and the disciplines of penal law as well as facilitating
the exploitation of the research findings. We try to perform our activities by making sure that our
research provides truthful information to decision makers and practitioners in order to assist the
judicial system and reduce crime.

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth
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National University "Kyiv-Mohyla
Academy"
Organisation

Country Ukraine

City Kyiv

Street 2 Skovorody str.

Web https:/ukma.edu.ua

Person

Name Nadiia Tkachuk

NCP for SC6 and SC7

Organisation

-/

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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Norden Centrum Scientific Foundation
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street

Web http://nordencentrum.pl/en/homepage/

Person

Name Marcin Fronia

Executive Director

Organisation

Polish think tank focused on research and analysis of Northern Europe from economic, social, political
and institutional perspectives. We do data analysis, social, economic and media research both for and
in cooperation with business and academic sectors. We are especially interested in research
cooperation on green economy and circular economy projects.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Norwegian Social Research (NOVA)
OsloMet – Oslo Metropolitan
University, Norway
Organisation

Country Norway

City Oslo

Street

Web http://www.hioa.no/eng/About-HiOA/Centre-for-
Welfare-and-Labour-Research/NOVA/About-
NOVA

Person

Name Are Vegard Haug

Research Director

Organisation

NOVA is one of the largest social research institutes in Norway. The institute conducts research on
different aspects of society and the welfare state. We focus on the whole range of the life course: from
the early years to the later life. From 1 januar 2014 NOVA became a part of Oslo and Akershus College
of Applied Sciences (now Oslo Metropolitan University) and Centre for Welfare and Labour Research.
NOVA's research is centered around Norwegian society, but international projects form a growing and
important addition. The aim of the institute is to develop knowledge and understanding of social
conditions and processes of change. We focus on issues of life-course events, level of living conditions
and aspects of life-quality as well as on programmes and services provided by the welfare system.
Within its fields NOVA performs research assignments commissioned by public and private sector
clients. Research conducted at NOVA is of a excellent international standard. The institute is the
leading national research institute on child welfare, youth, ageing and the elderly.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities
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Open Evidence
Organisation

Country Spain

City Barcelona

Street Avinguda Tibidabo 39

Web http://open-evidence.com/

Person

Name Alexandra Theben

Senior Researcher

Organisation

Open Evidence is a research and consulting firm working on social and behavioural sciences, ICTs and
data science to facilitate informed decision-making in a wide variety of areas. Born within the
Universitat Oberta de Catalunya (UOC), the Open Evidence team is formed by professors, researchers
and consultants with more than 20 years of experience in applied research and consultancy.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Open Evidence S.L.
Organisation

Country Spain

City Barcelona

Street Rambla del Poblenou 156

Web http://open-evidence.com/

Person

Name Simone Vitiello

Senior Researcher

Organisation

Open Evidence is a research and consulting firm working on social and behavioural sciences, ICTs and
data science to facilitate informed decision-making in a wide variety of areas. Born within the
Universitat Oberta de Catalunya (UOC), the Open Evidence team is formed by professors, researchers
and consultants with more than 20 years of experience in applied research and consultancy.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Örebro University
Organisation

Country Sweden

City Örebro

Street

Web https://www.oru.se/english/

Person

Name Miia Bask

Senior lecturer

Organisation

Örebro University is a modern, broad-based university with internationally prominent research. 15,100
students and 1,350 staff study and work here. We offer some 85 degree programmes at the
undergraduate and Master’s levels as well as some 1,000 separate courses. Örebro University
cooperates with industry and commerce, local and regional governments and other organisations,
both nationally and internationally. Within social sciences and humanities, Örebro University is
involved with the following Horizon 2020 projects: Youthblocs, Catch-EyoU and GEDII.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Interested to participate as a partner within topics of migration and
integration
We have an interest to participate as a partner within topics of migration and integration. Researchers
have the following research interests and skills:
•Daniela Andrén, Associate Professor of Economics. Her main research interests are applied labor and
health economics, with focus on the evaluation of public policies. She has written several articles about
public interventions and the interaction of social security systems with labor markets and population
health. A special focus of her research is to analyze immigrants in comparison with natives. Her current
research focuses on welfare persistence of Swedish-born and foreign-born, partial sick leave and
individual well-being.
•Miia Bask, Associate Professor of Social Work. She is a quantitative sociologist with a specialization in
social stratification and inequality. She has conducted research on social exclusion among immigrants
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in Sweden and Norway. She has also written about school burnout and school dropout, internalizing
and externalizing problem behavior among youth, parental educational expectations, and theoretically
and methodologically oriented studies on inequality-creating mechanisms.
Based on our experience and research interest we would be interested to contribute to the following
areas within the topic Social and economic effects of migration in Europe and integration policies
•Long-term effects of migration at EU aggregate and cross-national level on employment levels and
wages and welfare impacts.
•Economic, human capital and cultural factors in relation to the integration outcomes of different
groups of migrants and the social impact of segregation.
•Comparative examination of integration policies (labor market, education, health, social welfare, and
family policies).
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Oslo Metropolitan University
Organisation

Country Norway

City Oslo

Street PO box 4 St. Olavs plass NO-0130 Oslo, Norway

Web http://www.hioa.no/

Person

Name Miriam El Moussaoui

Research and development
advisor

Organisation

Oslo Metropolitan University offers a unique range of professional programmes that qualify students
for professions that will contribute to future welfare and value creation.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities
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Oslo Metropolitan University
Organisation

Country Norway

City Oslo

Street

Person

Name Miriam El Moussaoui

Research and development
advisor

Organisation

Faculty of teacher education and international studies

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities
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OsloMet - Oslo Metropolitan
University
Organisation

Country Norway

City Oslo

Street Stensberggate 26

Web http://www.hioa.no

Person

Name Rune Halvorsen

Assoc. Professor

Organisation

OsloMet - Oslo Metropolitan University is the third largest university in Norway, with a student body of
approximately 20 000 students and 2 100 employees. The university is a leading provider of research-
based knowledge to the welfare society and specialises in professional training in fields such as
nursing, technology and design, physiotherapy, engineering and teaching. OsloMet's research activities
exploit the different possibilities created in the international and multicultural metropolitan area.
OsloMet is unique in a national context due to its wide range of professional programmes, its close ties
with the respective fields of practice, and the opportunities it offers to specialise at both master’s
degree and PhD levels. OsloMet is well equipped to make important contributions to resolving the
challenges faced by society and is thus an attractive partner in international research projects. The
Department of Social Work, Child Welfare and Social Policy offers study programmes at the BA, MA
and PhD level, including a master’s programme in International Social Welfare and Health Policy (in
English). The Department of Social Work, Child Welfare and Social Policy has 1200 students and 90
faculty members, and specializes in international and comparative welfare and health policy research.
OsloMet coordinates and participates in several European and international projects, including
programmes such as Horizon 2020, FP7, COST and EEA-grants. A majority of these projects are within
health and welfare. Currently OsloMet has coordinated NEGOTIATE www.negotiate-research.eu
(2015-2018), a collaborative H2020 Young project which examining the long- and short-term
consequences of job insecurity and labour market exclusion of young people and DISCIT (2013-2016), a
FP7 SSH research project on Active Citizenship for persons with disabilities. In addition, OsloMet is
currently coordinating a H2020 RRI-Practice - Responsible Research and Innovation in Practice,
participating in eight H2020 projects, twelve FP7 projects, eleven EEA grants and ten Erasmus/
Strategic partnerships.
OsloMet can also draw on experience with other relevant projects, e.g. GGP - Generations and Gender
Programme, a Social Science Research Infrastructure that provided micro- and macro-level data, GGP
surveys focused on intergenerational and gender relations between people, expressed in care
arrangements and the organisation of paid and unpaid work (FP6, 2008-2012); MULTILINKS - How
demographic changes shape intergenerational solidarity, well-being, and social integration: A
multilinks framework (FP6, 2008-2011); RECWOWE – Reconciling Work and Welfare in Europe (FP6,
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2006-2011) and CINEFOGO - Civil Society and New Forms of Governance in Europe: European
citizenship formation (FP6, 2005-2009), and COPE Combatting Poverty in Europe (FP7, 2012-2015).

Areas of Activity

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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OsloMet - Oslo Metropolitan
University, Department of Research
and Development
Organisation

Country Norway

City Oslo

Street Pilestredet 46

Web http://www.hioa.no/eng/

Person

Name Siri Aanstad

EU adviser

Organisation

OsloMet - Oslo Metropolitan University is the third largest institution of higher education and research
in Norway, with approximately 20 000 students and 2 100 employees. The university has four faculties
covering the social sciences, health, education and technology, and
two social science research centres specialising in the study of professions and welfare and labour
research.
OsloMet is a recognised institution for professionally oriented and vocationally relevant research and
development, and our research activities exploit the possibilities created in the international and
multicultural metropolitan area of Norway. The university is unique in the national context due to its
wide range of professional programmes, close ties with the respective fields of practice, and the
opportunities arising from offering both master's and doctoral degrees. This makes OsloMet well
positioned to contribute to solving the major challenges society is facing, and an attractive partner in
international research projects.
OsloMet participates in several EU projects, funded by programmes such as Horizon 2020, COST and
the EEA grants. A majority of these projects are within health and welfare research. The university
currently coordinates 4 Horizon 2020 projects, including RRI-Practice - Responsible Research and
Innovation in Practice. Examples of completed projects coordinated by OsloMet are NEGOTIATE
(2015-2018), a collaborative Horizon 2020 Young project which examined the long- and short-term
consequences of job insecurity and labour market exclusion of young people; and DISCIT (2013-2016), a
FP7 SSH research project on Active Citizenship for persons with disabilities.
The Department of Research and Development provides administrative assistance to leaders and
scientific staff at the university. It includes a team of dedicated EU advisers, offering pre-award support
to our researchers.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
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technologies in public services
• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social

rights and EU citizenship
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Oxfam
Organisation

Country Italy

City Florence

Street

Web https://www.oxfamitalia.org/

Person

Name Francesco Lucioli

Institutional Funding Coordinator

Organisation

Oxfam is an international confederation with more than 70 years of experience. We work in 90
countries and understand that by mobilizing people and resources across the world we can put an end
to poverty.
Our presence and experience in the field make of us a unique hands-on experience partner able to
connect theoretical research to practical actions.

Our high management capacity and EU expertise makes of us an efficient partner to work with. Oxfam
raises between 25- 50 million euro from European funds every year across the world.
Oxfam International is specialized in addressing Inequalities, Food Security and Resilience, Gender
Justice and Global Displacement, with a particular geographical focus in MENA, Latin America, West
Africa and Maghreb.
In the area of Global Displacement, Oxfam is an international confederation working in countries of
origin, transit and destination of international migration as well as with forcibly displaced populations,
especially in Africa. Oxfam has also long-term experience in policy influencing worldwide, at
subnational, national, regional and international levels. We have unique experience translating
evidence from our programme work into policy recommendations for key decision makers as well as in
opening up political space for participatory policymaking.
These reasons make Oxfam a key actor and a relevant partner in research projects aimed at producing
evidence to underpin both policy and programme recommendations to address migration and forced
displacement.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
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• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

Inequalities

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Migration and Global Displacement
Regarding the specific topics, we have pre-identified some directly related to migration where we could
add value:
•MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding migration mobility patterns: elaborating mid and long-term
migration scenarios
•MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and economic effects of Migration in Europe
Oxfam field experience allows us accessing quantitative and qualitative comparative information in
order to better understand human mobility in its different dimensions and shape common patterns. It
also gives us access to key stakeholders: local organizations, international agencies, local and regional
authorities, etc., enabling the dialogue and projection on regional migration patterns and trends.
As Oxfam we have often exposed the failures and misconceptions underpinning a certain approach to
migration governance. We believe it is time to move from pointing out the flaws to offering evidence-
based solutions to promote alternative migration management models that harness migration to
advance human development in full respect of human rights.
We could contribute to research projects looking at how civil society can play a role in empowering
people on the move to influence the policies that concern them, and to what extent this leads to
human rights responsive migration policies. The evidence can, again, be shaped in the form of
recommendations to ensure political space that gives voice to people on the move to contribute to the
shaping of more effective migration policies that harness the benefits of migration while respecting
and fulfilling fundamental human rights, including the right to move.
•MIGRATION-06-2018 Addressing the challenge of migrant integration thorugh ICT
•MIGRATION-07-2019: International protection of refugees in a comparative perspective
Oxfam has long-term experience working in countries that are currently hosting the vast majority of
refugees and forcibly displaced populations fleeing active conflicts or protracted crisis in the world. We
are present in West and North Africa, specifically in the Sahel and Lake Chad regions, empowering
forcibly displaced communities through the provision of humanitarian assistance and comprehensive
resilience programmes. In this context, Oxfam is leading the implementation of 3 programmes under
the EU Trust Fund for Africa: in Chad, in Burkina Faso and Mali. We also work in CAR and Syria as well
as in Italy and Greece, responding to the urgent needs of displaced people reaching European shores.
This gives us privileged insight and relevance as a partner in any research project aimed and exploring
the interface between emergency responses, local integrations and human development, including
testing innovative practices and identifying solutions for protracted displacement situations in full
respect of human rights.
Concerning forced displaced population’s international protection, Oxfam integrates a protection
approach in all its humanitarian projects as well as standalone protection programmes in some of the
contexts. Our work in protection aims to reduce threats by holding the relevant authorities to account
for protection through international advocacy and campaigning local and national advocacy and
negotiation, and building the authorities’ capacity for protection where appropriate. This allows us to
gather evidence on the failures and challenges of the acquis and instruments of International Refugee
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and Human Rights Law.
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Palacký University Olomouc, Faculty
of Education
Organisation

Country Czech Republic

City Olomouc

Street Žižkovo nám. 5

Person

Name Radka Dofková

Assistant professor

Organisation

The Faculty of Education of the Palacký University in Olomouc provides university education for future
teachers and other educationists destined for various types of kindergartens, primary and secondary
schools, and school and after-school education facilities. It also focuses on training staff in the field of
state administration. Academic research activities involve the area of education, educational
methodology innovation, the inclusive education and disability studies, the prevention of risky virtual
communication ect.

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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Paris&Co
Organisation

Country France

City Paris

Street

Web https://www.parisandco.paris/

Person

Name Iuliia Kovalenko

Bid Coordinator

Organisation

Paris&Co is the economic development and innovation agency of Paris. We seek to enhance
attractiveness and innovation, with the aim of creating jobs and value-add in Paris. We prospect and
host foreign start-ups, promote Parisian business opportunities internationally, and boost the
innovation ecosystem of the Paris metropolitan area by incubating new companies, beta-testing
innovative solutions, organizing events and helping start-ups network with over a hundred corporate
partners.
Paris&Co currently supports more than 400 start-ups (including 55 foreign start-ups), organizes nearly
330 events annually, and has conducted more than 300 experimentation trials for 10 years.
Paris&Co has five major businesses:
•Accompany and incubate start-ups
•Welcome and assist foreign start-ups
•Conduct in-the-field proofs of concept of innovation solutions in Paris (Urban Lab)
•Develop business relationships between major corporates and start-ups through Open Innovation
Club
•Federate the innovation ecosystem through large-scale events, such as the Hacking de l'Hôtel de Ville
and the City of Paris Innovation Grand Prix

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• DT-

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright
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TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Developing relevant social and economic inclusion programmes together
with the Paris metropole
We suggest developing relevant programmes in the Paris metropole to validate the research results in
the field, such as:
- Economic inclusion programme for fragile populations in the framework of:
* TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019: Innovative solutions for inclusive and sustainable urban
environments,
* MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and economic effects of migration in Europe and integration policies,
* GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing Inequalities.
- Govtech/civictech support programme in the framework of:
* DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020: Transformative impact of disruptive technologies in
public services,
* DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020: New forms of delivering public goods and inclusive public
services,
* GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in governance,
* GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in government - building an agile and citizen-centric public
sector.
- Field validation (together with our network of startups and large accounts) of solutions and methods
developed in such calls as:
* TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020: Innovative approaches to urban and regional development
through cultural tourism,
* DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation, Digital Single Market and European culture: new challenges
for creativity, intellectual property rights and copyright.
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PCO S.A.
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street Jana Nowaka-Jezioranskiego 28

Web http://www.pcosa.com.pl/en/home/

Person

Name Magdalena Huszno

Project Coordinator

Organisation

PCO S.A. is a company with over 40 years of experience. It is the biggest Polish producer of
optoelectronic devices with use of night vision, thermal imaging and laser technology.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments
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PCO S.A.
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street 28 Jana Nowaka-Jeziorańskiego St.,

Web http://www.pcosa.com.pl/en/home/

Person

Name Jolanta Dybek

Project Coordinator

Organisation

PCO S.A. is a company with over 40 years of experience. It is the biggest Polish producer of
optoelectronic devices with use of night vision, thermal imaging and laser technology.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments
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PDR / Cardiff Metropolitan University
Organisation

Country United Kingdom

City Cardiff

Street 200 Western Avenue

Web http://pdronline.co.uk/

Person

Name Piotr Swiatek

Researcher

Organisation

PDR is a world leading design consultancy and applied research centre. We have a unique approach,
blending leading, high quality research activity alongside award winning, proven and highly
experienced consultancy practice. For over two decades this perspective and the culture, knowledge
and capabilities we have built around it have generated world leading results and outcomes for the
companies and organisations we work with.

Located within Cardiff Metropolitan University we are organised across eight groups, each a leading
exponent in its field with an extensive history and back catalogue of projects, innovations and ground
breaking knowledge. Each group is a globally renowned source of expertise and practice in its field.
Together, under one roof, the capabilities, knowledge and expertise is unprecedented and maintains
PDR at the cutting edge of knowledge and practice and a world leading centre in design and
innovation.

Areas of Activity

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Policy labs and service design in government
PDR Design Policy is an applied research team working on studying and applying user-centred
approaches in public sector and government. We have trained over 500 civil servants across Europe to
use design-driven innovation. We are looking to join a synergistic consortium and contribute our
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experience and expertise to develop learning programmes, facilitate discussion on and synthesise a
new public sector innovation theory.

PROJECT COOPERATION

Citizen-centric governance
In PDR Design Policy we conduct applied research on how design, as a user-centred method, can be
applied in public sector to better engage people in political decision making, co-creating and co-
owning public services and policies. We would be interested to join a consortium to investigate how
involving citizens in making public decisions can help restore trust in governance.
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Pobojewski
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warszawa

Street

Person

Name Wieslaw Pobojewski

consulting

Organisation

development

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance
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POLIN Museum of the History of
Polish Jews
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street 6 MOrdechaja Anielewicza St.

Web polin.pl

Person

Name Weronika Litwin

Chief Fundraising Specialist

Organisation

POLIN Museum of the History of Polish Jews is a unique and unprecedented initiative, spanning many
fields of research and drawing on the expertise of scholars and museum professionals from around the
world.
The Museum opened its doors to the public in 2013. It currently functions as a cultural and educational
centre with a rich cultural program, including temporary exhibitions, films, debates, workshops, and
concerts, as well as academic and popular conferences, lectures and much more.
Museum’s core exhibition, presenting the thousand-year history of Polish Jews, was opened in 2014.
Occupying around 4,000 sq m, the exhibition immerses visitors in the world of Polish Jews, from their
arrival in Poland as traveling merchants in medieval times until today. The exhibition was developed by
an international team of more than 120 scholars, working under the direction of Professor Barbara
Kirshenblatt-Gimblett from New York University. It was produced by the Association of the Jewish
Historical Institute of Poland thanks to the support of donors from all over the world.
The exhibition presents the heritage and culture of Polish Jews, which still remains a source of
inspiration for Poland and the world. Each of the eight galleries of the core exhibition presents a
different chapter in the story of Polish Jews, enabling visitors to come into intimate contact with those
who lived that story through images, artefacts, first-person accounts and interactive multimedia. We
show the social, religious and political diversity of Polish Jews, highlighting dramatic events from the
past, the Holocaust, and concluding with contemporary times.
Since opening its door to the public in 2013, the Museum was visited by nearly 2.8 million visitors.
Nearly 1.3 million people visited the core exhibition.
POLIN Museum was granted many prestigious awards. In 2016, it was honoured with the EMYA
European Museum of the Year Award, and the European Museum Academy Award—the two most
prestigious European prizes for museums.
The long-term goals of the Museum include first of all popularising the history and culture of Polish
Jews, as well as developing educational activities aimed at promoting tolerance and preventing
antisemitism, bias and xenophobia.
The Museum pursues its objectives by means of cooperation with Polish and foreign cultural,
educational and academic establishments (especially the Jewish Historical Institute in Warsaw), central
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and local government authorities, non-governmental organizations and the media.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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Polish Platform for Homeland Security
Organisation

Country Poland

City Poznan

Street

Web http://ppbw.pl/en

Person

Name Rashel Talukder

Managing Director

Organisation

Polish Platform for Homeland Security

Areas of Activity

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Polish Platform for Homeland Security
Organisation

Country Poland

City Poznan

Street ul. Slowackiego 17/11

Web https://www.ppbw.pl/en

Person

Name Natalia Jarmuzek

Project Officer

Organisation

Polish Platform for Homeland Security (PPHS) was established in 2005. PPHS associates
representatives of Polish Law Enforcement Agencies and universities. The mission of the PPHS is to
improve the level of public security by supporting agencies and institutions responsible for security and
legal order.
In cooperation with secure practitioners and representatives of science, PPHS develops IT tools and
legal environment to support the broadly defined efforts in order to improve public security.
The basis of cooperation is different kind of R&D national and European projects. At the same time
PPHS fosters cooperation in the area of security among various fields of science, research and
development, and education. Moreover, PPHS as a think tank is focused on defining and solving
problems in area of security, by preparing reports and other materials for policy makers, like summary
of workshops and conferences or research and development projects. By providing consulting and
educational services, the PPHS supports the process of building public trust in the new security
technologies.
PPHS cooperates with around 250 consultants from security area: experienced Law Enforcement
Agencies and officers (especially representing the Police, Border Guards, Internal Security Agency)
prosecutors, judges and representatives of science.
Legal status: non-governmental organization (association).
PPHS's website: www.ppbw.pl/en

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations
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technologies in public services
• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:

Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Polish Platform for Homeland Security
Organisation

Country Poland

City Poznan

Street

Person

Name Martyna Juszczak

R&D assistant

Organisation

The mission of the PPBW is to improve the level of public security by supporting agencies and
institutions responsible for security and legal order in Poland in their work on dedicated innovative
technological, organizational, and legal solutions.

Areas of Activity

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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Polish Platform for Homeland Security
Organisation

Country Poland

City Poznan

Street

Web https://www.ppbw.pl/

Person

Name Klaudia Kaczmarek

Research Project Assistant

Organisation

Polish Platform for Homeland Security (PPHS) was established in 2005. PPHS associates
representatives of Polish Law Enforcement Agencies and universities. The mission of the PPHS is to
improve the level of public security by supporting agencies and institutions responsible for security and
legal order.
In cooperation with secure practitioners and representatives of science, PPHS develops IT tools and
legal environment to support the broadly defined efforts in order to improve public security.
The basis of cooperation is different kind of R&D national and European projects. At the same time
PPHS fosters cooperation in the area of security among various fields of science, research and
development, and education. Moreover, PPHS as a think tank is focused on defining and solving
problems in area of security, by preparing reports and other materials for policy makers, like summary
of workshops and conferences or research and development projects. By providing consulting and
educational services, the PPHS supports the process of building public trust in the new security
technologies.
PPHS cooperates with around 250 consultants from security area: experienced Law Enforcement
Agencies and officers (especially representing the Police, Border Guards, Internal Security Agency)
prosecutors, judges and representatives of science.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Politecnico di Torino - DIST
Organisation

Country Italy

City Turin

Street Corso Duca Degli Abruzzi 24

Web https://www.polito.it/

Person

Name Alessia Bertuca

Research fellow

Organisation

For more than 150 years, the Politecnico di Torino has been one of the most prestigious public
institutions at both the International and the Italian levels concerning education, research,
technological transfer and services in all sectors of architecture and engineering.
The Interuniversity Department of REGIONAL AND URBAN STUDIES AND PLANNING (DIST) is the
point of reference in Politecnico and Università di Torino for the areas of knowledge that study the
processes of territorial transformation and government, both on a local and on a global scale. These
processes are analysed from a sustainability perspective in their physical, economic, social, political
and cultural aspects, as well as in their interrelationships.
DIST promotes, coordinates and manages basic and applied research, training, technology transfer
and services for the local community with regard to urban and regional sciences and policies, as well
as to spatial, urban and environmental-landscape planning.

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Digital humanities, digital data, cultural heritage
From the DIST department, we are interested to be involved as partner in projects in line with our
interests and expertise.
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Our specific expertise is on tangible and intangible cultural heritage, digital humanities approaches for
the advancement in cultural heritage analysis, digital history, management and creative visualization
of cultural data/digital cultural data (creative mapping).
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Pro Cultura Foundation
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street

Web http://pro-cultura.pl/

Person

Name Joanna Rabiega-Wiśniewska

Senior Specialist for e-Learning
and Training on-line

Organisation

Pro Cultura Foundation was established in 2003. The mission of our organization is to share knowledge
and experience in a field of culture, media and information society technologies (IST). We provide
national and international research and educational projects on defined areas as well as on socio-
cultural change. We undertake our activities on behalf of the European Parliament, ERICarts, the
European Commission and the National Culture Center. The Foundation promotes a citizen activity, an
aware reception and presumption of (digital) culture creation. For 15 years the Pro Cultura has realized
many so called soft projects in a local, regional, national and international environment.
Pro Cultura Foundation co-operates with the international cultural networks CIRCLE, EFAH, ENCATC
and other foreign organizations, institutions and foundations: European Association of Cultural
Researchers e.V. in Bonn (Germany), Kulturkontakt (Austria), ), Budapest Observatory (Hungary),
Observatorio Interarts (Spain), Finnish Foundation for Cultural Research (Finnland), Euclid (UK),
Intelligence on Culture (UK), Association of Cultural Economics (Italy), Cultural Policy Institute (Russia).
The Foundation engages 13 experienced specialists which work in 3 units – project department,
research and evaluation department, e-learning platform department.

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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Pro Cultura Foundation
Organisation

Country Poland

City 01-742

Street

Person

Name Magdalena Janczewska

Vice President

Organisation

Pro Cultura Foundation was established in 2003. The mission of our organization is to share knowledge
and experience in a field of culture, media and information society technologies (IST). We provide
national and international research and educational projects on defined areas as well as on socio-
cultural change. We undertake our activities on behalf of the European Parliament, ERICarts, the
European Commission and the National Culture Center. The Foundation promotes a citizen activity, an
aware reception and presumption of (digital) culture creation. For 15 years the Pro Cultura has realized
many so called soft projects in a local, regional, national and international environment.
Pro Cultura Foundation co-operates with the international cultural networks CIRCLE, EFAH, ENCATC
and other foreign organizations, institutions and foundations: European Association of Cultural
Researchers e.V. in Bonn (Germany), Kulturkontakt (Austria), ), Budapest Observatory (Hungary),
Observatorio Interarts (Spain), Finnish Foundation for Cultural Research (Finnland), Euclid (UK),
Intelligence on Culture (UK), Association of Cultural Economics (Italy), Cultural Policy Institute (Russia).
The Foundation engages 13 experienced specialists which work in 3 units – project department,
research and evaluation department, e-learning platform department.

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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Pultusk Academy of Humanities
Organisation

Country Poland

City Pultusk

Street Daszynskiego 17

Web http://ah.edu.pl

Person

Name Krzysztof Ostrowski

Vice Rector, Pultusk Academy of
Humanities

Organisation

Established in 1994, non-public (private) university in North-East Poland. Ph D in History and Political
Science. Fifty thousands MA and BA in History, Political Science, Sociology, Administration, Pedagogy
and Polish Philology. Cooperating with East and West European universities in Tempus and Erasmus
Mundus programs, now ready for research cooperation on current European problems

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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Queen's University Belfast
Organisation

Country United Kingdom

City Belfast

Street University Road

Web http://www.qub.ac.uk/

Person

Name Muiris MacCarthaigh

Associate Professor of Politics
and Public Administration

Organisation

Queen’s University Belfast is one of the leading universities in the UK and Ireland with a distinguished
heritage and history.
Founded in 1845 as Queen's College Belfast, we became an independent university in 1908. Today, we
are ranked in the top 200 universities in the world (#180; QS World Rankings 2019), and a member of
the Russell Group of UK research intensive universities, combining excellence in research and education
with a student-centred ethos.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Queen's University Belfast
Organisation

Country United Kingdom

City Belfast

Street

Person

Name Heather Johnson

Senior Lecturer, International
Studies

Organisation

Queen’s University Belfast is one of the leading universities in the UK and Ireland with a distinguished
heritage and history.
Founded in 1845 as Queen's College Belfast, we became an independent university in 1908. Today, we
are ranked in the top 200 universities in the world (QS World Rankings 2019), and a member of the
Russell Group of UK research intensive universities, combining excellence in research and education
with a student-centred ethos.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective
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Queens University Belfast
Organisation

Country United Kingdom

City Belfast

Street 63 University Road, Belfast

Person

Name Sarah Jayne Smith

European and International
Research Manager

Organisation

Queen’s University Belfast is one of the leading universities in the UK and Ireland with a distinguished
heritage and history. Founded in 1845 as Queen's College Belfast, we became an independent
university in 1908. Today, we are ranked in the top 200 universities in the world (QS World Rankings
2019), and a member of the Russell Group of UK research intensive universities, combining excellence in
research and education with a student-centred ethos

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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REG ID
Organisation

Country Croatia

City ZAGREB

Street

Person

Name Irena Dajcar

CMO/Business Consultant

Organisation

Professional Business Services & Inclusive Entrepreneurship

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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Region Västerbotten
Organisation

Country Sweden

City Umeå

Street Västra Norrlandsgatan 13

Web http://www.regionvasterbotten.se

Person

Name Carina Eriksson

Senior advisor/Depute head of
Communication and
Externalrelations

Organisation

Region Västerbotten has regional development responsibility in Västerbotten County. Region
Västerbotten was founded 2008 to take the regional political responsibility for regional development
issues in a politically-governed organization and have a clear political representation in regional
growth.
The region of Västerbotten has always the county's growth and development in focus. Our regional
development work is extremely important for the county to develop positively. We work to increase our
attractiveness and create the best possible living conditions for the county's citizens. A positive
regional development creates employment, good access to education, leisure and culture, good living
and a good community service.
Our focus areas are regional development planning, business and entrepreneurship, tourism
(Västerbottensturism), energy, environment and climate, competence supply and education, transport
infrastructure and communications, IT infrastructure and applications (IT Västerbotten), renewal of
community service, international engagement, EU, regional cultural development.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism
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Region Vasterbotten
Organisation

Country Sweden

City Umea

Street

Web http://regionvasterbotten.se/

Person

Name Umberto Pernice

Innovation Consultant

Organisation

Swedish Regional Government.
Region Västerbotten has regional development responsibility in Västerbotten County. Region
Västerbotten was founded 2008 to take the regional political responsibility for regional development
issues in a politically-governed organization and have a clear political representation in regional
growth.
Region of Västerbotten has always the county's growth and development in focus. Region Västerbotten
works to increase our attractiveness and create the best possible living conditions for the county's
citizens. A positive regional development creates employment, good access to education, leisure and
culture, good living and a good community service.
Region Västerbotten focus areas are regional development planning, business and entrepreneurship,
tourism (Västerbottensturism), energy, environment and climate, competence supply and education,
transport infrastructure and communications, IT infrastructure and applications (IT Västerbotten),
renewal of community service, international engagement, EU, regional cultural development.

Areas of Activity

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Disruptive technologies for smarter and inclusive public services
Assessing benefits and risks of using disruptive technologies (e.g. Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning technologies) to provide smarter and inclusive public services..
Piloting disruptive technology in urban and rural areas.
Region Vasterbotten (North Sweden) is one of the governments proposing to pilot a mix of disruptive
technologies as well as to define the implementation strategy allowing digital transformation of the
regional operational work processes.
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Research Centre of the Slovenian
Academy of Sciences and Arts
Organisation

Country Slovenia

City Ljubljana

Street Novi trg 2

Web https://www.zrc-sazu.si/en

Person

Name Špela Ledinek Lozej

Research Administrator and
Research Fellow

Organisation

The Research Centre of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts (ZRC SAZU) consists of 18
research units or institutes. Situated in the hearts of the historical center of Ljubljana, next to the
Slovenian Academy of Sciences and arts building, ZRC SAZU has more than 300 employees, roughly
250 of whom are researchers. ZRC SAZU also has three branch offices outside of Ljubljana: in Nova
Gorica, Maribor, petanjci, Postojna, Tolmin, and Barje.
ZRC SAZU conducts basic research across a range of fields, included natural, earth, and spatial
sciences (paleontology, paleoecology, archaeobotany, archaeozoology, palynology, sedimentary
geology, biology, zoology, botany, karst sciences, geomorphology, natural risks, hydrology, climatology,
environmental protection, earth observation, and geographical information systems) and the social
sciences and humanities (demography, neuropsychopharharmacology, sociomedicine, anthropology,
visual anthropology, historical geography, cultural geography, regional geography, regional planning,
philosophy, ontology, psychoanalysis, political philosophy, philosophy and science, aesthetics,
ethnomusicology, musicology, ethnology, linguistics, digital humanities, literary studies, literary
sociology, archaeology, socioeconomic history, cultural history, political and administrative history, art
history, onomastics, dialectology, and bilinguism).
In terms of applied research, the expertise of the ZRC SAZU institutes has direct application in
lexicography and the creation of Slovenian dictionaries; the care, preservation, protection, and
management of the cultural and natural heritage; environmental protection; water resource
management; professional support in building infrastructure (highways and railways), and the
development of methodology, and preventive or intervention programs for mentally ill.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding • DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
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migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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RMIT Europe
Organisation

Country Spain

City Barcelona

Street MediaTIC, 117 c/ roc de Boronat, 5th Floor

Web http://www.rmit.eu

Person

Name Gareth Macnaughton

Senior Research Associate

Organisation

RMIT University, Australia's largest University with 86,000 students has established a research unit in
Europe in Barcelona. Specialisation covers democracy, technology, nature based systems, public
administration. Additionally, RMIT university has campuses in Vietnam, Singapore, Sri Lanka and
Indonesia which have been active in some INCO calls.

Areas of Activity

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

Marketplace Opportunities
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PROJECT COOPERATION

Trials for Democracy
We are looking for political sociologists who have extensive expereince in group trials and tests of
values/ attitudes. We will be adding some advanced technologies and want expereinced partner with
track record.

PROJECT COOPERATION

International Refugee Comparisons
RMIT has extensive expereince in South-Asia and South-East Asia. We have multiple campus. RMIT
also hosts the permanent secretariat of the UN Global Cities Compact and as such as a global
network of partners - we would be ideal to work on international comparison.

PROJECT COOPERATION

Housing, education and training for all
RMIT has worked extensively in driving inclusion activities for marginal communities. This includes
working in ensuring better holistic living environments - combining nature based systems into
archiecture and community building activities. We are keen to work on international comparison
actions - as well as core research in indicators and evaluation of policy initiatives.

PROJECT COOPERATION

Differentiation in European governance
Extensive RMIT investments have been made in having a Jean Monnet Centre in Australia as well as
RMIT Europe research hub in Barcelona. We have extensive political science capacity and can add
elements of design, ICT and industry partnership.
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RMIT Univeristy
Organisation

Country Spain

City Barcelona

Street MediaTIC, 117 c/Roc de Boronat

Web http://www.rmit.eu

Person

Name Gareth Macnaughton

Senior Research Associate

Organisation

RMIT Europe is not a university student campus in the conventional sense. Rather, we're a team of
professional staff committed to connecting the expertise of RMIT researchers and the ambition of
RMIT students with transformative experiences in Europe.
Our partnerships with quality research institutions and industry leaders in Europe are about more than
having aligned objectives – there is a focus on true co-creation and finding new and better ways of
doing things.
With our partners in Europe, we work together to shape the world through collaborative design,
research, learning and problem-solving to create impact.
Our location in Barcelona, one of Europe's most vibrant cities, evolved from the University's work on
Gaudi’s iconic basilica La Sagrada Familia.
And our continued presence in Barcelona's creative heart sets our pace and drive, with its world-
renowned design and architectural achievements, advances in sustainable urban futures as well as a
strong commitment to innovation and entrepreneurship.

Areas of Activity

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services
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Rural - communication and sociology
consultancy
Organisation

Country Hungary

City Balatoncsicsó

Street Domb utca 1

Web https://www.facebook.com/ruralbt/

Person

Name Gusztáv Nemes

Rural sociologist development
consultant

Organisation

Rural Bt (Rural Sociology and Communication LP) is a limited partnership owned by Gusztáv Nemes
PhD and Zsuzsanna Fazekas PhD. The company has been working as a consultancy since 1993, dealing
with European rural economy and society in a globalising World. Our main mission is to create and
distribute knowledge, support innovation and assist rural communities to find and construct better
futures for themselves. We do both research and consultancy, have skills in organisation and
facilitation of workshops, living labs, participatory methodology, communication (including social
networks and video), building transdisciplinary research networks including farmers, NGOs and
government institutions. Rural LP is a small consultancy, focused on socio-economic development of
rural areas, with special regard to social innovation, local food systems, short food chains, rural
tourism, cultural heritage, youth and social justice. Another area of our activities is strategic planning
and evaluation of rural development programmes from the level of LEADER LAGs to national and EU
level policies. We had commissions from DG AGRI, LEADER LAGs and small rural companies too, have
contacts with producers, NGOs and policy makers.
We have had projects in the following areas:
Research consultancy
We contributed to a number of applied research projects and surveys in different topics, such as urban
and rural planning, poverty, agricultural transformation, environmental sustainability, etc.
Capacity building through social media
From 2006 we have had many projects using participatory film making and other participatory
techniques (mapping, smart phones, etc.). We worked with local development groups, rural youth,
entrepreneurs, using community film making for training, community building, self-evaluation,
marketing, etc. Some films with English subtitles:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XnAnH594WU0&list=PLZdrlE4wSYjP341bW2d4pZJ-XJbfxDGIn
Policy evaluation
We worked on the development of evaluation methodology and in official evaluations of rural policies
(ex-ante, mid-term, ex-post) both on domestic (Hungarian) and EU level.
Capacity building with disadvantaged social groups
We worked with segregated, poor Roma communities in remote rural areas of Hungary in the
“Cserehát Programme” financed by the UNDP in 2005-2007. Our task was as ‘expert coach’ helping
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social innovation and development in 18 Hungarian villages.
Capacity building in rural tourism
From 2011 our main activities concerned sustainable rural tourism, we participated in a number of
actual local development projects, developing GIS based smartphone applications, social marketing,
websites, making films, etc. We participated in the development of the Hungarian version of the
European Territorial Quality Mark (ETQM), with training bringing EU best practices, connections to the
participating Hungarian local action groups, and became the certified national auditor of the system.
Capacity building in cultural heritage
During the last 2 years we started to work in the field of cultural heritage (CH). We participated in the
development of new management plans of two Hungarian UNESCO World Heritage sites, as experts
for rural development, tourism and process assistance/facilitation. We are currently consultants in an
international capacity building project “Revealing the Socio-Economic potentials of cultural heritage”
(REVEAL) aimed at the development of two methodologies: (1) an evaluation methodology to measure
the socio-economic impact of cultural heritage investment; and (2) an intervention methodology, to
enhance local socio-economic effects.
Facilitation of events, meetings, workshops and training
We have special skills in the organisation, facilitation and documentation of events and workshops. We
contributed to a wide range of events and topics, from meetings aimed at local development strategies
through national workshops on European Innovation Partnerships, to large international gatherings,
organised by the European Rural Network.
Facilities and skills
We can operate on three languages (Hungarian, English, Spanish). The company has a new office
building and video studio and equipment for all our normal activities. We can build on a number of
professional connections internationally and can employ additional stuff for concrete projects.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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RVO
Organisation

Country Netherlands

City Den Haag

Street

Person

Name Lieke Michiels van Kessenich

NCP

Organisation

National Contact Point SC6

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services
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Sabanci University Center of
Excellence for Gender and Women’s
Studies (SU GENDER)
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Istanbul

Street Mevlut Pehlivan Sok Sibel Apt, No: 18/15
Gayrettepe

Person

Name Gulru Goker

Researcher

Organisation

About SU GENDER:
Acting as an interdisciplinary forum since 2002, SU GENDER is currently a center of excellence in
gender studies (since 2015). Our activities are geared towards eliminating all forms of discrimination
including gender identity, sexual orientation, language, ethnic background, class or faith; creating
discussion and sharing environments that support pluralism, creativity, equality and solidarity; making
academic knowledge available and accessible for all, and strengthening the flow and exchange of
knowledge between the worlds of academia, civil society, art, politics, and everyday life. SU Gender has
been actively raising awareness about gender equality within and outside the university. In 2006-2007,
we came together from various faculties as students, faculty members, and administrative staff at the
intersection of two transformative projects: the constitution of the Sabancı University Principle
Document for Preventing and Providing Support against Sexual Harassment and the establishment of
the Purple Certificate Program as a part of the United Nations Joint Program for the Development of
Women and Children’s Human Rights (BMOP). Aside from frequently organizing conferences, panels
and discussions, the Center runs two innovative programs: The Purple Certificate Program – for the
integration of gender equality to high school curricula and the Curious Steps Gender and Memory
Walks Program - presenting alternative gender-informed perspectives on the historical, social and
political relations that shape the city in which we live. We also provide gender equality trainings to
education institutions, civil society organizations and the private sector.
About Sabanci University:
Established in 1996, Sabanci University (SU) is internationally recognized as one of the most innovative
and research-oriented universities in Turkey, as suggested by its ranking according to the
Entrepreneurial and Innovative University Index of the Scientific and Technological Research Council of
Turkey (TUBITAK). At SU, academic activities are performed within the framework of three faculties
composed of non-departmental and interdisciplinary programs: Faculty of Engineering and Natural
Sciences, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences and School of Management, which feature a total of 13
undergraduate and 41 graduate programs. As of 2017, research funding size is 40 million Euro so far
with 631 projects. There are 1.2 projects per faculty member with an average funding of TL 450,000.
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59% of the projects generated from national foundation sources (TÜBİTAK), 23% from private sector,
12% from European Commission programmes. SU has 16 EC FP6 projects (Total Budget: €3.454.610 ); 47
EC FP7 projects; 31 Marie Curie Grants (17 IRG,9 CIG, 3 ITN,1 IOF,1 IRSES), 10 Cooperation Projects, 3
Capacities Projects, 3 FET Flagship Projects. (Total Budget: € 6.394.652 ) Under Horizon 2020
innovation and research framework program 6 projects have been funded so far ; 1 Marie Sklodowska
Curie Global Fellowship Project, 1 ERC, 2 RISE, 1 ICT, 1 CSA. In 2015, Sabanci University disclosed a
record-high number of 20 inventions. These inventions will likely bring an increase in patent
applications and registered patents in the near future. Since 2000, Sabanci University faculty and
researchers have made more than 3000 scientific and technical publications. In 2015, the number of
scientific publications per faculty member was 1.7.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Expertise in gender equality and gender research in relation to migration
and politics
SU Gender is an interdisciplinary center. Our research interests can be summarized as follows:
•Gender and peacebuilding, women in peace processes, gender and reconciliation, gender and
militarism
•Gender and displacement
•Gender and violence, gender and social memory
•Comparative political economy of education, skills, social policy and regulation
•Political participation, women’s movements, gender and politics
•Masculinities, sexualities, neoliberalism, work, the city, mobilities
•Literature and politics, literary and cultural theory, cultural memory, trauma studies, gender and
representation
•Global health inequalities, gender, body and health, narratives of sickness, health and migration
Research Methods
•Interviews, focus groups
•Ethnography
•Oral history
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•Surveys
•Secondary data analysis
•Scenario analysis
•Textual and discourse analysis
•Archive, media and social media analysis
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Şakirpaşa Anadolu Lisesi
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Adana

Street Şakirpaşa mah sanayi sitesi Adana/Turkey

Web http:sakirpasaanadolulisesi.meb.k12.tr

Person

Name Sebiha Erik

Art teacher

Organisation

I want to participate in my school Anatolian high school projects, but we have never been involved
before, please give us a chance

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
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on children and youth
• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The

societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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Santa María la Real Foundation of
Historic Heritage
Organisation

Country Spain

City Aguilar de Campoo

Street Av. Ronda 1 y 3

Web https://www.santamarialareal.org/

Person

Name Ernesto López

Project Manager

Organisation

Santa María la Real Foundation of Historic Heritage is an organization with more than 200
professionals working on the study, restoration, conservation and divulgation of social, natural and
cultural heritage. Our daily work and achievements are the best example of the value of heritage.
We have spent more than 40 years creating development in the territories through the implementation
of projects and initiatives based on three axes: heritage, landscape and people.
Areas of interest:
•Study, restoration, conservation, management and divulgation of heritage.
•Monitoring of historical heritage.
•Tourism and smart tourist destinations.
•New uses and rehabilitation of cultural heritage.
•Social innovation: launching pads for employment
•Industrial heritage.
•Rural development.
•Promotion of employment and entrepreneurship.
•Care assistance of the elderly.
•Revitalization of territories in socio-economic decline.
•Mitigation and adaptation to climate change.
•Renewable energy.
•Energy efficiency.

Areas of Activity

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
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regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

historical environment and cultural
heritage sites
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School of Communication of the
Complutense University of Madrid
Organisation

Country Spain

City Madrid

Street Avda Complutense s/n

Web https://www.ucm.es/uaiccinf/

Person

Name Dimitrina Semova

Research Advisor at the
Complutense University (Madrid)

Organisation

Researchers and practitioners with large experience from the School of Communication of the
Complutense University of Madrid (Spain). Our research and practice based teams offer expertise on
the following topics:
GOVERNANCE-01-2019 Trust in governance
Expertise offered: Transparency in the management of public institutions as general and of education
institutions, specifically. Main objective: support and reinforce participation of citizens in our
democracies. The TRA.BU.COM group has a large experience in monitoring of the right of access to
public documents and comparing the results with recommendations for good practices from
regulatory organizations dealing with transparency, such as ICO in England or Consejo de
Transparencia in Spain. Our practice based research will tackle both quantitative and qualitative
aspects of transparency in governance of institutions.
TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019: Innovative solutions for inclusive and sustainable urban
environments
Corporate Social Responsibility, Sustainability, etc. Practice-based strategies on cities and urban
planning in collaboration with industry and public administrations to create more sustainable and
humane cities.
Expertise offered:
-Brand activism.
-Trends in commercial communication.
-New trends in communication and big data.
-The new corporate reputation of the institutions in open and polarized societies.
- The impact of social, political and economic changes on enterprises, derived from new attitude of
companies to get engaged at social issues. Practice based research of specific regions or countries, as
well as comparisons of the behavior of certain specific brands in different markets.
-Study about the Image, Identity, Personality and Brand Management of enterprises.
- Make industry and business more competitive and to promote job creation and economic growth by
creating a business-friendly environment through a new culture in organizations and reputation.
DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation, Digital Single Market and European culture: new challenges
for creativity, intellectual property rights and copyright.
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Expertise offered: Profiles specialized in content production, brand communication in new media, etc.
Our contribution here could be an analysis of brands as creators and producers of content in the new
digital society, changes in the creation and consumption of audiovisual content with new platforms
such as Netflix, Amazon's Prime Video, etc.
TRANSFORMATIONS-2019-2020: Social platform on the impact assessment and the quality of
interventions in European historical environment and cultural heritage sites
Expertise Offered: Well experienced team from the School of Communication of the Complutense
University (Spain) explores the use of audiovisual media as tools to improve the transfer of scientific
knowledge to the society. Our research focuses mainly on scientific and divulgative documentaries:
Feature films and scientific and informative documentary series; Audiovisual didactic units; Virtual
classrooms and audiovisual formats for online teaching.
We are interested in projects about culture, audiovisual heritage and in the Transformations calls, in
general.
TRANSFORMATIONS-2019-2020 Societal challenges and the arts
Art and culture is a powerful tool to grab direct attention and point to critical problems affecting our
societies. Experts from our faculty have been working on the phenomena of the so called artivism:
social and political engagment through cultural practices. Our focus is on participatory practices which
look for new ways of political intervention and open up new forms of action that move beyond
traditional paradigms of activism. Diversity and enhancing social inclusion through artivism are main
approaches in our research and practice.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Trust in governance
Expertise offered: Transparency in the management of public institutions as general and of education
institutions, specifically. Main objective: support and reinforce participation of citizens in our
democracies. The TRA.BU.COM group has a large experience in monitoring of the right of access to
public documents and comparing the results with recommendations for good practices from
regulatory organizations dealing with transparency, such as ICO in England or Consejo de
Transparencia in Spain. Our practice based research will tackle both quantitative and qualitative
aspects of transparency in governance of institutions.

PROJECT COOPERATION

Activism and Corporate Social Responsibility
Corporate Social Responsibility, Sustainability, etc. Practice-based strategies on cities and urban
planning in collaboration with industry and public administrations to create more sustainable and
humane cities.
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Expertise offered:
-Brand activism.
-Trends in commercial communication.
-New trends in communication and big data.
-The new corporate reputation of the institutions in open and polarized societies.
- The impact of social, political and economic changes on enterprises, derived from new attitude of
companies to get engaged at social issues. Practice based research of specific regions or countries, as
well as comparisons of the behavior of certain specific brands in different markets.
-Study about the Image, Identity, Personality and Brand Management of enterprises.
- Make industry and business more competitive and to promote job creation and economic growth by
creating a business-friendly environment through a new culture in organizations and reputation.

PROJECT COOPERATION

Creativity and audiovisual content
Expertise offered: Profiles specialized in content production, brand communication in new media, etc.
Our contribution here could be an analysis of brands as creators and producers of content in the new
digital society, changes in the creation and consumption of audiovisual content with new platforms
such as Netflix, Amazon's Prime Video, etc.

PROJECT COOPERATION

Divulgative audiovisual formats
Expertise Offered: Well experienced team from the School of Communication of the Complutense
University (Spain) explores the use of audiovisual media as tools to improve the transfer of scientific
knowledge to the society. Our research focuses mainly on scientific and divulgative documentaries:
Feature films and scientific and informative documentary series; Audiovisual didactic units; Virtual
classrooms and audiovisual formats for online teaching.
We are interested in projects about culture, audiovisual heritage and in the Transformations calls, in
general.

PROJECT COOPERATION

Culture/Artivism
Art and culture is a powerful tool to grab direct attention and point to critical problems affecting our
societies. Experts from our faculty have been working on the phenomena of the so called artivism:
social and political engagment through cultural practices. Our focus is on participatory practices which
look for new ways of political intervention and open up new forms of action that move beyond
traditional paradigms of activism. Diversity and enhancing social inclusion through artivism are main
approaches in our research and practice.
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School of Economics and Business,
Kaunas University of Technology
Organisation

Country Lithuania

City Kaunas

Street

Web https://ktu.edu

Person

Name Asta Savanevičienė

Prof.,Principal Investigator of
Sustainable Management
research group

Organisation

Kaunas university of technology (KTU) is one the largest technological universities in the Baltics. Known
for its linkages with business, leadership in scientific research, flexible interdisciplinary study
programmes and unforgettable study experience, KTU is fast forwarding to becoming an
internationally acknowledged institution of higher education. KTU’s Startup Space (27 startups in 3
recent years) fosters young businesses, providing much sought-after support and knowledge needed by
new enterprises. KTU contributes to solving real problems, carrying out 70 percent of all the R&D
provided by Lithuanian universities for business and industry KTU is also founder of two integrated
science, study, and business valleys (Santaka and Nemunas), providing open-access laboratory spaces
for collaboration among students, researchers, and business representatives to create innovations and
form new, interesting partnerships.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making
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selçuk university
Organisation

Country Turkey

City SELÇUKLU

Street beyhekim mah gülsarayı sok

Web http://www.selcuk.edu.tr/

Person

Name Esra Kabaklarlı

Associate prof

Organisation

public universtiy . Economics department

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making
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Siedlce University of Natural Sciences
and Humanities
Organisation

Country Poland

City Siedlce

Street

Web https://www.uph.edu.pl

Person

Name Grzegorz Polak

Rector's Plenipotentiary for
Projects Coordination

Organisation

We are public university located in Siedlce aimed at finding opportunities for new research areas as
well as implementation of internationally recognized projects.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Siedlce University/ Institute of
Chemistry
Organisation

Country Poland

City Siedlce

Street 3 Maja 54

Web https://www.wns.edu.pl

Person

Name Danuta Branowska

assistant professor

Organisation

Institute of Chemistry performed their research in synthesis and study of physicochemical properties of
new materials. Those are heteroaromatic compounds, siloxanes, complexes with transition metals,
liquid crystals which can be used in electronic, pharmaceutical and agriculture. The study focused on
heterocyclic compounds and optimalization of new stereoselective synthesis methods aimed at
discovered biologically active compounds. Obtained structures are confirmed by NMR technique and
X-ray analysis. Synthesis and spectroscopic study of luminescence complexes are a drive to find new
materials for optoelectronics. Researches in area of anti- and pro-oxidants in foods allow assessing
healthy properties of food products. Furthermore, there are conducted studies concerning influence of
electrons with nucleotides and aminoacids, what is a consequence in recognition of mechanisms of
formation of civilization diseases.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright
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Sinnergiak Social Innovation
Organisation

Country Spain

City Donostia-San Sebastian

Street Ondarreta 18

Web https://www.sinnergiak.org/

Person

Name Igone Guerra

Project Manager

Organisation

Sinnergiak Social Innovation is a research group at the University of the Basque Country. The main
lines of research are: social innovation, public sector innovation and governance, workkplace
innovation.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

GOVERNANCE 18-19. INNOVATION IN GOVERNMENT.
I would be glad to present the expertise of the research group of the University of the Basque Country
that is interested in joining consortia on the call "Governance".
We are working on a challenging initiative alongside a Provincial Public Administration promoting a
new way of governance in which experimentation, co.creation and collaboration are key drivers for the
innovation in the public sector. Confidence, trust, social listening and participation are at the core of
the proposal.
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Social Sciences University of Ankara
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Ankara

Street Hukumet Meydani Ulus

Person

Name Emir Kaya

Assistant Professor of Law

Organisation

It is a university dedicated to the studies and research on social sciences.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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SocLab Foundation
Organisation

Country Poland

City Bialystok

Street

Web http://soclab.org.pl

Person

Name Agnieszka Maszkowska

Project Manager, Vice-President

Organisation

The Foundation specializes in the implementation of social research and evaluations in the field of
culture, participation and other topics important in society. Since 2013 the Foundation carries out
projects in order to support social and civil activity of Poles. We provide them the knowledge and skills
through trainings, counseling and social animation. Our main program is Civic Laboratory which
consists of multifold activities in the field of civic participation, in particular dedicated to residents,
community leaders, office workers, youth, NGO representatives, elderly people as well as groups at risk
of social exclusion (direct recipients: over 500 persons). Program was implemented in cooperation with
the public sector institutions and NGOs. The activities included, among others, training for different
social groups, research activities, study visits, publishing educational publications, setting up and
operating the web portal for the public consultations, organizing debates and conferences, conducting
model public consultations, dissemination activities. We are active on the national level in the field of
participation. Since 2015 the Foundation has been a partner / co-organizer of the national event
"Forum of Participation Practicioners" – which is a cyclic educational event nationwide for civic
participation. About 200 people attended the Forums every year. The Foundation conducts regular
meetings in Bialystok called TechKlub. They are dedicated to the communities of people interested in
the use of new technologies in social activities. The meetings have the aim to exchange experiences in
the field of using new applications, softwares, technologies and knowledge of how to use them.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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South Norway European Office
Organisation

Country Norway

City Kristiansand

Street Universitetsveien 19

Web http://south-norway.no

Person

Name Karsten Aust

EU Advisor

Organisation

The South Norway European Office is a knowledge and development centre located in Kristiansand,
Norway and in Brussels, Belgium. The office works towards better exploitation of opportunities, deriving
from the EEA Agreement, increased participation in EU projects such as H2020 and projects supported
by Norway Grants.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance
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SPANISH NATIONAL POLICE
Organisation

Country Spain

City Madrid

Street Julián González Segador, 2

Web https://www.policia.es

Person

Name mg Chao

R&I Department

Organisation

The Spanish National Police Force (Policía Nacional-PN) is a police force (LEA) born in 1824. PN has
been growing up as police force from its origin to the present day. Currently, we are more than 64.000
police officers, and it is a Law Enforcement Agency with competences in all Spanish territory. One of
the PN strategic lines in home security is to achieve a police force more dynamic, more efficient and
more intelligent use of new technologies and new working methods to be more effective.
According to the Organic Law 2/86, depending on the Spanish Minister of Interior, the PN statutory
tasks, among others, are: “Capture, receive and analyze the data of interest in order to ensure the
public security, and study, plan and execute all the techniques and methods to prevent the crime”.

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth
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Spanish National Police
Organisation

Country Spain

City Madrid

Street C/ Francos Rodríguez 104

Web https://www.policia.es

Person

Name S. Corrochano

CENTRAL UNIT OF COMMUNITY
POLICING

Organisation

The Spanish National Police Force (Policía Nacional-PN) is a police force (LEA) born in 1824. PN has
been growing up as police force from its origin to the present day. Currently, we are more than 64,000
police officers, and it is a Law Enforcement Agency with competences in all Spanish territory. One of
the PN strategic lines in home security is to achieve a police force more dynamic, more efficient and
more intelligent use of new technologies and new working methods to be more effective.
According to the Organic Law 2/86, depending on the Spanish Minister of Interior, the PN statutory
tasks, among others, are: “Capture, receive and analyze the data of interest in order to ensure the
public security, and study, plan and execute all the techniques and methods to prevent the crime”.

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth
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State Education Development Agency
Organisation

Country Latvia

City Riga

Street

Person

Name Laura Bužinska

Senior expert

Organisation

The State Education Development Agency (SEDA; VIAA in Latvian) is a direct administration institution
which is subordinated to the Ministry of Education and Science.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
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• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

challenges to reinvigorate democracies
• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in

government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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State Enterprise “Centre for Science-
Technical Information and Innovation
Progress Facilitation in Ukraine”
Organisation

Country Ukraine

City Kyiv

Street

Person

Name Valentyna Andrushchenko

Senior Researcher

Organisation

National Center for EU Cooperation in Science and Technology

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making
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Stichting Project Realisatie van
Initiatieven door Modulatie van
Entrepreneurschap
Organisation

Country Netherlands

City DEN HELDER

Street

Web http://brickme.org

Person

Name Daniel Weiss

Director

Organisation

Prime Holland is a non profit foundation focused on education in the field of tourism, social media and
innovation on entrepreurship. Prime Holland has writen and run several projects focused on the tourism
sector operating through different EU projects, Fifth frame program, Grundtvig, LEO TOI. In Turkey
Prime Holland has developed projects and Mobilities for the cities of Denizli redesigning the city
services when Denizli became a metropolitan region of 1 .2 millon inhabitants. Working in a LEOTOI
project for the Bolu Tourism School Prime Holland has adapted the school curricula to games.
http://ivetagr.org/gamevet/ In another project with the same organisation Prime Holland
worked on developing new services and products for the tourism sector on the social media. One of the
project is on Instagram http://iconosquare.com/tag/mudurnuntvis/ and http://www.facebook.com/
pages/Bolugram/390365214351537 Prime Holland has developed educational material for the social
media tools showing practical cases such as https://www.facebook.com/pages/Bolugram-
Veneziagram-SQCgram/390365214351537 In Europe,
it has also implemented projects in Italy, Romania, Slovenia, Germany, Lithuania and Spain. Prime
Holland has designed http://brickme.org training and crowd-funding platform for educational projects.
Prime Holland has developed training programs on the use of social media, toolkit manual on tourism,
Roving Museum Toolkit: http://tinyurl.com/ogrl7f8 Training program in Munich http://tinyurl.com/ogrl7f8
Prime Holland is member of different organizations and it has an extensive networks of partners in the
field of tourism sector with whom we cooperate in developing educational tourism programs in
Uruguay and Brasil. In the VOIP LEO TOI project delivers an online e-learning system adapted to users’
needs in terms of usability and methodology, and a set of multi-lingual courses to train learners on
useful Internet tools. In the GIVE LEO-TOI project -GIVE 2011-1-PL1-
LEO05-19885 worked on guidance for VET students in rural areas In the partnership project New
Transgenerational Visual Learning has developed an interactive platform and trained Young Adults/
seniors and VET students in the use of Social MEDIA. http://ivetagr.org/dtedu/ntvis. NTVIS has been
selected as best practice by OPEN EDUCATION EUROPE: https://www.openeducationeuropa.eu/en/
project/ntvis
Daniel Weiss Daniel Weiss has post graduate on GIS and urban planning and a Certificate EQF level
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06 on Heritage Interpretation by the
Agean University. He has teached design thinking and innovation at Elisava University In-service
training re-designing library services at Hacettepe University He has published in cooperation with the
Agean University Research unit http://www.scribd.com/doc/154047420/SEETCPSAGITTARIUS- The-
Roving-Museum He has developed games for different cities to bring into light the local heritage and
services. Some examples are. http://brickme.org http://gamevet.org/blog/ PRIME HOLLAND has
participated Framework Programs 5 & 6, Grundtvig Lifelong Learning, Transfer of Resutls in Leonardo
TOI projetcs in Hungary, Germany and Turkey. Youth, ENPI, DAPHNE, LEO TOI, LEO DOI, Europe for
Citizens projects. Developer of the Cognitive Metro Line Methodology Developing Projects merging
Game Methodologies and Trans Media Convergence +Social Media + Design Thinking for
Job Counsellors and VET. Developing sustainable Tourism projects based on Social Media and Design
Thinking. Developing Transgenerational Digital Literacy projects for libraries. Developing for the HOTEL
business new ways of management based on Social Media. PRIME HOLLAND has been working
supporting entrepreneurship and new business model for more than 25 years in the Region of Den
Helder and the North of the Netherlands.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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SWPS University of Social Sciences
and Humanities
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street Chodakowska 19/31

Web https://english.swps.pl

Person

Name Izabela Grabowska

Professor

Organisation

SWPS University of Social Sciences and Humanities was established in 1996. It is the first private
university in Poland. The University has been ranked by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education
as the leading higher education institution offering Social Sciences programs in Poland.
Since its inception, SWPS University has been dedicated to teaching and research. We help our
students realize their full potential and prepare them to meet the demands of the contemporary world.
Our researchers conduct projects that have actual impact on the lives of individuals and communities.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies
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SWPS University of Social Sciences
and Humanities
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warszawa

Street Chodakowska 19/31

Web http://swps.pl

Person

Name Marta Buler

Young Researcher/ PhD
candidate

Organisation

SWPS University of Social Sciences and Humanities was established in 1996. It is the first private
university in Poland. The University has been ranked by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education
as the leading higher education institution offering Social Sciences programs in Poland.
Since its inception, SWPS University has been dedicated to teaching and research. We help our
students realize their full potential and prepare them to meet the demands of the contemporary world.
Our researchers conduct projects that have actual impact on the lives of individuals and communities.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion
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T6 Ecosystems
Organisation

Country Italy

City Rome

Street

Web http://www.t-6.it

Person

Name antonella passani

Head of Research

Organisation

T6 is a research and consultancy company based in Rome. T6 works with international research
institutions and companies. The company is composed of a group of people from different professional
and geographical background who made their diversity a complementary and interdisciplinary
strength.
T6 is offering its services with a certain uniqueness: research results are aimed at facilitating
application and transformative actions at local, European and international level. Research and
management activities focus on socio-economic analysis, new technologies and environment as well
as international cooperation.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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TED University
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Ankara

Street Kültür Mahallesi, Ziya Gökalp Cd. 47-48,
Çankaya/Ankara

Web https://www.tedu.edu.tr/en

Person

Name Gizem Solmaz

Research / Teaching Assistant

Organisation

TED University (TEDU) is a young, dynamic university, located in the heart of Ankara. It was founded in
2012 by the Turkish Education Association (TED), which has been pioneering the development of
education in Turkey since 1928. With an emphasis on liberal arts education, TEDU aims to foster
graduates, who are creative, critical-minded, self-confident and well-rounded. The University consists
of five faculties: Architecture, Arts and Sciences, Economics and Administrative Sciences; Education
and Engineering, and English is the medium of instruction. TEDU is a progressive academic institution
offering an integrated approach to higher education and a high quality student-focused educational
experience. Through academically rigorous coursework, dynamic teaching, meaningful research, and a
myriad of opportunities for students to engage locally and abroad we seek to build a diverse
community of socially responsible, globally minded, lifelong learners.

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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TED University Trade Research Center
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Ankara

Street

Web https://trc.tedu.edu.tr/en/trc

Person

Name Nazire Nergiz Dincer

Director of TEDU Trade Research
Center

Organisation

TEDUTRC conducts high quality research in the field of economics, particularly in its areas of expertise:
Turkish Economy and International Economics.
Among TEDUTRC’s main objectives are to provide policy recommendations on trade issues to
policymakers, to collaborate with other centers of research excellence and to provide opportunities for
young scholars working in its research areas.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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Télécom ParisTech
Organisation

Country France

City Paris

Street 46 rue Barrault 75013 Paris

Web https://www.telecom-paristech.fr/

Person

Name Anaïs Bézanger

European Project Manager

Organisation

Télécom ParisTech is one of the Top 4 Engineering Schools in France. Its research covers the entire field
of digital technology. Its teaching and research encompass all the disciplines of Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) and also Human, Social and Economical Science. The SES
department specializes in societal and economic transformations carried by digital technology and
has significant expertise on migration (design and coordination of the e-Diasporas Atlas Project, the
first finalist in its category for the 2012 Digital Humanities Awards), on smart cities, digital sociology
and online political practices, digital political economy and transformations of the public sphere.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities
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• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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Telefonica
Organisation

Country Spain

City Madrid

Street

Web https://www.telefonica.com/en/home

Person

Name Estanislao Fernandez

R&D Public Programmes
Specialist

Organisation

Telefonica is a Spanish multinational broadband and telecommunications provider with operations in
Europe and the Americas. It's a public company, a component of the Euro Stoxx 50 stock market index
and one of the 150 largest companies in the world.

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright
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The Educational Research Institute
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street Górczewska 8

Web http://www.ibe.edu.pl/en/

Person

Name Agata Poczmańska

Head of the Project
Development Unit

Organisation

The Educational Research Institute (IBE) is an institution conducting interdisciplinary research
concerning the functioning and effectiveness of the education system in Poland. The Institute
participates in national and international research projects, prepares reports, expert opinions and
carries out advisory functions. The Institute is supervised by the Minister of National Education.
The Institute promotes evidence-based policy and practice, and in particular, the studies that results
can be used in practice and educational policy development at both national and local level.
The Institute employs over 200 researchers - mainly sociologists, psychologists, educators, economists,
political scientists - most of whom are eminent specialists in their fields with considerable professional
expertise not only in research work but also teaching, public administration, market/public opinion
research.
The Institute cooperates with central public administration and representatives of local self-
government. IBE’s partners are key institutions in the Polish education system and stakeholders from
labour market. Its growing cooperation network includes also schools, non-governmental
organizations, universities across world, domestic and foreign research centres and international
organizations.
The Institute publishes every year a number of books and studies in the field of education. Since 1982,
the Institute publishes a quarterly “Edukacja”.
The Institute main research areas:
- lifelong learning and national qualifications framework,
- ICT and new technologies in education,
- core curriculum and subject teaching methods,
- measurement and analysis of student educational achievement,
- psychological and pedagogical foundations of school achievement,
- relationship between education and the labour market, especially monitoring the situation of young
people entering the labour market,
- economic determinants of education, financing education and other broad issues concerning
economics of education,
- teacher working conditions, working hours, professional status and competencies,
- institutional and legal problems concerning the education system and educational policy.

Areas of Activity
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• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright
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The John Paul II Catholic University of
Lublin, Poland
Organisation

Country Poland

City Lublin

Street Al. Raclawickie 14

Web www.kul.pl

Person

Name Renata Łukiewicz-Kostro

senior lecturer and doctoral
academic researcher

Organisation

The university with a long tradition . Faculties of: Theology; Law, Canon Law and Administration;
Humanities; Social Sciences; Biotechnology and Environmental Sciences; Mathematics, Informatics and
Landscape Architecture; College of Interdisciplinary Individual Studies in Humanities and Social
Sciences.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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The National Institute of Oriental
Languages and Civilizations
Organisation

Country France

City Paris

Street 65 rue des Grands Moulins

Web http://www.inalco.fr/

Person

Name Asli Denninger

European Grants Officer

Organisation

Since its founding in 1669, INALCO’s mission has been to teach foreign languages and civilizations by
seeking to spread knowledge and skills in order to foster understanding at the cultural, social and
professional levels. Today, it offers research in area studies and training in circa 100 languages that
encompass various disciplines: linguistics, literature, social sciences and humanities (such as, but not
limited to, history, geography, sociology, anthropology, economics, political science, and international
relations). INALCO is a founding member of the Sorbonne Paris Cité University (USPC) association.
With a faculty of 333 professors and researchers and 15 research centres covering studies in Central
and Eastern Europe, Africa, Asia, the Americas, and Oceania, INALCO offers a stimulating environment
for researchers.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Addressing the challenge of migrant integration through ICT-enabled
solutions
Challenge: Charities, authorities and migrant-targeted organizations have trouble connecting with
migrants and refugees, often due to lack of appropriate language/cultural skills (cf Dari vs. Farsi)
Our project idea: Development of appropriate host-country-specific toolkits in migrants' own language
and host-country language to overcome key integration hurdles in relation to health, legal status, jobs,
culture and housing (language-specific apps and/or a multilingual website and/or language-specific
guides
Research Team: ER-TIM (www.er-tim.fr): Expertise in multilingual text mining, textual semantics and
multilingual e-learning
To overcome the challenge, ER-TIM/Inalco proposes to:
•summon in-house resources to handle rarely used languages (including past and present in-house
projects) that contribute to the goal of a better mutual understanding of migrants
•map out migrant/refugee linguistic needs (interviews, research, field work) in EU countries with largest
migrant/refugee inflows
•conduct analysis of most blatant shortcomings of present integration policies (linguistic, cultural,
educational, medical, legal...)
•devise needs-based language/culture-specific guidelines for the development of ICT tools
•mine web for multilingual domain-specific data to offer translation equivalents and develop prototype
for a limited number of languages and host countries
Potential partners: Interministerial Delegation for hosting and integrating refugees, The Ministry for
Internal Affaires in France, Singa Association in France
Requirements for partners:
•review of best practices across EU (EU organisations conducting studies on migrant integration)
•Review of field work done in EU countries, eg non-profits, factoring in psychoological aspects,
highlighting success stories...
•Publicize and spread new tools (grassroots organisations that can boost app/website usage,
government agencies that can refer to and encourage tool use)
•Singling out country-specific organizations that process migrant-related work and draw from this
experience to determine languages/linguistic areas to target (government agencies in charge of
processing migrants, non-profits dedicated to migrant relief, migrant-focused health-care
organisations)
•Enlist migrants for linguistic feedback and technology acceptance (agencies in charge of migrant
relief and help to test prototypes and tools, purpose-orented -eg medical, legal..-outfits thatt can help
narrow the gap between technologies and user expactations....)
•Monitor present state of translation in migrant-related documents (NLP labs to collect to present
translations, academic partners to analyze the real impact of translation on migrants...)

PROJECT COOPERATION

Understanding migration mobility patterns: elaborating mid and long-term
migration scenarios
-
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The Research Council of Norway
Organisation

Country Norway

City Lysaker

Street Drammensveien 288

Person

Name Øydis Hagen

National Contact Point

Organisation

The Research Council of Norway is the national research funding institution and advisory body on
research policy issues. It is also the main responsible organisation for Horizon 2020 in Norway where
most National Contact Points are located. The NCPs aim to facilitate the participation of researchers,
companies and public sector organisations in Horizon 2020.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
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on children and youth
• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The

societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Tilburg University
Organisation

Country Netherlands

City Tilburg

Street

Person

Name Mariana Zuleta Ferrari

Grant officer

Organisation

.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship
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TREE Technology
Organisation

Country Spain

City Madrid

Street

Person

Name Clara Ayora

R&D Projects Unit

Organisation

TREE Technology S.A. (TREE) is a Spanish SME in Information and Communication Technologies. Tree
Technology is an R&D intensive company that provides information and communication technology-
based solutions. We are a data-intensive company.
TREE helps optimizing processes and business operations using advanced ICT solutions focused on
Artificial Intelligence and Big Data, integrating emerging technologies as part of the Smart Data
ecosystem. In particular, BigData, Machine Learning and Analytics, Computer Vision, Cognitive
Systems, or Visual Analytics occupy a position of high standing among the company’s research lines.
R&D activities, in particular cooperative initiatives, are key to the company business model in assessing
the maturity of emerging technologies, gathering new and differential knowledge, and identifying
strategic partners to create new business opportunities.

Areas of Activity

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making
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Trilateral Research
Organisation

Country United Kingdom

City London

Street 72 Hammersmith Road

Web https://trilateralresearch.co.uk/

Person

Name Julia Williamson (Nee
Muraszkiewicz)

Senior Research Analyst

Organisation

A leading multidisciplinary consulting and technology development company. Our team collaborates
across social science (in particular crime, security, human rights, and crisis management) and
technology, to bring insights from each to capture the benefits of data-driven innovation. We create
knowledge and tools that empower our clients to transform research into innovation and innovation
into impact.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

ICT to facilitate Migrant Adaptation and Integration
A re-submission of a project that aims to help local authorities in EU to become better equipped with
data to achieve the goal of sustainable migrant integration.
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Trinity College Dublin
Organisation

Country Ireland

City Dublin

Street College Green

Person

Name Maureen Burgess

Research Programme Officer

Organisation

Founded in 2006, the Trinity Long Room Hub Arts and Humanities Research Institute is dedicated to
advancing Trinity College Dublin’s rich tradition of research excellence in the Arts and Humanities, on
an individual, collaborative and inter-disciplinary basis. We are focused on stimulating and sustaining
the work of pioneering researchers contributing to new knowledge and understanding on the
complexity of human thought, values, expression and behaviour and how it shapes cultures and
societies throughout history and for our time. We are committed to demonstrating how the Arts and
Humanities are at the centre of a civil society and integral to Trinity’s mission to engage fearlessly in
activities that advance a pluralistic, just and sustainable society.
The Trinity Long Room Hub currently has 5 research themes which it supports:
1.Identities in Transformation
2.Digital Humanities
3.Creative Arts Practice
4. Making Ireland
5. Manuscripts, Book and Print Culture
It is also currently supporting emerging research groups in the areas of environmental humanities and
neurohumanities.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
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• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

challenges and the arts
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Trinity College Dublin
Organisation

Country Ireland

City Dublin

Street

Web Www.tcd.ie

Person

Name Fiona Smyth

Research Funding Manager,
central research office

Organisation

Located in a beautiful campus in the heart of Dublin’s city centre, Trinity College Dublin is Ireland’s
highest ranked university, and Ireland's only member of LERU. It is home to 17,000 undergraduate and
postgraduate students across all the major disciplines in the arts and humanities, and in business, law,
engineering, science, and health sciences.
Trinity is an experienced Framework Programme participant, and has been awarded 24 ERC PI grants
through H2020 to date.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
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regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

challenges and the arts
• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing

Inequalities
• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?

Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Trinity College Dublin
Organisation

Country Ireland

City Dublin

Street

Web https://www.tcd.ie

Person

Name Esther Murphy

Research Fellow

Organisation

Trinity College Dublin is recognised internationally as Ireland's premier university and was ranked 88th
position in the top 100 world universities by the QS World University Rankings 2018. TCD secures
around €92m in research income annually, and ranks in the top 1% of the World in 17 key areas.

The School of Nursing and Midwifery, at Trinity College Dublin is ranked 1st in Ireland, 5th in Europe
and 25th in the World in the QS World University Subject Rankings 2018.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth
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TU Delft - Industrial Design
Engineering
Organisation

Country Netherlands

City Delft

Street Landbergstraat 15

Web https://www.tudelft.nl/en/ide/research/

Person

Name Jeroen van der Aa

EU Project Manager

Organisation

Delft University of Technology is the oldest, largest and most comprehensive university of technology in
the Netherlands ranking 54th on the 2018 QS World University Rankings.
The Faculty of Industrial Design Engineering is a well-established Design School, one of the largest in
the world. It was founded in 1969 and currently has about 200 staff members, 140 PhD students, and a
student body of more than 2,000 students. The faculty focuses on research that integrates People,
Business and Technology, and provides excellent facilities for reaching this integration by having a
large number of labs that allows for prototype development and close collaboration with industry. The
faculty is an internationally renowned organization and participates in a large number of international
networks and (EU) projects and frequently hosts conferences and events.

Areas of Activity

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion
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TUBITAK
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Ankara

Street

Web http://www.tubitak.gov.tr

Person

Name Burcu DOGAN

National Contact Point

Organisation

National Coordination Body for Framework Programmes in Turkey.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
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• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

challenges to reinvigorate democracies
• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in

government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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TunisiaPlus
Organisation

Country Tunisia

City Boumhel

Street BP 13 Bis avenue bassatine boumhel

Web https://www.tunisiaplus.org

Person

Name chokri elfidha

president

Organisation

Scientific Association. 3 areas of intervention: vocational integration of young people; the fight against
extremism; reintegration of returning migrants

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making
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Ulster University
Organisation

Country United Kingdom

City Belfast

Street

Web https://www.ulster.ac.uk

Person

Name MARTIN HARAN

Professor of Urban Studies

Organisation

Ulster University (UU) is a multi-campus institution with an international reputation for research
excellence, innovation and regional engagement. The university has a long-standing commitment to
researching and shaping governance, policy, and practice in contested societies dealing with the
legacies of violence and conflict. Specific outputs have centred on confronting the challenges
presented by racism, inequality an economic marginalisation. This portfolio of research has
contributed to addressing blind-spots and lacunas in UK and Irish governance, policy and service
delivery in areas such as gender, disability, ageing and ethnic minorities among others.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments
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Universidad Loyola Andalucía
Organisation

Country Spain

City Sevilla

Street Campus Palmas Altas C/ Energía Solar, 1

Web https://www.uloyola.es/

Person

Name Eva Sánchez

Research Project Officer

Organisation

The Loyola University Andalusia (LUA, Universidad Loyola Andalucía in Spanish) is a young university
with two campuses sited in Seville and Cordoba, Spain. Despite the fact that LOY was formally
founded in 2011, it stems from the School of Economics and Business Sciences, which dates from 1963.
A depository of the best Jesuit educational tradition, the LUA is a Research University with excellent
education and research levels in the fields of technologies and social sciences, which has fostered the
implementation of more than 20 programs covering bachelor, master, and PhD degrees. The Jesuit
identity integrates LUA within a network of over 230 educational and research institutions, all over the
world, with an unequivocal trajectory and prestige.
The LOY combines several departments to conduct cutting-edge multidisciplinary research projects in
the fields of modern power systems, energy storage, computational intelligence and market economy.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
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Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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Universidad Loyola Andalucía
Organisation

Country Spain

City Sevilla

Street C/ Energía Solar, 1. Campus Palmas Altas

Web https://www.uloyola.es

Person

Name Francisco Cuadrado

Associate Dean

Organisation

The University Loyola Andalucía is the eleventh in the Andalusian university system and the first private
university of social initiative in the autonomous region. It is sponsored by the Society of Jesus,
committed to dialogue and different cultures, and aspires to be recognized: for its academic and
research excellence, for the creation of knowledge for the problems and needs of today’s world and
because it is here where men and women are formed to be committed to the development of a more
just and sustainable society. In conclusion, it is a Jesuit University upheld on the values of excellence,
exigency, service, universality, commitment, spirituality and the passion for knowledge.

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth
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UNIVERSIDAD PABLO DE OLAVIDE
Organisation

Country Spain

City SEVILLA

Street CTRA. UTRERA, KM. 1

Web https://www.upo.es/portal/impe/web/
portadaEspecifica?static=no&channel=b1601137-2f47-11de-
b088-3fe5a96f4a88&lang=en

Person

Name AMALIA VAHI SERRANO

Profesora Universidad.

Organisation

UNIVERSIDAD PABLO DE OLAVIDE BELONGS TO THE SYSTEM OF PUBLIC SPANISH UNIVERSITIES. IT
JOINS TO EUROPEAN HIGHER EDUCATION AREA, WITH A MUCH CONSOLIDATED RESEARCH
INNOVATION SECTION.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism
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Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Organisation

Country Spain

City Bellaterra (Cerdanyola del Vallès)

Street Campus Universitari s/n

Web http://www.uab.cat

Person

Name Núria Claver

Research Advisor

Organisation

The Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (UAB) is one of the major public universities in Spain. It is
located in Bellaterra, very close to Barcelona city. UAB is an interdisciplinary university which offers 85
undergraduate courses, covering a wide range of fields such as humanities and arts, social sciences,
health sciences, technology and physical sciences. The University has 40.000 students, almost 3.000
researchers, and it hosts more than 2.300 foreign students.
In the 2018 edition of the Times Higher Education World University Rankings, the UAB is the second
Spanish university, occupying position 147 in the world ranking.
The UAB is an institution that demonstrates its commitment to society by contributing in the agendas
of Responsable Research and Innovation (RRI). The University aims also to contribute to society
through its scientific research. To achieve this objectives, the school offer a wide range of courses, with
78 undergraduate courses, 88 doctoral programmes, 123 postgraduate programmes and 335
specialisation courses. The campus hosts a number of research centres and institutes, which together
with the departments, make up the research consortium known as the Esfere UAB.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
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Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

intellectual property rights and copyright
• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social

platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Migrations and transnational spaces of education: construction of the
identity of girls and parenting in Moroccan, Pakistani and Senegambian
families in Spain

Education, transnationalization, identities, gender, migrations and social change
This research project examines how transnational spaces of education contribute to the construction
of cultural and social identities of girls of Moroccan families, Pakistani and Senegambian and the
influence of parenting in this process, in the context of migration and social transformation in Spain.
Our research on continuity and educational success of girls from Muslim immigrant families have
stressed the importance of intra-family negotiations to move between the (Muslim) family and/or
community spaces and the school and academic spaces (lay). For this reason, we consider it is
necessary to know how the identities of girls are constructed from an early age in intrafamily
relationship, as these will allow more or less flexibility in the election of their trajectories. To approach
this question, the theoretical framework is built from the interrelationship between the following
disciplines: (1) studies on migration and transnational feminism, linking social transformations with
cultural hybridizations and identities that form in the educational and care relations; (2) anthropology
of education, as the roles and controls of gender are essential in the formation, maintenance and
change of ethnic social boundaries, for example, resistance to cultural assimilation through the
reaffirmation of the gender roles or control of the girls and women by the group; and (3) postcolonial
feminist theories and studies of masculinities, that explore contemporary subjectivities of girls as
subordinate and their families, and imply to avoid the imposition of universal stories to find the
singularities and difference.
Methodologically, the research will be conducted as a visual collaborative ethnography, consisting of
two phases in the fieldwork: the observation units are Moroccan, Pakistani and Senegambian
communities in Catalonia during the first phase of fieldwork; and the second phase of contrast will
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take place with families and educational agents of the regions of Madrid, Murcia and the Basque
Country. The techniques we will use are participant and videographic observation, ethnographic
interviews, visual auto/biographical narratives, stories, focus groups and participatory workshops. The
units of analysis are the girls and their family units, with a preference for the analysis of the mother-
daughter and father-daughter relationship as socializing agents and possible models, but information
on the role of other members of the nuclear family and/or extensive family, both national and
transnational, will also be collected.
This research visualizes the agencies of girls as active participants in the research, along with families,
for a better understanding of this challenge that will facilitate the optimization of resources in
education and care. Thus, by focusing on the impact of the role of parenting, through education and
care, in the formation of the identity of the girls from families of immigrant origin (Moroccan, Pakistani
and Senegambian), too we address the social, cultural and economic impact of migration on
education from an equal opportunities approach.
Researchers:
Montserrat Rifà-Valls (montserrat.rifa@uab.cat)
Marta Bertran (marta.bertran@uab.cat)

PROJECT COOPERATION

Centre for Studies of the Franco Era and Democracy (CEDID)

CEDID is a UAB Study and Research Center, made up of more than one hundred researchers from
several disciplines, such as History, Philology, Political Science, Communication Sciences, Sociology,
Economy or Law. Most of them belong to different UAB departments or research groups, but the center
also includes a number of professors and researchers from other universities and institutions. It was
created in 2001 as the Center for the Study of Francoist and Democratic Eras (CEFID). As years went
by, the center gradually broadened its fields of scientific interest, both from the thematic and the
chronological point of view, and incorporated a growing international dimension, with a particular
focus on comparable historical processes developed in other European and Latin American countries.
This substantial widening of the center research fields was the reason of the adoption of its current
name in 2017.
Web: http://centresderecerca.uab.cat/cedid
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/cediduab
Twitter: @CEDID_UAB
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoaC7-cHf-qBhTAgd4IsmfA

PROJECT COOPERATION

TUDISTAR – Tourism Research Group
TUDISTAR is a multidisciplinary research group created in 1995 at the Autonomus University of
Barcelona based in a multidisciplinary vision of the tourism sector. The group includes professors,
associate professors and PhD students from a wide variety of disciplines, among them geography,
economics, city planning, tourism and gender studies.
The members of the group publish their research in academic journals, and attend and present their
results at national and international congresses.
Research lines and transfer capabilities:
- Cultural and Heritage Tourism
- Accessible Tourism
- Urban and City Tourism
Social innovation through participation is one of the lines linked with the vision of universal
accessibility and social sustainability. We work around the concept of co creation of culture engaging
the different publics, administrations, local community and private enterprise, with a special emphasis
in museums.
The inclusive approach of the term accessibility that welcome people with disabilities, families, elderly
people, and any person with a special need, is the way to assure a culture for all.
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We search cross-disciplinary collaboration to participate in a European project in the challenges which
match our lines of research.
TUDISTAR- Tourism Research Group
Geography Department (Autonomus University of Barcelona)
Director: Gemma Cànoves Valiente
Contact person/Contact e-mail and address:
Mònica Molina Hoyo
Monica.Molina@uab.cat

PROJECT COOPERATION

TecnoCog. Philosophy to understand social and environmental implications
of digital technologies

TechnoCog is a research group of the Philosophy Dpt. at Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
The research team is interested in how to apply philosophy to real world problems, specially those that
are the result of the use of digital technologies.
They are mainly focused in the following subjects:
Applied aesthetics: how art and design can be used to develop narratives that can help to better grasp
the effects that digital technologies have in our society and culture, as well as the environment.
Applied Ethics: To make visible how digital technologies challenge some human rights as well as
offering new opportunities for their further development, as well as realizing how the create new rights
that need to be considered.
Landscape and ICT: We want to show how using smartphones and creative interfaces and algorithms
we can help citizens to have access to the cultural and aesthetic values that landscape offer us, values
which are difficult to sign and present using conventional means.
They collaborate often with other research groups in the Universitat Autònoma, such the IIIA (Institute
for Artificial Intelligence), a research team in the psychobiology Dpt. or design researchers in Eina
School of Design.
Contact:
Prof. David Casacuberta: david.casacuberta@uab.cat

PROJECT COOPERATION

TransMedia Catalonia

TransMedia Catalonia is a UAB research group funded in 2004 (http://grupsderecerca.uab.cat/
transmedia/) TransMedia Catalonia aims to research alternative communication, media accessibility
and end user validation. It has a state of the art eye-tracking laboratory with other infrastructure to
gather other physiological measures. Testing in Living Lab conditions is also available.
Researchers in TransMedia are from a multidisciplinary background: from Psychology to Translation or
Politics and Sociology.
In terms of operational management capacity Pilar Orero has a lot of experience in the drafting,
participation and indeed coordination of European projects such as HBB4ALL and ACT. At present
TransMedia Catalonia leads one ERASMUS+ project (EASIT) and participates in two (ADLAB PRO and
LTA) and in four H2020 EU (ImAc, Easy TV, REBUILD, and HELIOS) and leads the Marie Curie UMAQ.
Contact: Pirlar Orero pilar.orero@uab.cat
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Universitat Oberta de Catalunya
Organisation

Country Spain

City Barcelona

Street Av. Tibidabo, 39-43 08035 Barcelona

Web http://www.uoc.edu/portal/es/index.html

Person

Name Anna Clua

Lecturer

Organisation

The UOC is an innovative university that is rooted in Catalonia and open to the world. It offers people
lifelong learning to help them and society advance, while carrying out research into the knowledge
society.
Its educational model is based on personalization and accompanying students using e-learning. The
University has 58.383 students in over 90 countries. The 80% of them combine studying and working.
The UOC wants to be a university that, by being connected to the network of the world’s universities,
drives the creation of a global knowledge space and cutting-edge research in the knowledge society.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Universitat Oberta de Catalunya
Organisation

Country Spain

City Castelldefels

Street Av. Carl Friedrich Gauss, 5

Web htttp:\\www.uoc.edu

Person

Name Raquel Andino

Project Manager

Organisation

Since its creation in 1994 as a state-of-the art technological university with a highly innovative learning
model, UOC is one of the world’s premier online Higher Education universities, with more than 50,000
students. The UOC’s core goal is to be the University of the Knowledge Society, promoting innovative
education, personalised learning, technological leadership, R&D work on the information society and
eLearning. Its research, innovation and transfer activity is led by almost 300 researchers and
technicians organized into 43 groups. Each group belongs to one of the University’s seven departments
or teaching areas or to one of its two main research centres (the Internet Interdisciplinary Institute –
IN3 – or eLearn Center -eLC-). Over the last five years, the UOC has participated in more than 250
R&D projects and nearly 50 European initiatives.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Université de Nantes (Citer project)
Organisation

Country France

City Nantes

Street Chemin de la Censive du Tertre – BP81227-44312
Nantes CEDEX

Web http://citer.hypotheses.org/

Person

Name Kaja SKOWRONSKA

Post-doctoral researcher

Organisation

CITER (L'Europe et les frontières de la citoyenneté) is a project based at the University of Nantes, the
University of Angers, and l'Université Catholique de l'Ouest, and funded by the Institut d’Etudes
Européennes et Globales (Alliance Europa), an excellence centre in Nantes. CITER is an interdisciplinary
social sciences research project seeking to renew the terms of the debate surrounding the notion of
citizenship in Europe. Members of the project study the profound changes in the conception of
citizenship brought about by processes such as the European construction, globalization, international
migration, and the rise of new technologies. CITER research is based in a philosophical, historical, legal,
and social perspective.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship
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Université Paris-Seine
Organisation

Country France

City Cergy

Street 33 bvd du Port

Web http://www.communautedeschercheurssurlacommunaute.wordpress.com

Person

Name remi astruc

literature professor

Organisation

We are a network of European scholars, literature and art specialists, sociologists and philosophers
(France, RU, Malta, Germany, Slovakia, Switzerland, Turkey). We try to gather all people who research
the notion of community/communities and are interested in participating a consortium answering a
call about Europe's identity in its relation to the arts. We have expertise in analyzing/fostering
collective narratives and are interested by the role of arts and aesthetics, affects, in building a feeling
of community.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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Université Sorbonne Nouvelle - Paris 3
Organisation

Country France

City Paris

Street 4 rue des Irlandais

Web http://www.univ-paris3.fr/

Person

Name Leo Barron

European Project Engineer

Organisation

The University Sorbonne Nouvelle is a pluri-disciplin university specialized in Arts & Medias studies,
Language studies and Social Sciences & Humanities.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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Universitetet i Stavanger
Organisation

Country Norway

City Stavanger

Street Kjell Arholms gate 41

Web https://www.uis.no/?lang=en_GB#Studies

Person

Name Vilija Duleviciute

EU Advisor

Organisation

The University of Stavanger (UiS) is Norway’s sixth largest university. The university is located in
Stavanger that is the energy capital in Norway with a dynamic job market and exciting culture- and
leisure activities. UiS has approx. 12 000 students and some 1600 faculty, administration and service
staff.
Academic life at UiS is organised into six faculties, comprising a total of 14 departments/schools and
two National Research Centres: Centre for Learning Environment and Behavioural Research
(https://laringsmiljosenteret.uis.no/?lang=en_GB), and The Reading Centre
(https://lesesenteret.uis.no/?lang=en_GB).
UiS is a member of European Consortium of Innovative Universities, the leading international
consortium of research intensive universities, with collective emphasis on innovation, creativity and
societal impact, driving the development of a knowledge-based economy.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities
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University Jan Długosz in
Czestochowa
Organisation

Country Poland

City Czestochowa

Street

Web http://www.ujd.czest.pl

Person

Name Karolina Julia Helnarska

Professor

Organisation

University

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion
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University of Amsterdam
Organisation

Country Netherlands

City Amsterdam

Street BG2, Turfdraagsterpad 15-17

Person

Name Francesco Chiaravalloti, Ph.D.

Tenured Assistant Professor of
Cultural Policy

Organisation

The University of Amsterdam is an intellectual hub with over 30,000 students, 3,000 PhD researchers,
6,000 staff and 100 different nationalities. Our mission is to educate tomorrow's leaders, conduct
cutting-edge research and translate our research results into applications that can benefit society.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam
Inst.for Social Science Research
(AISSR)
Organisation

Country Netherlands

City Amsterdam

Street Nieuwe Achtergracht 166

Web http://aissr.uva.nl/

Person

Name Bea Krenn

Senior Advisor Research Funding

Organisation

The University of Amsterdam (UvA) is the largest university in the Netherlands and has longstanding
experience in EU-funded projects The Amsterdam Institute for Social Science Research (AISSR) unites
all social science research of the UvA (sociology, geography, planning & development studies, political
science and anthropology). The research programme focuses on the functioning of contemporary
societies and their interrelationships from historical, comparative and empirical perspectives. In QS
World University Rankings 2016 UvA is ranked 14th for Sociology and Anthropology

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans
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University of Barcelona
Organisation

Country Spain

City Barcelona

Street Melcior de Palau 140

Web http://www.ub.edu

Person

Name Sergio Villanueva Baselga

Assistant Professor

Organisation

I am Assistant Professor of Communication and Media Science. I research into Communication and
Identity building, Communication and Health and Film Studies.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Media, Education and Innovation: confluences of media innovation, culture,
and education with innovation and new forms of governance and
management
Looking for proposals dealing with media, education, culture and innovation
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University of Bergen
Organisation

Country Norway

City Bergen

Street

Web https://www.uib.no/en

Person

Name Jutta Saima Schloon

Senior Advisor at the Devision of
Research Administration

Organisation

The University of Bergen(UiB) is an internationally recognised research university. Academic diversity
and high quality are fundamental for us. UiB is the most cited university in Norway.
The division of research administration at UiB provides advise, support and services regarding research
and research education, contract negotiations, external funding, international cooperation, innovation,
commercialization and IPR issues.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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University of Bergen
Organisation

Country Norway

City Bergen

Street

Web https://www.uib.no/en

Person

Name Jill Halstead

Professor

Organisation

The University of Bergen (UiB) is an internationally recognised research university. Academic diversity
and high quality are fundamental. UiB is the most cited university in Norway.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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University of Bologna
Organisation

Country Italy

City Bologna

Street

Person

Name Alessia Franchini

Research advisor

Organisation

The Alma Mater Studiorum, the oldest university in the Western world, paves the way for innovation
through an increasingly rich programme catalogue, cutting-edge research and a constant and
increasingly broad international perspective.
Since its origins in 1088, Alma Mater has been student-centred hosting prominent figures from science
and the arts. Based in five campuses (Bologna, Cesena, Forlì, Ravenna, Rimini), with a branch in Buenos
Aires, it offers a teaching catalogue diversified and tailored to the needs of present-day society: over
200 degree programmes among its 32 Departments and 11 Schools are offered to over 81,000 students.
5,000 graduates are enrolled in PhDs and 3rd cycle programmes.
As a comprehensive research university Alma Mater invests in the multidisciplinary cross-cultural
approach and in the inseparable connection between research and teaching. One of the most active
universities leading and participating in European research and academic cooperation projects,
Bologna has formed knowledge alliances with industry and public/private organizations. It is a hub of
international networks. Beyond its close European links, it enjoys multiple connections with America,
Africa, Asia and Australia.
Research and Innovation are a priority of the University mission.
With regard to Innovation, UNIBO filed 86 new patent applications in 2017, of which 25 are new
registrations, thereby giving rise to an active patent portfolio of over 370 patents related to more than
140 inventions. It also has an active portfolio of more than 20 patented plant varieties, 80% of which
are increased in value through active licenses with geographic coverage in countries in different parts
of the world. UNIBO set up or accredited 27 spin-off companies up to 2017 and can also count
Almacube, as business incubator that managed 15 incubated companies in 2017.
With regard to the capability of attracting funding for research and innovation, UNIBO is very active
both at National and European level in all the research areas. Thanks to its scientific excellence and a
central Research Development and Project Management support working closely, UNIBO has gained a
considerable experience in International and European research projects, successfully participated in
FP7: with 274 projects funded in 2007-2013; (58 of them as coordinator) and 87,8ML Euros of funding.
In Horizon 2020, UNIBO is so far involved in 171 funded projects (43 as coordinator) with more than
64ML Euros of funding. UNIBO is also partner of the EIT Knowledge & Innovation Communities (“EIT
DIGITAL”, “Climate KIC”, “EIT Raw Materials”) and many of the most important EU initiatives related to
the Horizon 2020 framework program (ie. ETPs, EIPs, JPIs, etc).
In the Social Science and Humanities area, UNIBO is among the top 5 universities with higher EU
requested contributions in Societal Challenge 6 (Interim Evaluation of Horizon 2020 - SWD(2017) 221
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final). Indeed, 12 projects have been funded under H2020 Societal Challenge 6 (4 of them led by
UNIBO) for a total funding of € 3.8 M.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Call - Migration
I would be glad to present the expertise of the research groups of the University of Bologna that are
interested in joining consortia on the Migration call.
They cover a variety of scientific fields (sociology of culture; sociology and business law; political
sciences; law; economics; languages and literature; translation and interpreting; psychology, etc.) and
topics (media and migration; innovative practices of migrants and refugees integration; mihgration
flows and territorial cohesion; drivers of migration; labour migration; migration and cities; intercultural
and language education; cross-cultural differences; integration of migrant children; multilingualism;
financial tools for social inclusion of migrants, gender, etc.).
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PROJECT COOPERATION

Call - Transformations
I would be glad to present the expertise of the research groups of the University of Bologna interested
in joining consortia on the call "Transformations".
Our interests cover a wide variety of scientific fields (statistical sciences; management; architecture,
law; education; psychology; languages and literature; sociology; political science) and topics
(sustainable urban planning; citizen participation; resilience; cyberbulling and online grooming; use of
techonologies within the family, in educative and relational contexts; families and gender; cultural
identities and memories, cultural heritage, cultural diversity; big data; etc.)

PROJECT COOPERATION

Call- Governance
I would be glad to present the expertise of the research groups of the University of Bologna that are
interested in joining consortia on the call "Governance".
Our interests cover a wide range of disciplines (statistical sciences; education; arts; languages and
literature; political sciences; etc.) and topics (trust and the functioning of political institutions;
differentiated integration and disintegration in the European Union; equity, social rights; evaluation of
education programmes; digital markets, circulation of cultural products fostering European integration;
comparative cultures in the European and extra European space; cultural diversity, identities and
memories; world literature, transcultural fiction, travel literature; etc.).
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University of Cadiz
Organisation

Country Spain

City Cádiz

Street Calle Ancha

Person

Name ADELA CATALINA POPA

Project Manager

Organisation

University of Cadiz

Areas of Activity

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions
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University of Cantabria
Organisation

Country Spain

City Santander

Street

Person

Name Judith Clifton

Researcher

Organisation

Our research group works on transformations to the public sector, including public services, public
goods, Public Administration, PPPs, etc. We have over 15 years experience working in FP7/H2020
projects on the socio-economic consequences of ICTs in the public sector, and publications in top
journals on the topic. We are also expert on using social theory to shape technologies the best way for
open, inclusive public services.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services
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University of Catania, Department of
Humanities
Organisation

Country Italy

City Catania

Street piazza Dante, 23

Web http://www.disum.unict.it/it

Person

Name Davide Bennato

Associate professor

Organisation

The University of Catania
The University of Catania is the oldest in Sicily, its foundation dates back to 1434.
It includes 17 departments, the Faculty of Medicine and two special didactic units established in the
decentralized offices of Ragusa (Modern Languages) and Syracuse (Architecture). There are about
43,000 students enrolled at the University of Catania.
It also has the school of excellence "Scuola Superiore di Catania", a higher education centre created in
1998 to select the best young minds and offer them a course of studies including analysis, research and
experimentation.
Catania University is the recipient of research funding at international and national level and it has a
long-term involvement, both as a coordinator and/or a partner, in numerous programmes.
It participates actively to the Horizon 2020 Programme and to many other European programmes
(LIFE Programme, INTERREG V-A, Italy-Malta Programme, ENI CBC MED Programme, ENI Italy –
Tunisia Programme, ERA-NET Programmes, etc) and it has a huge number of scientific partnerships
with European and third countries’ universities, research organisations and entreprises.
University of Catania is strongly committed to implement European Union policies for the development
of scientific careers and international mobility of researchers. Its International Research Office is, in
fact, one of 17 the Italian Mobility Centres participating to the EURAXESS network which supports
international mobility and careers’ development of researchers.
Moreover, the University coordinates and/or participates to many Marie Sklodowska Curie projects
related to RISE and ITN actions. In 2008, it was one of the three Italian Universities which organised the
Researchers’ Night, thanks to the SEER project funded by the Framework Programme 7. The event was
successfully repeated in 2011.
Catania University pays a great attention to the exploitation of research results and its “CAPITT”
specialised center supports patents and spin-offs.
The Department of Humanities
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The Department of Humanities at the University of Catania, whose acronym is DISUM, has been
established from a wide convergence of scholars from different areas such as Classics, Philology,
History, Art, Philosophy, Education and Psychology.
It is committed to work in full harmony with the most recent cultures of modernity, while maintaining a
constant relationship with history. It aims to foster a fair and productive dialogue between the different
languages and methods of Humanism, as well as with scientific and technological cultures.
DISUM participates to many international and italian programmes and is regularly involved in cultural
and creative actions and initiatives.
The Department has today 160 faculty members and it is located in the former Monastery of the
Benedictines, that is a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion
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University of Catania, Department of
Humanities
Organisation

Country Italy

City Catania

Street Piazza Università

Web http://www.unict.it

Person

Name Sabina Fontana

Assistant professor

Organisation

The University of Catania
The University of Catania is the oldest in Sicily, its foundation dates back to 1434.
It includes 17 departments, the Faculty of Medicine and two special didactic units established in the
decentralized offices of Ragusa (Modern Languages) and Syracuse (Architecture). There are about
43,000 students enrolled at the University of Catania.
It also has the school of excellence "Scuola Superiore di Catania", a higher education centre created in
1998 to select the best young minds and offer them a course of studies including analysis, research and
experimentation.
Catania Universityis the recipient of research funding at international and national level and it has a
long-term involvement, both as a coordinator and/or a partner, in numerous programmes.
It participates actively to the Horizon 2020 Programme and to many other European programmes
(LIFE Programme, INTERREG V-A, Italy-Malta Programme, ENI CBC MED Programme, ENI Italy –
Tunisia Programme, ERA-NET Programmes, etc) and it has a huge number of scientific partnerships
with European and third countries’ universities, research organisations and entreprises.
University of Catania is strongly committed to implement European Union policies for the development
of scientific careers and international mobility of researchers. Its International Research Office is, in
fact, one of 17 the Italian Mobility Centres participating to the EURAXESS network which supports
international mobility and careers’ development of researchers.
Moreover, the University coordinates and/or participates to many Marie Sklodowska Curie projects
related to RISE and ITN actions. In 2008, it was one of the three Italian Universities which organised the
Researchers’ Night, thanks to the SEER project funded by the Framework Programme 7. The event was
successfully repeated in 2011.
Catania University pays a great attention to the exploitation of research results and its “CAPITT”
specialised center supports patents and spin-offs.
The Department of Humanities
The Department of Humanities at the University of Catania, whose acronym is DISUM, has been
established from a wide convergence of scholars from different areas such as Classics, Philology,
History, Art, Philosophy, Education and Psychology.
It is committed to work in full harmony with the most recent cultures of modernity, while maintaining a
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constant relationship with history. It aims to foster a fair and productive dialogue between the different
languages and methods of Humanism, as well as with scientific and technological cultures.
DISUM participates to many international and italian programmes and is regularly involved in cultural
and creative actions and initiatives.
The Department has today 160 faculty members and it is located in the formerMonastery of the
Benedictines, that is a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion
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University of Economics in Bratislava
Organisation

Country Slovakia

City Kosice

Street Tajovskeho 13

Web http://www.euba.sk

Person

Name Michal Tkac

Researcher

Organisation

The Faculty of Business Economics with seat in Košice of University of Economics in Bratislava
(www.euke.sk) is one of the most important educational and scientific-research institutions in the
Slovak Republic, especially in the region of east Slovakia. The Faculty of Business Economics is focused
on variety of problems in innovation, knowledge transfer and regional development support in the field
of innovation management, new promotional effective marketing tools, and emerging and perspective
entrepreneurship ideas support.
Apart from more than hundred of domestic and international projects, the special attention of
university is devoted to support the relations between university and companies, and between
university and regions. In the last two years faculty cooperates with more than 30 significant
companies (e.g. US Steel, s. r. o., Košice, Q-DAS GmbH KG, Germany, QBE Insurance (Europe) Limited,
Robert Bosch, s.r.o., České Budějovice, VSE, a.s., Košice, SE- ENEL a.s. – Slovenské elektrárne, a.s. ).
Mentioned cooperation was mostly based on expertise of faculty in the areas like measurement
systems, quality management, process improvement, and innovation based performance improvement.
Project team of the faculty is continuously developing and consists not only from faculty members but
from experts skilled in different socio-economic fields with extensive EU projects (H2020, FP, CE OP, SE
OP, …) experience such as experts within European Commission initiatives (managed by Empirica,
GmBH), members of ISO committees for creation of international quality standards and so on.
Experience and competence of project team rise from number of international projects. Few examples
are: Euro-Healthy: "Shaping EUROpean policies to promote HEALTH equitY" (H2020), e-coop
Digital Cooperatives (INTEREG IV.C) EURODITE „Regional Trajectories to the Knowledge Economy: a
dynamic model“ (FP6), PREPARE „Priority European Programme in Advanced Regional Economics“
(FP6), STRIKE „Science and Technology Research in a Knowledge-based Economy“ (COST), DEN4DEK
"Digital Ecosystems Network of regions for DissEmination and Knowledge deployment" (FP7), eBEST
„Empowering Business Ecosystems of Small Service Enterprises to Face the Economic Crisis“ (FP7),
KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER STUDY 2010-2012 – analysis in the field of "Recommendation on the
management of intellectual property in knowledge transfer activities and Code of Practice for
universities and other public research organisations.”(Tender of European Commission).

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
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technologies in public services
• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:

Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

intellectual property rights and copyright
• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal

challenges and the arts
• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in

government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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University of Graz
Organisation

Country Austria

City Graz

Street Universitaetsplatz 3

Web www.uni-graz.at

Person

Name Robert Link

Head of European Programmes,
Law Faculty

Organisation

The University of Graz (UNIGRAZ) is an Austrian university under federal public law founded in 1585. It
is one of the largest institutions of higher education in Austria (32.000 students/4.100 employees). The
university is organized in six faculties (Theology; Law; Business, Economic and Social Sciences;
Environmental, Regional and Educational Sciences; Humanities; Natural Sciences). The university has
experience in all European programmes in research, education etc.
Our university is interested in being partner or coordinator in several calls related to migration,
transformation and governance. In migration we can provide for example expertise in intercultural
conflict resolution and related technical tools, in transformation and governance, we can provide
ethical, sociological and legal expertise, in Governance13, we can provide expertise in comparing legal
instruments in the EU related to IPR and copyright and give recommendations.
Among our institutes which will be involved are: The Institute of Legal Foundations (including "Law and
ICT"), the Institute of Philosophy and the Institute of Sociology. In addition, the interdisciplinary
research group "the Human Factor in Digital Transformation" is available for additional expertise.

Areas of Activity

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Governance 13 DIgitisation, IPR, copyright
We are looking for partners
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with expertise on social fairness, distributive justice, cultural anthropology, cultural sociology, Systems
sciences/Impact measurement/assessment in the field of digitisation of culture/creativity
non-academic partners/practitioners/associations in the profit or non-for profit cultural/creativity
sector/industry with Practices, challenges, coping strategies, needs related to digitisation of cultural/
creative Content (museums, libraries, platform providers, policy makers, film, video, tv, music, consumer
organisations)
We would coordinate or provide as partner expertise in IPR law and copyrith and ist harmonisation

PROJECT COOPERATION

Trust in Governance
We would like to provide expertise in law, sociology, ethics/philosophy as partner in a consortium

PROJECT COOPERATION

Seeking partners with policy background in integration of migrants
We are suggesting innovative ICT-solutions for the integration of migrants. We want to strengthen the
expertise of our consortium in the field of integration policies, policy needs, integration Scenarios and
Practices from an academic, practitioner and policy Stakeholder (local, regional, national government)
point of view.
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University of Groningen
Organisation

Country Netherlands

City Groningen

Street PO Box 716

Web https://www.rug.nl/rechten/

Person

Name Albertjan Tollenaar

associate professor

Organisation

The faculty of law of the University of Groningen is a modern ,internationally oriented institution with
more than 220 full time staff members and over 3.700 students.
One of the research groups is called Public Trust and Public Law and focuses on the question how
public law can enhance or impede trust in society. The members of this group are recognised for their
expertise in normative and empirical legal methods.

Areas of Activity

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance
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University of Haifa
Organisation

Country Israel

City Haifa

Street Mount Carmel, Sociology and Anthropology

Person

Name Yuval Feinstein

Lecturer

Organisation

Public University in the city of Haifa

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies
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University of Lincoln
Organisation

Country United Kingdom

City Lincoln

Street Brayford Pool

Web http://lincoln.ac.uk/home/

Person

Name Michael Rasell

Senior Lecturer, Programme
Leader Erasmus Mundus
ADVANCES

Organisation

The University of Lincoln is one of the UK's leading modern universities. More than half of its research is
rated as world-leading or internationally excellent. The College of Social Science has strong interests in
cutting edge research to solve real world issues through collaboration with non-academic partners.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services
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University of Oslo
Organisation

Country Norway

City Oslo

Street

Person

Name Konstantinos Chilidis

EU-advisor

Organisation

The University of Oslo (UiO) is the oldest and largest university in Norway, situated in the Norwegian
capital of Oslo. UiO offers 61 bachelor’s and 105 master’s programmes within eight faculties and two
museums.
International cooperation has a long tradition at the University of Oslo. During the last years, we have
seen increased interest in the EU's framework programme at the University. The number of projects
coordinated by the UiO and the size of each project is on the increase. Every faculty at the University is
currently active in H2020. The University of Oslo has received, as of October 2017, 550 projects from
the European Framework Programmes from which 40 ERC projects. We have currently more than 100
projects in H2020.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship
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University of Padova
Organisation

Country Italy

City PADOVA

Street Via 8 Febbraio, 2

Web https://www.unipd.it/en/teaching-and-research/
international-research-projects

Person

Name Lisa Pagotto

International Research Office

Organisation

Dating back to 1222, the University of Padova (UNIPD) is one of the leading Universities in Italy and has
a long tradition of scientific excellence. UNIPD is organized in 32 departments and 44 research &
service centers across the spectrum of sciences, medicine, social sciences and humanities, with about
2,300 professors and researchers employed.
UNIPD participated in 196 European research projects, 40 as coordinator, within the 7th Framework
Programme and in about 40 projects from other EU funds, accounting for more than 70 Million Euro. It
currently manages 121 Horizon 2020 actions for a total budget of more than 45 Million Euro.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
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• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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University of Santiago de Compostela
Organisation

Country Spain

City Santiago de Compostela

Street Avda das Ciencias, Chalet Nº 1. Campus Vida.
Santiago de Compostela

Web https://usc.es/

Person

Name Yamilé Pérez

Research Associate

Organisation

The University of Santiago de Compostela (USC), founded in 1495, is one of the university institutions
with a great tradition in Europe. In 2016, the USC was situated among the top ten Spanish universities
in regards to their positioning in the different international (ARWU, QS, SIR, Reuters, Nature Index,
Webometrics) and national (U-ranking) university rankings. It has developed a "Citizenship Campus"
focused on social science and humanities research and teaching.
My research unit, ANTE (Territorial Analysis), is a multidisciplinary research group based at the Institute
for Studies and Development of Galicia (IDEGA) of the USC. Equipped with the most modern
infrastructure for social science research, IDEGA develops research and teaching with a cross-
disciplinary and cross-national approach. Coordinated by prof. Rubén Lois, ANTE is composed by
geographers, economists and historians with wide experience in the management of R&D projects, the
analysis of socio-spatial and socio-economic dynamics, the drafting of scientific reports and the
elaboration of teaching material. ANTE has developed research on cultural tourism in historic urban
areas, world heritage sites, cultural itineraries and pilgrimage routes; on the recent socio-economic
transformations of rural areas across Europe; and on urban rehabilitation and the impact of the
financial crisis and the bust of the housing boom in Spanish urban and peri-urban areas. It is
recognised as Research Excellence Group due to its dynamism and involvement in national and
international networks of higher-education and non-educational entities such as technology and
research centres, local and regional official institutions, firms or associations.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites
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Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making
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University of Santiago de Compostela
Organisation

Country Spain

City Santiago de compostela

Street

Web https://usc.es/

Person

Name Susana Fernández

EU R&I Manager

Organisation

The University of Santiago de Compostela (USC), founded in 1495, is one of the university institutions
with a great tradition in Europe. In 2016, the USC was situated among the top ten Spanish universities
in regards to their positioning in the different international (ARWU, QS, SIR, Reuters, Nature Index,
Webometrics) and national (U-ranking) university rankings. It has developed a "Citizenship Campus"
focused on social science and humanities research and teaching. Its main areas of specialisation are:
cultural heritage, digital humanities, education science, ...

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services
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University of South East Norway
Organisation

Country Norway

City Kongsberg

Street

Person

Name Merethe Roos

Professor

Organisation

USN is Norway's newest university, located at eight campuses in South East Norway. We are ca. 18 000
students and 1600 employees, and we have a strong and clear regional presentation in one of
Norway's most exciting and dynamic areas. The research is internationally competetive, and it is
characterised by close collaboration between the research environments, business sector as well as
public sector. USN prioritises applied, vocational and practical research within its prioritated research
fields.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Project cooperation
Historical and contemporary studies of educational media, such as schoolbooks, readers, and digital
media, can add valuable insight when it comes to understanding the societal value of culture. Faculty
of Humanities, Sports and Educational Sciences would like to contribute in a consortium lacking
expertise on educational media, and how educational media are dependent upon historical and
cultural conditions.
Educational media are always products of the contexts in which they are embedded, just as they are
dependent upon the historical and cultural conditions characterizing these contexts. We believe that
educational media can be used as vehicles for understanding – among other things – national identity,
thus also for understanding differences between the countries.
This corresponds to the call for 08-2019 The Social Value and the Impact of Cultural Policies in Europe.
The research group on educational history and educational media at USN consists of 25 full-time
academic staff, and represent an interdisciplinary research environment, covering textual and historical
sciences. Several of the contributors are internationally acclaimed scholars.
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University of South-Eastern Norway
Organisation

Country Norway

City Toensberg

Street

Web www.usn.no

Person

Name Siri Svanemyr Eriksen

EU advisor

Organisation

University of South-Eastern Norway (USN) has 18,000 students and 1,500 employees, and consists of 4
faculties that offers 8 doctoral programs, 44 master courses and 88 bachelor courses. In addition to
National research programs, USN is a coordinator or project partner in programs such as Horizon 2020,
Eurostars, SME instrument, ERA-net, COST networks, INTERREG, Erasmus Mundus and Erasmus Plus
strategic partnerships.

Areas of Activity

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Good vision and the impact on young people and children’s ability to learn
in a time of technological transformations
The Norwegian National Centre for Optics, Vision and Eye care (NCOVE) at the University of South-
Eastern Norway are looking to contribute to a consortium that are in lack of the expertise on how
vision influences the impact on young people and children’s health and ability to learn when using
technological devices.
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Good vision is key for a child to succeed at school. It is essential for developing cognitive abilities
associated with learning to read and write, and for sustained near work. The increased use of digital
devices in education and everyday life increases the workload on the visual system.
NCOVE consists of 21 full-time academic staff and represents one of the best equipped eye care and
vision science facilities for teaching and research in Northern Europe. NCOVE have expertise in
development of vision and visual-motor skills and how these interact with health and learning in
children aged 7 – 15 years.

PROJECT COOPERATION

Cooperation Transformation-08-2019
Historical and contemporary studies of educational media, such as schoolbooks, readers, and digital
media, can add valuable insight when it comes to understanding the societal value of culture. USNs
Faculty of Humanities, Sports and Educational Sciences would like to contribute in a consortium
lacking expertise on educational media, and how educational media are dependent upon historical
and cultural conditions.
Educational media are always products of the contexts in which they are embedded, just as they are
dependent upon the historical and cultural conditions characterizing these contexts. We believe that
educational media can be used as vehicles for understanding – among other things – national identity,
thus also for understanding differences between the countries.
This corresponds to the call for 08-2019 The Social Value and the Impact of Cultural Policies in Europe.
The research group on educational history and educational media at USN consists of 25 full-time
academic staff, and represent an interdisciplinary research environment, covering textual and historical
sciences. Several of the contributors are internationally acclaimed scholars.
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University of Stavanger, Faculty of
Arts and Education
Organisation

Country Norway

City Stavanger

Street University of Stavanger, Postboks 8600 Forus

Web https://www.uis.no/

Person

Name Tarja Tikkanen

Professor in Education

Organisation

The Faculty of Arts and Education at the University of Stavanger has about 2900 students, mainly
within teacher education, sports education, literacy and history. The teacher education covers
undergrad and postgrad programmes in early childhood education and education on primary and
secondary schools (grades 1-13). The university has also a wide range of study programs in continuing
education and training. Inclusive education is a main issue for research in Teacher Education.
Challenges and opportunities posed by digitalization of the society and schools is an evolving field of
interest and practice in Teacher Education.

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making
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University of the Arts London
Organisation

Country United Kingdom

City London

Street

Web https://www.arts.ac.uk/

Person

Name Jerneja Rebernak

Research and Enterprise
Coordinator

Organisation

The University of the Arts London (UAL) is Europe’s largest specialist art and design university, bringing
together six arts, design,fashion and communication colleges with more than 3,000 academic,
research and technical staff and about 19,000 students from more than 100 countries. Established in
2004, UAL brings together six arts, design, fashion and communication Colleges: Camberwell College
of Arts; Central Saint Martins; Chelsea College of Arts; London College of Communication; London
College of Fashion; and Wimbledon College of Arts. The university specialises entirely in design, the
arts, fashion, architecture, communication and media. UAL is actively engaged in research and
innovation as well as artistic, cultural and education projects. In the latest REF (UK Research Excellence
Framework) 83% of UAL research was classified as ‘world leading’ or ‘internationally excellent’, and its
overall quality profile placed it in the top 25 of UK Universities. In March 2017, UAL was named the
world’s sixth best University for Art and Design in the QS World University Rankings® 2017, cementing
its status as a global leader of art and design education.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION
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Co-creation & design expertise
Offering art & design research across all disciplines. The University of the Arts capabilities include
participatory methods, co-creation, consumer & public engagement, dissemination activities,
communication, UI/UX, innovation management, video gaming, storytelling and interactive media &
design.
Topics of interest circular economy, open design and manufacturing, social innovation and socially
responsive design, place-making, audience engagement in museums, service design, design against
crime, ceramics and product development, textile, fashion and fashion-tech, cultural heritage, training
of cultural industries professionals.
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University of the West of England,
Bristol - UK
Organisation

Country United Kingdom

City Bristol

Street Flat 37, The Quays

Web https://www.uwe.ac.uk/

Person

Name David Ludlow

Associate Prof European Smart
cities

Organisation

Research Centre–Sustainable Planning and Environments - Focus on research and innovation
supporting development of smart city governance and urban planning for sustainable cities–
emphasising open intregrated and common decision-making support systems

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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University of Verona
Organisation

Country Italy

City Verona

Street Via dell'Artigliere, 8

Web http://www.univr.it/

Person

Name Alessio Lorenzi

Grant Office - Referent for SSH
researchers

Organisation

The University of Verona is a young, dynamic university deeply connected to the city of Verona and the
surrounding area. We benefit from a rich network of national and international academic partnerships,
with a focus on innovation in teaching and services for students. Our university departments cover a
range of disciplines, and we aim to embrace all the many spheres of knowledge.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
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• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

Inequalities
• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?

Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

The roots of the European identity in the Ancient times
The identity of Europe arose in the dialogue/ conflict / contact between cultures in the Mediterranean
area in the ancient time, starting from wars between the Ancient Greek and Persians. Therefore, any
discourse about the European identity cannot ignore this self-awareness starting point, as well as the
transmission, contamination, cross-fertilization of knowledge, ideologies and beliefs between east and
west, especially in the crucial phase of Hellenismus.
A famous example is the idea of the "translatio imperii", i.e. the transmission of a fundamental
institution that has shaped European history for centuries, enhanced the spreading of a common
heritage and of ideas of boundaries and identity. The awareness of and the research on these
historical roots of European culture and identity can help in interpreting present-day dynamics and
contribute to assess the impact of cultural policies in Europe.
The team has expertise in Ancient Greek and Near Eastern history of first millennium BC, relationships
between eastern and western Mediterranean countries and Europe and Asia, especially as far as
communications and networks in antiquity, and transmission of cultural heritage are concerned.
The team carries out:
• Research on motifs, symbols, sites, monuments, institutions, texts, events of Ancient World that still
represent testimonies recognized as universal patrimony
• Investigations on their value in a global perspective in antiquity, on the historical reasons of their
value for later and especially contemporary phases.
• Investigations on the impact of their preservation and the diffusion of their knowledge for fostering
the dialogue in multi-ethnic societies and between various countries on the basis of a shared past and
the importance of a multifaceted cultural heritage as fruit of an interconnected historical development.
Team Members: Simonetta Ponchia, Luisa Prandi, Edoardo Bianchi.
Simonetta Ponchia is the chair of a network dedicated to the Heritage of Mesopotamia and the
Ancient Near East called MELAMMU (www.melammu-project.eu).

PROJECT COOPERATION

Interdisciplinary research group on family diversity and social inclusion
DiFam is a multi-disciplinary research team (involving researchers in Psychology, Education, and
Sociology) based in the Department of Human Sciences at the University of Verona. The team is
specialized in LGBT+ families inclusion, their interaction with different social contexts, professional skills
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for working with family diversity in education, healthcare, social work, and law practice.
It offers competences in:
• Multi-method research on the experience of LGBT+ families in constructing parental identity within
the couple and family as well as through interactions with education, healthcare, social services.
• Research-based training for professionals (teachers, healthcare providers, family counselors, lawyers)
about meeting the needs and respecting the specificity of LGBT+ households.
• Multi-method analysis of educational settings’ inclusivity of gender and sexual diversity.
• Critical discourse analysis of the legal discourse on LGBT+ parenting and family diversity
The research groups coordinates or is member of several international training and research networks,
as well in projects funded by Erasmus+ Programme.
Recent and current research projects :
• “FamilyLives Project”, co-coordinator together with, in collaboration with UC Berkeley, USA (website:
www.familylives.eu)
• “Doing Right(s). Innovative Tools for Professionals Working with LGBT families” (coordinator), funded
by Erasmus+ (website: www.doingrights.eu)
• “LGBTQ-inclusive schools”: approaches and practices of parent-teacher collaboration, funded by
Fulbright grant programme
• “Legal recognition of same sex parents in Italy through special adoption. Analysis and implications
for practice”, funded by the University of Verona.
Research team: Federica de Cordova, Cristina Lonardi, Giulia Selmi, Chiara Sità

PROJECT COOPERATION

Digital native vs. digital immigrants: reading habits
The dichotomy “digital native/ digital immigrants” was introduced in 2001 by Mark Prensky with the
assumption to describe the digital divide existing between young people and elderly. The metaphor
has had enduring influence on how the educational system perceives students and technology.
Most scholars do not like it, for various reasons. Among other problems, the term implies that
technological abilities are innate rather than taught and learned.
Massimo Salgaro - together with an international team - has carried out a study to examine if there is
any empirical evidence to support the use of that metaphor. They looked at the reading preferences
and reading habits of younger and older people in relation to literary reading on paper vs. on screen.
The results clearly distinguish between two reading attitudes towards literary reading on screen:
readers who have been using a digital device for longer than three years and readers who have used it
for no longer than two years or who have never handled it. These two groups have very different
experiences with the digital reading devices and distinct reading habits.
The results suggest that age is not the discriminant element for the classification in either of the
groups. Consequently, the distinction between digital natives and immigrants, which is originally based
on age, needs to be questioned, when it comes to literary readers.
Recent articles on the topics:
•2018 “How to measure the social prestige of a Nobel Prize in Literature?” (with P. Sorrentino, J. Lüdtke,
A. Jacobs, G. Lauer, TXT, Amsterdam University Press, 38-48.
•2018 “Reading Literature on Paper: is it just Stuff for old Farts? Questioning the Dichotomy Digital
Natives vs. Digital Immigrants” (with P. Sorrentino, J. Lüdtke, A. Jacobs, G. Lauer), accepted for
publication in: “The materiality of reading”, ed. by Theresa Shilhab, [in press].
Massimo Salgaro is involved in the COST Action IS1404 E-READ, where he is working groups
coordinator and responsible for Short Term Scientific Mission and Training Schools.
He is also board member and treasurer of the International Society for the Empirical Study of
Literature since 2015.

PROJECT COOPERATION

Law reserach team on migrant children
The University of Verona has developed a line of research in migration law from an international,
European and domestic perspective.
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In particular, the University of Verona has an expertise in approaching the question of migrant children
in an overall view encompassing migrant families or unaccompanied minors that may either be
asylum-seekers or require subsidiary and humanitarian protection, within a framework of reception and
integration.
Besides the analysis of the Common European Asylum System, the main research areas include studies
about the coordination between immigration rules, on the one hand, and private international law,
labour law and the traditional institutes of the juvenile law, for the concrete implementation of the best
interests of minors, on the other.
Research team: Alessandra Cordiano, Donata Gottardi, Maria Caterina Baruffi, Laura Calafà, Marco
Peruzzi, Caterina Fratea, Daniele Butturini, Francesca Ragno, Isolde Quadranti, Camilla Federici,
Diletta Danieli, Cinzia Peraro.

PROJECT COOPERATION

Anthropological and ethnographical researches with Roma and Sinti groups
Since 2012, the Verona University Department of Human Sciences hosts the interdisciplinary research
centre CREAa (Centro di Ricerche Etnografiche e di Antropologia applicata, in English: Centre for
Ethnographic Research and Applied Anthropology).
CREAa is a multi-disciplinary research team (involving researchers in Socio-Cultural Anthropology,
Social Psychology, and Sociology).
Romani studies, and in particular anthropological and ethnographical researches with Roma and Sinti
groups, as well as investigations on different forms of Anti-Gypsyism, are pivotal research topics for the
CREAa.
Since 2012 CREAa organises a Permanent Seminar on Romani Studies and Anthropology (that was
already active at University of Verona since 2005): this is a research group gathering PhD candidates
and researchers from several Italian and foreign universities.
CREAa has been implementing many national and international research projects. In the following just
the most relevant ones are mentioned:
• “The immigration of Romanian Roma to Western Europe: causes, effects, and future engagement
strategies (MigRom)”, funded by EU FP7 programme (ref. 319901);
• “WE: Wor(l)ds Which Exclude”, funded by EU Fundamental Rights and Citizenship Programme (ref.
JUST/2011/FRAC/AG/2716);
• “Early Marriage between Dynamism of Social Network and Legal Autonomy: The case of
transnational Romanian Roma”(NetRom), funded by EU Horizon 2020 Programme (ref. 794108).
For more information about the CREAa: http://profs.formazione.univr.it/creaa/
Contact for the research team: Stefania Pontrandolfo

PROJECT COOPERATION

Developing interdisciplinary approach to health and safety for migrant
workers
The LivingStone Project is coordinated by the Dipartimento di Scienze Giuridiche, Università di Verona
(Prof.ssa Laura Calafà), the Dipartimento di Giurisprudenza, Università di Foggia (Prof.ssa Madia
D’Onghia), the Unità Operativa Ospedaliera di Medicina del Lavoro, Azienda Socio Sanitaria
Territoriale di Cremona (dott. Mauro D’Anna), the Dipartimento di Comunicazione e Ricerca Sociale,
Università di Roma (prof.ssa Giovanna Gianturco) and the Dipartimento di Sanità Pubblica e Malattie
Infettive Università di Roma (prof. Maurizio Marceca).
The project is intended to support the implementation and development of innovative strategies for
the protection health and safety of immigrant workers employed in the agri-zootechnical sector.
It aims to articulate a multidisciplinary (legal, medical and social sciences) model of intervention, in
which the competences of the different actors involved in guaranteeing the enforcement of health and
safety rules or otherwise interested in ensuring better health and safety conditions for migrant workers
in the workplace are integrated.
From a legal point of view, the project includes an analysis of the legal framework concerning work in
agriculture, the existing contractual/non-contractual types of work and their impact on migrant
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communities, together with the system of legal tools for the prevention and repression of violations of
health and safety rules. Such reflection is instrumental to a critical assessment of the role of law in
relation to health and safety issues, on the one hand, as one of the factors contributing to the
particular “vulnerability” of migrant workers, and on the other, as a means potentially able to challenge
the systematic violation of health and safety rules and contribute to contain the risks migrant workers
are subject to in the workplace.
The project ultimately aims to explore the conditions (legal and non legal) under which law can be
more effective in ensuring better protection for the health and safety of migrant workers and the way
in which law can assist non legal actors as part of a broader strategy for better health and safety in
the workplace.

PROJECT COOPERATION

Corpus Linguistics, Cultural Heritage and Digital Humanities
In the framework of a Programme for the excellence of research funded by the Italian Ministry of
Education, University and Research, a wide group of researchers is carrying out a series of
investigations in the field of digital humanities and notably in linguistics.
The following research topics are relevant for the topics DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019 and
TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
(a) phenomena of linguistic-cultural contact, with specific reference to the relationship between
modern European and eastern languages; for this purpose, a digitised corpus of texts taken from
different types of media (offline and online) and published between 1800 and 2015 in different
languages will be prepared;
(b) analysis of sectoral languages, with specific reference to the legal, political, economic and tourist
fields; this will allow the creation of dictionaries, glossaries and terminological guides necessary for
teaching and for experts in the various languages of reference (Chinese, English, French, Spanish), as
well as for the common user in the wider society, who may be in contact for various reasons with these
specific sectoral languages;
(c) study and preservation of minority languages (German communities in Romance areas); for this
purpose, it will be necessary to set up dedicated software and a platform specifically designed to
collect unique databases by eliciting data using innovative crowdsourcing techniques.
In order to carry out the above studies, it will be essential to create computerized databases and
related analysis software that allow the mapping of conceptual and terminological networks in an
automated way. Moreover, with regard to crowdsourcing, this is a research methodology that is only
possible through a dedicated technological platform, which allows the transition from unidirectionality
to bidirectionality of the use of the network, as it makes civil society, which in the academic context
usually has a passive role, an active participant in the scientific process. By becoming a subject aware
of the linguistic variation that surrounds him/her, the speaker will become aware of the richness that
variation entails and will be led to strengthen and enhance his/her own linguistic and cultural identity.
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University of Warsaw
Organisation

Country Poland

City WARSZAWA

Street Dembego, 12

Web https://www.ce.uw.edu.pl/en/

Person

Name Beata Górka-Winter

Adjunct Professor

Organisation

The Centre for Europe is an integral part of the prestigious and historical University of Warsaw. It is one
of the oldest and of the most widely recognised facilities in Poland (as well as in Eastern and Central
Europe) representing an interdisciplinary approach to broadly understood European Studies. Thus, our
area of research and didactic work includes political studies, legal and socio-economic matters, and
cultural issues in internal, regional, external and global dimensions. Our activities are also focused on
publishing periodicals, textbooks and didactic materials.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans
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University Paul-Valéry Montpellier /
French NCP for SC6 & SSH
Organisation

Country France

City Montpellier

Street

Web https://www.univ-montp3.fr/

Person

Name Florent GOIFFON

EU project officer / French NCP
for SC6 & SSH

Organisation

The University Paul-Valéry Montpellier is specialising in social sciences and humanities: French and
foreign languages and literrature, linguistics, educational sciences, cultural studies, arts (inc. video
games), art history, history, classical studies, archaeology, egyptology, geography, environment,
ethnology, psychology, management, communication...
It recruits annually 21,000 students (of which 18% are international students), including 750 PhD
students. The university staff is composed of 700 teachers and scholars, and 620 administrative,
technical and library staff.
Scientific activities are led by 20 research units and are built around 2 main domains: Languages,
Literatures, Cultures, Civilizations and Territories, Time, Societies and Development.
The UPVM research expertise is recognised in both leading fundamental research in SSH and
interdisciplinary projects addressing societal challenges. Over the last years the university also invested
with the success the high potential field of the digital humanities.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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on children and youth
• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The

societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Arts Creation Transmission Transformation
A team of experts in arts theory and practices (theatre, film, literature, creative writing, video/critical
games...) and cultural studies from the University Paul-Valéry Montpellier (France) is leading an
application to the call TRANSFO-17-2019 "societal challenges and the arts" with the project ACTT - Arts
Creation Transmission Transformation.
ACTT aims to think out the new relationship between Arts and Society which has developed since 2000
in European urban and peri-urban areas. To do so, the project intends to analyse contemporary artistic
practices that manage to address major societal challenges (social cohesion, climate change,
intercultural dialogue, migration) while successfully involving audiences familiar or unfamiliar with the
arts.
ACTT combines a bottom-up approach based on observation and analysis of artistic projects and
productions across Europe (case studies), with innovative and transdisciplinary conceptual and
methodological tools from a broad range of social sciences and humanities disciplines (history,
sociology, philosophy, politics, cultural studies, ethics ...) and the support of structures (networks,
associations, platforms...) for artists and artistic creation.
We are looking for academic partners in the following fields of expertise:
- Sociology / ethnology / psychology: surveys (cultural surveys?) On the perception / reception of art,
analysis of the impact of artistic projects
- Political scientists specialised in public policies (in the field of arts and culture), their evaluation. In the
context of ACTT we will be interested in how artistic commands are decided and how they are funded
- Specialists in arts and sciences
- Ecologists interested in human-environment interactions, ecology and society
- Geographs, urban planners interested in art in the city, the role of art and culture in the city, territories

PROJECT COOPERATION

Social and economic effects of migration in Europe and integration policies
GROUPE SOS has been created 30 years ago with the aim to struggle against any kind of exclusion. Its
mission: enabling everyone to access good quality services fulfilling their basic needs, whatever his/her
background or livings are. Through a myriad of activities, it provides a response to today’s society
needs within eight sectors: youth, employment, solidarity, health, elderly, culture, environmental change
and international action. Gathering 17 000 workers and 495 structures and services, GROUPE SOS
range up to the first European social enterprise.
GROUPE SOS advocates for migration as a chance for Europe, thus implying a collective thinking so as
to plenty grasp all the related issues at stake. Thanks to its expertise and the collective effort of its
professionals, GROUPE SOS aims to play a major role to address this challenge (...)
GROUPE SOS aims to integrate as a partner a consortium applying to the call MIGRATION-03 “Social
and economic effects of migration in Europe and integration policies”.
The expected results of GROUPE SOS’s participation in such project are to deepen the analysis of the
different integration models in Europe, highlight good practices in the European territory in social
inclusion of migrant population, improve the functioning of migrants’ accompaniment structures and
to propose innovative projects through the cooperation between operating stakeholders.
Through the wealth of its services and the elaboration of reporting tools, GROUPE SOS have access to
a broad range of data willing to be better emphasised. GROUPE SOS is also looking to recruit a
researcher/analyst in order to gather and analyse data from all the chosen structures.
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This Call is a unique opportunity to cooperate with the academic sector and operators at a European
level. Seeking to place the individual and her/his capacities at the heart of research, GROUPE SOS is
looking forward to work specially with associations developed by Diasporas
Contacts:
Maguy Kersual, European projects officer, maguy.kersual@groupe-sos.org
Camille Thomas, Head of Asylum and Integration Division, camille.thomas@groupe-sos.org
www.groupe-sos.org

PROJECT COOPERATION

State of the Art related to the integration of migrants in Europe
The Migrations and Society Research Unit (URMIS) is specialised in the study of migrations, ethnicity
and integration the universities. The laboratory unites Paris Diderot and Nice Sophia Antipolis with the
Institut de recherche pour le développement (IRD) and the Centre national de la recherche scientifique
(CNRS). URMIS brings together not only research groups located in Paris and Nice, but also researchers
from a variety of disciplines (sociology, anthropology, political science, social psychology, history). The
empirical research conducted in the different programmes of the research unit enables debate and
comparison of theoretical and methodological concerns related to the integration of immigrant
populations, the management of immigration issues by institutions and political parties, the creation of
transnational migratory spaces, and the cultural dynamics in multiethnic societies. The mutual
orientation of the research unit repudiates any essentialist approach toward national, ethnic or cultural
groups, which are clearly situated as historical and social constructions. It accentuates the institutional
and interactional processes through which collective identities are produced, maintained or
transformed. The research scope covers fundamental theoretical questions in the field of social
sciences: the symbolic construction of collective identities, the analysis of the social processes of
discrimination, the mechanisms of social categorisation, and the production and usage of categories
of otherness.
Also, URMIS has developed a Specialised Master in Migration Studies in order to train future
professionals. https://master-migration-studies.com/
Finally, URMIS is in the process of joining the International Migration, Integration and Social Cohesion
(IMISCO) network.
Contacts:
Christian RINAUDO, Deputy Director of URMIS, +33 (0) 4 89 15 23 45, Christian.Rinaudo@unice.fr
Géraldine Bozec, Assistant Professor and coordinator of the Specialised Master programme
geraldine.bozec@gmail.com
sara-anne.comel@univ-cotedazur.fr http://urmis.unice.fr/

PROJECT COOPERATION

VIEW-Visual Imaginaries and Educational Worlds: project-development
through cultural tourism
The VIEW (Visual Imaginaries & Educational Worlds) focuses on the intersection between tourism and
fiction and will research literary and screen tourism as a means to develop inclusive practices and a
more sustainable economic and social development. The VIEW consortium (10 countries) is
academically balanced (humanities and management) but there is a need for additional NGO partners
(tourism, publishing, film, more generally fiction: festivals, municipalities, associations of writers, writers'
houses, etc.) to suppplement our expertise to work on specific case studies.
Contacts:
Isabelle Boof-Vermesse, Associate Professor, faculty of languages
+33 (0)668 281 163
isabelle.boof-vermesse@univ-lille.fr
alexandra Torero Ibad, International Research Project Engineer
+33 (0)651 249 664
alexandra.torero-ibad@univ-lille.fr
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PROJECT COOPERATION

Researchers in economics, management, sociology, design seeking for
consortia in several topics of Migration Transformation and Governance
Department of Economics and Social Sciences of Telecom ParisTech
We have already participated to H2020 projects. Our research department is well recognized,
multidisciplinary, and we have develop innovative methodologies to analyze the impact of digital in
various environments, countries and industries. We are very interested in collaborating with academic
partners and entreprises to share our expertise but also, to continue to learn from experiences and
expertise from others at a European level.
Contacts:
David BOUNIE, head of the department
david.bounie@telecom-paristech.fr
+33(0)614 581 732
http://ses.telecom-paristech.fr/

PROJECT COOPERATION

Specialists in Homeschooling/Unschooling/Home Education seeking for
consortium/coordinator
University of Paris Seine / Cergy-Pontoise
Education research lab
In our ANR (the French research agency) research group, our sociological empirical inquiries focus on
people who choose to avoid public education and prefer to deliver home-made education (so to say).
As a matter of fact, these homeschoolers' behavior reflect specific relationships towards social
institutions. It is very interesting to research the way they understand public goods and regulation, and
conversely to research the way public authorities regulate these population. At the moment, I am
leading a French research group who is focusing on the French case, but we are already considering
building an international consortium in order to design comparative studies.
Contacts:
Philippe BONGRAND, Associate professor
philippe.bongrand@u-cergy.fr
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Uniwersytet Marii Curie-Skłodowskiej
Organisation

Country Poland

City Lublin

Street

Web htttp://www.umcs.pl

Person

Name Olga Pliszczyńska

Vice Director of Center for
Research and International
Cooperation

Organisation

Maria Curie-Sklodowska University is a state institution of higher education established in Lublin,
Poland in 1944. As the largest university in Eastern Poland it offers academic programs at
undergraduate, graduate and doctoral levels with over 50 fields of studies at currently 11 faculties. It
has over 23,000 students and 1700 academic staff. Maria Curie-Skłodowska University conducts
research and development activities and actively participates in various international programmes
such as Framework Programmes, Erasmus +, US Embassy Grant programmes, Polish-Swiss Research
Programme, Polish-Norwegian Research Programme to mention just a few. One of the top priorities of
MCSU is to increase the number of projects and funds obtained from national and international
initiatives of and outside the EU. Since 2004 over 140 international research projects were successfully
implemented at the institution with a strong view to strenghtening the university’s research and
development capacity.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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Utrecht University
Organisation

Country Netherlands

City Utrecht

Street

Web HTTP://www.uu.nl

Person

Name Peter van der Maas

EU research programma
manager Utrecht University

Organisation

Societal driven multidicilpnairy research

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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VILABS
Organisation

Country Greece

City Thessaloniki

Street

Web http://www.vilabs.eu

Person

Name Apostolos Vontas

Director

Organisation

Vilabs.eu is an innovation pole in Greece and Cyprus, acting both as a private research laboratory, as
also an Innovation Hub, by providing the necessary means, special knowledge, supportive facilities and
inspiring environment, for researchers and inventors to innovate. VILABS is coordinating two projects:
H2020-ICT-2015 CSA EQUAL-IST http://www.equal-ist.eu/ supporting Gender Equality Plans and
H2020-ICT-2017 IA Startup Lighthouse project http://startuplighthouse.eu, supporting start-ups to scale
up and develop cross border connections. In addition, participates in the H2020-ICT IA CAPS
Families_share project supporting Digital Social Innovation and H2020-SFS-2017 IA SiEUGreen project,
Supporting Resilient cities.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans
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ViLabs
Organisation

Country Cyprus

City Limassol

Street

Web https://vilabs.eu/

Person

Name Charalampos Chatzimallis

Project Manager

Organisation

VILABS is an SME that acts both as a private research and innovation laboratory and as an innovation
Hub for startups. VILABS provides a wide range of research, development and consulting services to
national as well as international enterprises and organisations, utilising a unique set of tangible and
intangible resources, including knowledge, facilities, human and financial resources, supporting
researchers and entrepreneurs to innovate. VILABS is active in the sectors of political sciences, social
innovation and entrepreneurship through all stages of Research, Technological Development and
Innovation. Through the extensive experience of its personnel it provides:
•Evaluation and Impact assessment services (using quantitative and qualitative data analysis tools),
considering economic, technological, political and social parameters.
•Business services (business deployment, exploitation planning, early marketing) helping research
outcomes to enter the market;
•Entrepreneurship and innovation support services to scientists, technological start-ups and social
entrepreneurs;
•Training for start-ups to boost their potential for entering the market through the organisation of
workshops and mentoring and coaching events.
•Management services (Project management, advisory services, budgeting and financial
management);
Recently, VILABS has established this new branch in Cyprus that carries the experience and the know-
how attained in VILABS Greece, giving the opportunity for widening the range of the company’s
activities, extending the geographical coverage of the company’s services from the Balkans to the
Eastern Mediterranean and developing new strong partnerships.
VILABS employees are of high-skills and experience (political scientists, economists, social researchers
and IT specialists) with more than ten years’ experience in socioeconomic research and analysis, policy
analysis, geostrategic analysis, data analysis, project management, dissemination, business
deployment and exploitation, technology and market assessments, evaluation and Impact assessment.
Company’s expertise and professional competence lies in the fields of International relations, Theories
of Globalization, European Studies, European integration theories, Contemporary European History,
Policy analysis, data analysis, and in the analysis of the political and geostrategic problems which are
emerging and occupying the modern world. VILABS capitalizes its workforce’s experience, gained from:
•the long experience on the leadership of project management (administrative and financial)
dissemination, exploitation, communication and evaluation tasks in European (FP7, CIP) projects and
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studies, as well as national funded projects
•developing various open innovation approaches with the scope of supporting startups, bringing
together business, universities, civil society and government to work together towards joint projects.
VILABS is a member of the European Business & Innovation Centre Network (EBN), the largest network
of Innovation centers in Europe and has around 150 business and Innovation centres and 100
organisations that support the development of innovative entrepreneurs, start-ups and SMEs.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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ViLabs
Organisation

Country Greece

City Thessaloniki

Street

Web https://vilabs.eu/

Person

Name Vasia Madesi

Project Manager/Political
Scientist

Organisation

ViLabs is a private company that acts both as a private research and innovation laboratory and as an
innovation Hub for startups. ViLabs provides a wide range of research, development and consulting
services to national as well as international enterprises and organisations and is active in the sectors of
ICT, eHealth, Energy, Digital Economy, Social Innovation, Gender and entrepreneurship and provides:
•R&D services (research, design and development);
•Management services (Project management, advisory services);
•Business services (business deployment, exploitation planning, early marketing) ;
•Entrepreneurship and innovation support services to scientists, technological start-ups and social
entrepreneurs;
•Evaluation and Impact assessment services (using quantitative and qualitative data analysis tools),
considering economic, technological, political and social parameters.
•Demonstration of project results and the diffusion of new technologies and services to the market.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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rights and EU citizenship
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Vilnius University Faculty of
Economics & Business Administration
Organisation

Country Lithuania

City Vilnius

Street

Web https://www.vu.lt/en/

Person

Name Rima Rubcinskaite

Researcher

Organisation

Vilnius University (VU) was founded in 1579 and is the oldest and largest university in the Baltic States,
one of the oldest and most famous establishments of higher education in Eastern and Central Europe.
VU was ranked #601-800 by the Times Higher Education Rating; #701-800 by the ARWU (Academic
Ranking of World Universities); #761 by the Leiden World University Ranking and #516 by the U.S. News
Best Global Universities Ranking. Recent statistics: 11096 undergraduate and 3487 graduate students,
of which 1340 international students; 1337 academic staff; 450 researcher fellows; 838 PhD students.
VU actively participates in international scientific and academic activities and embodies the concept
of a traditional university – the integrity of research and education. VU has taken the responsibility to
maintain the highest level of education and research sustained by University’s research teams of
international acclaim and new teams led by talented young researchers.
VU, being the most important higher education and research organisation in Lithuania, has significant
experience in managing various European projects. It has implemented a number of FP6, FP7,
Horizon2020 and other international projects, also a vast number of national projects.
Relevant international projects:
FP7, SiS project “PE-2020 - Public Engagement Innovations for Horizon 2020”, Coordinator – University
of Helsinki (2013-2016).
EU-STRAT - The EU and Eastern Partnership Countries: An Inside-Out Analysis and Strategic
Assessment, Coordinator - Freie Universität Berlin (2016-2019)
RRING - Responsible Research and Innovation Networked Globally, Coordinator - UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE CORK (2018-2021)
DIALLS - Dialogue and Argumentation for cultural Literacy Learning in Schools, Coordinator -
University of Cambridge (2018-2021)

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services
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technologies in public services
• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:

Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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VRT
Organisation

Country Belgium

City Brussel

Street Auguste Reyerslaan 52

Web http://innovation.vrt.be

Person

Name Mike Matton

Head of international
collaborations

Organisation

The Vlaamse Radio- en Televisieomroep (VRT) is the public broadcaster of the Flemish Community in
Belgium. Its mission is to inform, inspire and unite and so reinforce Flemish society.
As a service providing organization, the VRT wants to take up a special position in society. The VRT
strives for a large audience, not so much to gain a high market share, but because it wants to be
relevant to as many Flemish people as possible. This is the most important charter of the public
broadcaster, i.e. reinforcing democracy and society by contributing to a social and pluralistic debate,
documenting society and stimulating culture and language and Flemish society in all its diversity.
VRT owns 3 TV channels (Eén, Ketnet, Canvas), 5 radio stations (Radio1, Radio2, Klara, Studio Brussel
and MNM) and several online platforms (vrtnws.be and sporza.be) focusing on news and sports.
Furthermore, VRT has a full range of digital products, including a video platform (vrtnu.be) and a set of
digital radio apps (radioplus.be).
The innovation department of VRT follows technological and societal evolutions to help build the
future of media. This includes more immersive viewing experiences, personalised radio, and innovative
news and programme formats engaging communities everywhere and at all times, customized to the
right platform and user context. In collaboration with European research institutes, technology
companies and media organizations, the team carries out research projects of two to three years long
on the creation, management, distribution and consumption of media content. The interdisciplinary
team consists of more than 20 highly qualified researchers with an expertise in many facets of media
production and media management. This team is often complemented with VRT professionals from
the creative domain to establish a link between the research project and the production floor. VRT
innovation shares its expertise, insights and products with the wider media landscape via its
communication channels and events.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019: • TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
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Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

challenges and the arts
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Vytautas Magnus University
Organisation

Country Lithuania

City Kaunas

Street K. Donelaičio st. 58

Web http://www.vdu.lt

Person

Name Egle Gerulaitiene

Head of Project Management
Unit

Organisation

Vytautas Magnus University (VMU), established in 1922, re-established in 1989, is a classical university
of Liberal Arts engaged in providing education at the university level, conducting research, and
developing applied research and arts activities. VMU ranked as the TOP 700 university in QS University
ranking, is a classical university of liberal arts with over 9000 students, 10 faculties, Music Academy,
World Lithuanian University.
VMU offers 90 degree programmes, 26 BA and MA full-time degree programmes in English. It
collaborates with over 370 universities around the world, member of international networks and
organizations (EUA, EAIE, EDEN, BSRUN, AABS, IEEE, AMS, NISPAcee, ECPR, etc.). VMU develops
researches organized on a cluster basis. Currently 39 research clusters are active at VMU. VMU also
offers doctoral studies in 18 scientific fields, based on joint and interinstitutional PhD studies.
The university has bilateral agreements with 140 universities in 30 countries around the world; Erasmus
agreements with 161 partners in 28 European countries. The university has developed Lithuanian
Diaspora Academy (with diaspora in US, Poland, Russia, etc.). Each year a number of international and
regional research conferences, workshops and seminars are organized. International relations are
established by projects and networks (thematic research and study), international summer schools, by
developing joint and double degree Master programs (Baltic studies with Bocconi University, in Finance
and in Marketing with Louvain Catholic University, Law with Texas Tech University, etc.). International
study networks and IP programs (e.g. Campus Europae, AFECA) allow university and its 10 faculties to
expand its scope internationally. The university is actively developing innovations in education and
research, develops strong business partnerships with leading Lithuanian and global companies. VMU is
the institution which develops plurilingualism in the most efficient way in Lithuania. VMU Institute of
Foreign Languages (IFL) offers the range of over 30 languages to students, VMU academic and non-
academic community and city residents.
VMU is currently conducting about 100 projects in the fields of biotechnology, biophysics, technology
law, education, sociology, philosophy, computational linguistics, language acquisition and bilingualism,
creative industries, and others. Researchers of VMU have been engaged as a partners and
coordinators in various Horizon 2020 (5 projects at the moment), Jean Monnet, COST, Erasmus+ and
NordPlus programmes, as well as research projects within the Global Grant and Smart Specialisation
programmes conducted by the Research Council of Lithuania and the European Structural Fund.

Areas of Activity
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• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion
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Vytautas Magnus University
Organisation

Country Lithuania

City Kaunas

Street K. Donelaicio g. 58

Web http://vdu.lt

Person

Name Eilina Dailidienė

Research Project Coordinator

Organisation

Established in 1922 (re-established in 1989) Vytautas Magnus University (VMU) is the public institution
implementing liberal arts study policy based on the Harvard study model and relevant research
activities aimed at contribution to the society, as well as global community. Aside from 26 BA and MA
full-time degree programs in English, together VMU offers over 100 study degree programs, as well as
integrated studies of law and postgraduate and doctoral programs for almost 6500 students. The
University offers doctoral studies in 18 diverse fields of Humanities, Social, Physical and Biomedical
Sciences. In VMU the research capacity is achieved by uniting scientific human resources under the
thematic clusters seeking to assure the interdisciplinary approach, broad scope, high impact,
accessibility of research outcomes. VMU has been involved in H2020, COST, Erasmus+ and Nordplus
activities as well as national ESF projects as a project partner or coordinator (about 100 EU projects in
the fields of biotechnology, biophysics, creative industries, law, education, sociology, psychology,
computational linguistics, language acquisition and bilingualism, etc.), therefore the scientists have
accumulated solid experience in international scientific research and project management.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
for public administrations

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright
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data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship
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Warszawski Instytut Bankowości
Organisation

Country Poland

City Warsaw

Street

Web https://www.wib.org.pl/

Person

Name Katarzyna Szwedor

The coordinator of the project -
security in the cyberspace.

Organisation

Non-governmental organization operating in the field of economic education, cyber security and
secure banking services.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe
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Waterford Institute of Technology
Organisation

Country Ireland

City WATERFORD

Street

Person

Name Aisling Tuite

Researcher and Project Manager

Organisation

WIT is the major provider of higher education in the South East region of Ireland and one of the largest
IOT's in Ireland. The Institute's range and scope reflect the changing needs of the southeast as well as
the country as a whole.
The range of academic programmes is exceptionally extensive, ranging from Higher Certificate right
through to post-doctoral research and covering the Humanities, Health and Nursing, Science and
Informatics, Engineering and Architecture, Business and Education.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Technology Development
We are seeking partners for the development of the technological aspect of this call. We have
previously submitted a proposal to this call and have a well defined project idea.

PROJECT COOPERATION

Partners with links to Public Employment Services
We are seeking partners with links to public employment services (PES) and other organisations
offering services to PES. We require pilot sites in PES and cooperation for data gathering and co-
creation of a pilot technology. We are seeking partners who are interested in developing this
technology from a user centered and AHSS perspective.
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Wazo Sociedad Cooperativa
Organisation

Country Spain

City Almendralejo

Street

Web http://www.wazo.es

Person

Name Marta Lozano Molano

CEO

Organisation

Wazo is a creative industry cooperative using innovative art-based practices to address societal
challenges in Extremadura. Wazo Coop is currently focused in youth unemployment by promoting
mutual understanding, social movements and civic participation from an artistic perspective.
We are currently in a process of identification, attraction and consolidation of a potential community
of changemakers of the creative and cultural industry for a community penetration. The topic of
interest is participatory leadership by means of innovation and creativity methods for positive changes,
promotion of long-term cooperation and co-development of projects for a social transformation.
-Services-
Communication: Growth Hacking, Marketing Digital, Branding
Publishing: Wazo Magazine
Consulting, Events and Training
-Work Areas-
Creative and Cultural Industry
Social Innovation
Social Economy
Digital Communication
Websites:
Wazo Sociedad Cooperativa
www.wazo.es
Wazo Magazine and projects
www.wazogate.com

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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WeDo | Project intelligence made easy
S.L.
Organisation

Country Spain

City Barcelona

Street Rosello 248, 5-2

Web http://www.wedo-projects.com

Person

Name Angel Honrado

CEO and Project Manager

Organisation

WeDo is a company specialized in the management and communication of international, complex,
and distributed research and innovation projects based in Barcelona. WeDo works with a miscellany of
stakeholders from both public and private sectors, applying a strategic, holistic, and lean project
management approach to create an effective collaborative framework for results-driven decision-
making and performance.
WeDo leverages on the expertise of a multi-disciplinary team of highly skilled and experienced
professionals, with complementary backgrounds and a track record of 14 years in international
collaborative projects, with special attention to EC-funded projects since FP6 (including ICT, HEALTH,
ENVIRONMENT, NMP, IMI-JU, SSH, SWAFS), among other programmes and funding schemes. WeDo
professionals are an asset for the strategic planning, the project management, the financial and legal
assessment, the exploitation and IPR management, the knowledge management, the business and
sustainability planning, and the design and implementation of dissemination and communication
strategies of projects. As a result of working over many years with companies, research centres and
universities in the Health sector, this team has a track record in the valorisation of research results and
innovation processes arising from patient data-related projects.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-12-2019-2020: Pilot on
using the European cloud infrastructure
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protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-02-2018-2019: Past,
present and future of differentiation in
European governance

for public administrations
• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,

Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• TRANSFORMATIONS-16-2019: Social
platform on the impact assessment and
the quality of interventions in European
historical environment and cultural
heritage sites

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector
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WSB University
Organisation

Country Poland

City Dąbrowa Górnicza

Street

Web http://www.wsb.edu.pl/

Person

Name Sebastian Kwaśniewski

International Project Manager

Organisation

WSB University, founded in 1995, has experience in educating students, conducting research and co-
operating with state economy. Along with doing research, WSB University is teaching students
according to the educational challenges of the modern world. The study programs are constantly
being updated and broadened, aiming especially at interdisciplinarity and internationalization. WSB
University is located in Silesia Province (Viodvodeship) and educates students (8.000) of 15 study fields.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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WSB University
Organisation

Country Poland

City Dąbrowa Górnicza

Street Cieplaka 1c

Web wsb.edu.pl

Person

Name Ewelina Widerska

International Project Manager

Organisation

WSB University, founded in 1995, has experience in educating students, conducting research and co-
operating with state economy. Along with doing research, WSB University is teaching students
according to the educational challenges of the modern world. The study programs are constantly
being updated and broadened, aiming especially at interdisciplinarity and internationalization. WSB
University is located in Silesia Province (Viodvodeship) and educates students (8.000) of 15 study fields.

Areas of Activity

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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WUERC, WIT
Organisation

Country Ireland

City Waterford

Street WUERC, AT120, WIT, Waterford

Web https://wuerc.com/

Person

Name

Lecturer in Strategy &
Organisation

Organisation

WUERC is a research initiative at WIT, a public higher education institution based in the South East of
Ireland. WUERC, Waterford Un/Employment Research Collaborative (WUERC) explores experiences of
the labour market and unemployment using sociological, anthropological and organisational studies
methods.

Areas of Activity

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making
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Yeditepe University/Istanbul University
Organisation

Country Turkey

City IStanbul

Street

Web https://www.yeditepe.edu.tr/

Person

Name Turaj Aliyeva

University Lecturer, PhD
candidate

Organisation

Our university was founded in 1996 by the Istanbul Education and Culture Foundation (ISTEK). In line
with Atatürk's principles and with the contribution of a pioneering and distinguished academic and
administrative staff, Yeditepe University aims to educate students who are inquisitive, innovative, well-
equipped with technological skills, well-versed in world culture, have a solid identity, and are equipped
with all the qualifications required by the business world. With its up-to-date academic programs and
training, Yeditepe University offers an education compatible with the expectations of the information
age.
Yeditepe University carries out its academic activities via 3 departments at the School of Applied
Sciences, and 13 faculties namely the Faculties of Dentistry, Pharmacy, Education, Arts and Sciences,
Fine Arts, Law, Economics and Administrative Sciences, Communication, Engineering, Architecture,
Health Sciences, Medicine and Commerce, entailing 64 undergraduate programs. The university also
offers 86 MA and 41 PhD programs in the Graduate Schools of Atatürk’s Principles and History of
Revolution, Educational Sciences, Science, Health Sciences, and Social Sciences. Since its
establishment, Yeditepe University, whose language of education is English, has been preparing young
people for life from all over Turkey on the 26 Ağustos campus.
Yeditepe University offers education on the “26 Ağustos” campus that is designed to meet the
requirements of students for education, culture, art, sports and a spectrum of various needs. The 26
Ağustos campus is located on the Asian side of Istanbul with its own architecture on the skirts of the
Kayışdağı hill, with an area of 125 thousand square meters and a closed area of 223 thousand square
meters. Inspired by Seljuk Architecture, the 26 August campus consists of educational buildings and
social facilities and they are surrounded by two separate student dormitories with a total capacity of
4,250 students.
Voted first among private universities in Turkey by Green Metric which is an international platform for
sustainability and environmental awareness and determines the greenest universities in the world,
Yeditepe University is the only university in Turkey that can produce its own energy with a solar energy
system that is built on a roof in the campus. The system, which has the largest roof application facility
in Istanbul, has a capacity of 1 MW and used 3850 Axitec panels and a Hawei inverter. At the same
time, the university has started work on a wind energy investment of 350 KW in Şile. The solar energy
panel works will continue until 10 MW is reached.

Areas of Activity
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• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective
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Yildiz Technical University
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Istanbul

Street

Web http://avesis.yildiz.edu.tr/aozbakir

Person

Name Aysegul OZBAKIR

Professor of City and Regional
Planning

Organisation

Since its foundation in 1911, Yıldız Technical University has always been a dynamic institution of higher
education. Department of City and Regional Planning has been structured first as a graduate program
in 1973 and re-organized in 1982 as the first full department in “planning” among other Istanbul
universities. The department has its strong planning education background in both planning theory
and practice through worldwide scientific knowledge. Currently, 41 academic personnel are engaged
within the department under two divisions: city planning and regional planning. As of 2018, the
department has 375 undergraduate and 276 graduate students in the education system. Many
international and national funded research projects are carried out at the department.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• GOVERNANCE-01-2019: Trust in
governance

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making
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Yıldız Technical university
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Istanbul

Street Yıldız Teknik Universitesi, Davutpaşa Kampusu,
Taskisla Binası A-1007 Esenler

Web http://www.yildiz.edu.tr/

Person

Name Gülseven Bektaş

Lecturer

Organisation

Yıldız Technical university is regarded as one of the best state universities in Turkey with its history
dating back to 1911. It is located in Istanbul and has 10 Faculties, 2 Institutes, the Vocational School of
Higher Education, and the Vocational School for Foreign Languages. The interdisciplinary graduate
and post graduate academic programs in engineering and architecture, in the sciences, social sciences
and art taught by our distinguished academic staff with epitomizes the aim of our university in
educating the individual of the information age. For achieving its internationalization strategy in higher
education, it conducts Erasmus+ programs, Mevlana programs and international agreements. Our
university prioritizes research and international projects in social sciences with regard to human rights,
migration studies, cultural studies, European studies, education, social innovation etc.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

• GOVERNANCE-04-2019: Enhancing social
rights and EU citizenship

• TRANSFORMATIONS-17-2019: Societal
challenges and the arts
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ZekaKare Ltd.
Organisation

Country Turkey

City Ankara

Street Cepa Ofis 10.Kat 1004 Numara Mustafa Kemal
Mah. 2123. Cad. No:2-D Cankaya / ANKARA

Web http://www.zekakare.com

Person

Name Mustafa Zati

General Manager

Organisation

ZekaKare is a software development and consulting company based in Ankara, TURKEY. We develop
software solutions for our clients and also we offer an innovative recruitment and HR management
software developed by us. Our software solutions are tailored for our clients’ needs and demands. We
provide cloud based software solutions operating on Windows, IOS and Android platforms.
Based on our strong technical capacity, we recently launched data analytics and visualization services.
We can analyze and create meaningful insights through innovative approaches and genuine
algorithms of our own.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-01-2019: Understanding
migration mobility patterns: elaborating
mid and long-term migration scenarios

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• DT-MIGRATION-06-2018-2019: Addressing
the challenge of migrant integration
through ICT-enabled solutions

• MIGRATION-07-2019: International
protection of refugees in a comparative
perspective

• DT-
TRANSFORMATIONS-02-2018-2019-2020:
Transformative impact of disruptive
technologies in public services

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• TRANSFORMATIONS-13-2019: Using big
data approaches in research and
innovation policy making

• DT-GOVERNANCE-05-2018-2019-2020:
New forms of delivering public goods and
inclusive public services

• SU-GOVERNANCE-10-2019: Drivers and
contexts of violent extremism in the
broader MENA region and the Balkans

• DT-GOVERNANCE-13-2019: Digitisation,
Digital Single Market and European
culture: new challenges for creativity,
intellectual property rights and copyright

• GOVERNANCE-16-2019: Reversing
Inequalities

• GOVERNANCE-17-2019: Democratic crisis?
Resolving socio-economic and political
challenges to reinvigorate democracies

• GOVERNANCE-18-2019: Innovation in
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• TRANSFORMATIONS-04-2019-2020:
Innovative approaches to urban and
regional development through cultural
tourism

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth

• TRANSFORMATIONS-08-2019: The
societal value of culture and the impact
of cultural policies in Europe

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-11-2019:
Collaborative approaches to cultural
heritage for social cohesion

government - building an agile and
citizen-centric public sector

Marketplace Opportunities

PROJECT COOPERATION

Horizon 2020 Cooperation
Our consulting division offers strategic, operational and consulting services for public, civil society and
private sector organisations. With 7 years' experience in this field, we have clients from different regions
of Turkey including Ministries, Regional Development Agencies, Universities, Research Organisations,
SMEs, Large-Scale firms and NGOs active in different fields. We are seeking new partnerships for
upcoming Horizon, COSME, EASI and similar calls.
We are particularly interested in Migration and ICT related topics under this programme.
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Zespol Ltd.
Organisation

Country Poland

City Katowice

Street 2 Grabowa str.

Person

Name Tadeusz Twirbut

Managing Director

Organisation

Business incubation based on the social (NGO’s) activities, innovations and renewable energy solutions.

Areas of Activity

• MIGRATION-03-2019: Social and
economic effects of migration in Europe
and integration policies

• TRANSFORMATIONS-03-2018-2019:
Innovative solutions for inclusive and
sustainable urban environments

• GOVERNANCE-19-2019: A European
Social Catalyst Fund to scale up high
performing social innovations in the
provision of social services
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ZHAW
Organisation

Country Switzerland

City Winterthur

Street

Person

Name Adrienne Suvada

Leiterin Fachstelle
Communication & Branding

Organisation

The Institute of Marketing Management covers the entire spectrum of modern marketing – through
consulting, research and development, degree and continuing education programs. We work together
with large corporations, SMEs, and private individuals as well as partner universities in Switzerland and
on an international level.

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth
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ZHAW
Organisation

Country Switzerland

City Winterthur

Street

Person

Name Anna Rozumowski

Wissenschaftliche Mitarbeiterin

Organisation

The Institute of Marketing Management covers the entirespectrum of modern marketing – through
consulting, researchand development, degree and continuing education programs.We work together
with large corporations, SMEs, and private individuals as well as partner universities in Switzerland and
on an international level.

Areas of Activity

• DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-07-2019: The
impact of technological transformations
on children and youth
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